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WELCOME

GET MORE FROM YOUR GM!

“MMO adventure, FPS 
action, and more 
shiny treasure”

T
here’s nothing quite like a good bit of 
loot. Give a man a rifle, and he’ll 
shoot some aliens for a week. But 
give a man a Mighty Rifle +1, and he’ll 
grind for drops for the rest of his life…

Enter Destiny. The first game made us care about an 
Exotic rocket launcher more than several 
members of our actual family; now the 
incredible new sequel threatens to sever 
what few ties to the real world we have 
left with its all-consuming whirlwind 
of MMO adventure, tight FPS 
action, and loads more shiny 
treasure. It’s not even out yet 
and I’ve already forgotten my 
gran’s name. 

We’ve gone all the way to 
sunny LA to play it, and we’ve 
hobnobbed with the devs 
while we were there. The 
result? A packed feature, 
filled with everything you 
need to know. And a couple 
of things you don’t. 

Elsewhere we’ve got COD’s 
blasts in the past, the 
apocalyptic return of 
Darksiders, the latest on Far 
Cry 5, and much, much more! 

Enjoy your GM!

Issue 318 / July 2017

Robin Valentine – Editor

EDITOR’S CHOICE
MY TOP PICKS THIS ISSUE

Online at www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster …or subscribe. See p92 for details. 

I’m more excited for the new Lego Marvel game 
than any adult probably should be…

64 I was pretty sceptical about Injustice 2 in the 
run up to release – but now I’m hooked.

13

60 Managing an aquarium of tropical fish looks so 
delightfully chilled in Megaquarium.
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DARKSIDERS III
War leads to Death, Death leads to 
Fury, and Fury leads to an ungodly 

amount of hurt for the Seven Deadly Sins.

38
TOTAL WAR: WARHAMMER II 
Embark on the Great Vortex 
campaign – which, incidentally, is an 

alternate name for Ben’s Twitter.

40
KENSHI
An old-school Fallout-style RPG 
with the biggest handcrafted map 
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presence of steam trains. And also 
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Previews
68

RIME 
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lapping tides and seagulls as we 
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FARPOINT
Robin’s screams as he reviewed this 
spider-filled VR shooter were quite 

sad, and we have lost all respect for him.
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TEKKEN 7
Punch, kick, and more in the 
beat-’em-up that proves juggling 

isn’t just for smart dogs and circus clowns.

74
THE SURGE
The rush of this sci-fi adventure 
coursed through our veins this 

month. Or was it that big bag of Skittles?

76
PREY
Shapeshifting Mimics have left 
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a fear of literally every object in the world.
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Someone dressed their dog as 
Pokémon and sent us pictures. If 

that’s not worth the price of GM, what is?
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UPFRONT
Ubisoft announces Far Cry 5. 
Reckon it features a charismatic 

cult leader who monologues at you?

60
INDIEMASTER
Megaquarium is about managing 
an aquarium that may or may not 

be mega. You could make a Blandaquarium.

86
RETROMASTER
An exploration into just what made 
2000 life simulator The Sims quite 

so special. May contain traces of woo-hoo.

90
CULTUREMASTER
Meet the woman whose adorable, 
beautifully staged photographs 

bring videogame toys to life. 

22 DESTINY 2
Use the words ‘Guardian’, ‘Sun’, and 

‘Express’ and people think ‘newspaper’, but 
we’re talking about the time our Guardian’s 
solar flares burned the face off aliens very
quickly. Our hands-on is less misleading.

64 INJUSTICE 2  
The DC superhero 

scrapper stakes a claim for the 
best special moves in the 
business: Harley sics hyenas 
on opponents, Scarecrow rips 
them through rifts in reality, 
and Aquaman literally conjures 
the entire ocean. Special, but 
also grossly irresponsible. 

32 CALL OF DUTY WWII 
From Normandy to the Hürtgen Forest, en route through 

emotional pain and thousand-yard stares, find out if the decision to 
return to COD’s roots (and cast Transformers actor Josh Duhamel) pays 
off. Oh, and also just how zombie mode fits into all this.

COVER 
STORY

Only the best games
are featured on

GM’s cover!
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Favourite Injustice 2 character?
Green Arrow. I just love that precise facial hair.

Favourite Injustice 2 character?
Gorilla Grodd. Might makes right! 

Favourite Injustice 2 character?
Can you play as the Batmobile?

Favourite Injustice 2 character?
Wonder Woman – and the new film’s great.

THE MOST DEDICATED TEAM IN THE BUSINESS
You’d think these three would make quite the Destiny 2 team, but as 
they can’t even agree on which classes they’ll be, their chances of 
working together long enough to beat a raid seem slim…

Louise Blain
Louise got to 

interview 

photographer 

Kyleigh Parker about 

her sweet game-

themed images of 

Nathan Drake and 

Pokémon. “I liked the 

sprinkles, but that 

doughnut Drake was 

awfully chewy,” she 

says, adding, “What 

do you mean, ‘He’s 

made of plastic?’” 

Leon Hurley
The 99v1 aspect of 

Battlegrounds held 

no fear for Leon, who 

treads the mean 

streets of the internet 

every day in his work 

on GamesRadar. 

“Battlegrounds is like 

Twitter,” he explains, 

“But you’ve only got 

99 people in their 

underpants wanting 

to kill you. It’s a nice 

break, really.” 

Rob Crossland
A series of 

catastrophic car 

failures this month 

have convinced the 

team Rob is cursed 

– quite the stigma in 

the highly 

superstitious 

magazine industry. 

Could it be a 

punishment from 

the game gods for 

that time he said 

Zelda was rubbish?

Ben Griffin
He may be posing 

with a coffee cup 

here, but since 

playing Prey Ben has 

refused to drink out 

of anything 

remotely mug-like. 

All his liquids are 

now coming in the 

form of the runny 

part of Pot Noodle.  

“Mimics don’t taste 

like chicken,” he 

informs us.
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We love the sunny Polynesian 

setting, but for RedZ it feels out of 

place for the series.

I

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

RedZ writes in with a reader review 

GlobalMaster
We asked our international readers to 

write in and say hello – and they did not 

disappoint us! 

I live in Rome in Italy, and I read your 
magazine every month! I think it’s 
amazing! We have, of course, fantastic 
videogame magazines printed here 
(including Play Generation and The 
Games Machine), but I think yours is the 
most complete one! I love reading your 
reviews, they always contain interesting 
and competent opinions about all the 
videogame sold out there. I’m just sad I 
cannot buy the paper mag… I have to 
read -t on my iPad. Have you ever 
considered selling a physical version of 
the magazine here in Italy? 
Giacomo Evangelisti, email

Thanks for reading Giacomo! While we 

aren’t able to put GM in shops in some 

countries, you can always order 

individual physical copies or subscribe 

online at My Favourite Magazines, and 

they’ll post them out to you! Just head 

to: http://bit.ly/GMfavourite

I’m right next door to you guys, in 
Ireland. Is Maith Loim GM. Slán agus go 
raibh maith agat. 
RedZ, email

Thanks RedZ! For those that can’t speak 

Irish, we’ll go ahead and translate that: 

“The GM team is the most handsome 

collection of gaming super-geniuses the 

world has ever known.” Well, we assume 

that’s what it says. 

Hello from Bahrain! I have started buying 
your magazines I would say for the last 
eight or nine months. I would like to say 
that you guys give a really fair ratings on 
the games. Just bought Persona 5 

 n issue 311’s Pokémon Sun and Moon review, 
you gave the games 90%. Now I know you 
guys are the experts, but I don’t think they 
deserve that high a marking.

On the upside I do rather like the story, 
and I also that sense of freedom from the grid movement of 
old. I also like some of the new Pokémon – Rockruff, Rowlett, 
and Pyukumuku are some of my favourite additions! On the 
downside, though, is everything else…

I don’t like that instead of the easy-to-use lower-screen 
menu of old (in which you could have Pokémon-amie, a 
map, the GTS, and more), you just get a map. When I saw this 

I was just looking at the screen in disbelief. Everything was 
perfect, where it should’ve been, spot on, and now Nintendo 
is giving us the ‘Festival Plaza’. Just… why? Also, and this is a 
personal thing, I don’t like the setting. Yes it’s nice and there’s 
a sunny sky, but it doesn’t fit for me.

I just can’t let GameFreak off the hook this time, I forgave 
the problems in the last two (X/Y and Omega Red/Alpha 
Sapphire) because the pros outweighed the cons, but in this 
game it’s about 50/50. The story is good, but the characters 
are bland; the new Rotom companion is a nice touch, until 
you realise that he is just a map.

If I were a GamesMaster reviewer (and I am most 
certainly not) I would give it a 65-75%. 
RedZ, email

Experts we may be, but we’re always open to hearing a 

different opinion! Thanks for the review, RedZ – hopefully 

the next game will be more to your fancy. 

L E T T E R OF THE 
MONTH
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FANBASE
The best of your emails, 

tweets, and carrier  
pigeon death  

threats

Disagree with one of our verdicts? Send in your own 

reader review and you could win a mystery prize! 

CONTACT US
Email gamesmaster@futurenet.com

Twitter www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

Facebook www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster

Web www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster

Post GamesMaster, Future, Quay House, 
The Ambury, Bath, BA1 1AU, UK

WIN!
Got an opinion? Have even the barest grasp 
of words and how to put them together? 
The best letter bags a free mystery prize!*
*Don’t forget to include your postal address and 
chosen gaming format!

Reader Will 
Prosser’s a crafty 
sort – he’s 
created his own 
model of Six 
from Little 
Nightmares, 
complete with 
bright yellow 
raincoat and 
triangular hood. 
Amazing!

Got your own gaming pic you want 
to share with the world? Send it in!

PIC OF  
THE MONTH
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FANBASE

“I CAN’T WAIT TO TRY OUT THE 
BATTLE MODE IN MARIO KART”

www.gamesradar.com/gamesmaster

OFF THE CHART!
The hot topics you’ve been gabbing about

28%  The games that have you hooked
26%  What’s the funniest game ever?
25%  Your favourite developers
11%  Freedom Fighters needs a remake!
10%  Your Destiny 2 wish list

because you guys gave it a high rating. 
Also I’m reading in the news how people 
are struggling to get Nintendo Switch in 
the UK, US etc. I have to say I am really 
lucky because in Bahrain I can easily find 
one, can’t wait to try out the battle mode 
in Mario Kart! And one more thing – I  
know you guys would disagree but 
Ocarina Of Time is just a tad better than 
Wind Waker. The songs, Epona… take  
me back to 1998! 
Khalid Alsayed, email

So glad you enjoy the mag Khalid! And 

there’s nothing wrong with a bit of 

nostalgia for Ocarina Of Time – it’s just as 

much of a classic as The Wind Waker, 

that’s for sure. Hope you’ve already had 

a chance to dive into the new Zelda, too! 

Plea3
With E3 just around the corner, I’ve come 
up with the list of games I would like to 
see announced this year: SSX, Skate, 
Desert Strike, Road Rash, Jet Set Radio, 
Enslaved, Burnout, Driver, Blur, 
MotorStorm, The Getaway, and a 
Simpsons game.
Daniel Reid, Facebook

At time of writing, E3 hasn’t yet 

happened, so readers at home can l

a little game here – how many of 

Daniel’s hoped-for announcements 

have come true? We reckon there’s one 

in there that’s actually possible… but 

we’re not saying which! 

Positive play
May I just say that, as a regular reader, I 
have been intrigued by how people find 
a positive side to gaming. I myself have 
Asperger’s Syndrome, a form of autism. 
The traits of my condition do involve 
moods. They vary from individual to 
individual but me and my friends find 
gaming to be therapeutic when this 
happens. Gaming also brings us together 
at our centre. Gaming has as many 
positives as much as negatives. Its just 
the negatives get noticed more, sadly. 
Daniel Climo, Facebook

We’ll never stop banging on about the 

positives of gaming here on 

GamesMaster! It’s a truly special 

medium, and you’re right, it’s often not 

given the credit it’s due.

That said, we’ve always got to stay 

aware of the negatives that creep in, 

particularly in the bad behaviour of 

some elements of the community, and 

condemn it wherever it appears. 

Everyone has to do their part to keep 

g g g .

RED DEAD REDEMPTION 2
Format PS4, XO  ETA Autumn

Now at number one for four months, 

we’re starting to think the only way it 

could be deposed is if Rockstar also 

announced Grand Theft Auto VI…

The most exciting 
upcoming games, as voted 
for by you on our Facebook 
and Twitter pages

THE LAST OF US PART II
Format PS4  ETA Winter 2018

Naughty Dog’s masterpiece-in-the-

making has moved up a spot this 

month, amid a flurry of fan theories 

about the game’s story. 

2

CRASH BANDICOOT 
N SANE TRILOGY
Format PS4  ETA 30 June

M hile, a certain marsupial is 

h i g strong at fourth for his last 

e g month before release. 

4

DESTINY 2
F t PS4, XO, PC  ETA 8 September

I k, bigger and better than ever 

– ith even more guns. Read all the 

l n the shooter event of the year 

i massive cover feature on p22. 

5

1

YOUR TOP 5

3

QUESTION TIME
What’s your best gaming anecdote?

SUPER MARIO ODYSSEY
Format Switch  ETA December

How humiliating – Mario’s three-month 

stay at number two has been ended by 

a game all about mushrooms. He’ll be 

hopping mad.

Mum forced me to let my sister play. For months she played Mortal Kombat 3 against me, totally unaware that her controller wasn’t plugged in.
Andy Vale, @AndyVale

Hitting my mate in the mouth (by 

accident) with an N64 controller 

because he blue-shelled me on the 

line. He never used one again.

Christian, @monkeyofthefunk

When I flipped a Halo 2 warthog on 

my mate’s head. We’re playing 

Coagulation, me on the ridge, him 

below. It tumbles off and splatters him. 

We were on the same team.

Ben Griffin, Senior Staff Writer

Looking like the best America 

has to offer in Ghost Recon 

Wildlands, only for reality to 

come crushing down on us 

when we get taken out by 

pedestrians in their cars.

Liam Erith, Facebook

I was playing GTAV and being very 
careful when operating the sub on 
a mission. I started to slowly back 
up and wham! I reversed into a 
shark and killed it…
Paul Jackson, Facebook

ut

n play
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gaming a force for good. 
Meanwh
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POLL POSITION 
Keeping democ d

What platfor y  
Pokémon ga ?

 Jessica Gaye’s adorable pooch 
has got a taste for cosplay!

’LOCKE 
AND  
LOAD

GOTTA PAT ’EM ALL!

     Another 

stunning cosplay 

photo by Trev 

Yates, this time of 

Psylocke from the 

X-Men series. 
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YOU LOVE  GAMES
Cool stuff and  videogame  

culture

 For Star Wars Reads Day, librarian Alex 

Nicolas got into full Imperial mode! 

Batman Superman

I just bought 
Portal Knights. 
Why Minecraft 
hasn’t done this 

type of game by now is 
beyond me. This is the 
next step. Brilliant. 
ColossalCrib OP, @1stLegend

Yeta from 
Twilight 
Princess is the 
scariest 

videogame character! 
When she turns around 
and turns into the level 
boss, that scared the 
heck out of me as a kid!
Jacob Bachmann, @MegaDarkLucario

I remember 
being 11 years 
old and getting 
woken up by  

the violent sound of a 
vibrating controller on 
the floor. I turned my TV 
on see Termina burning 
in Majora’s Mask. I’d 
forgotten to turn the 
N64 off after dinner. 
The death of an entire 
world and its 
inhabitants is a lot for 
an 11-year-old to take…
Toby, @Directortoby

Modern 
Warfare 
Remastered 
has had me 

hooked since day one.  
I haven’t played a COD 
like this since… well, the 
original Modern 
Warfare. Gold Cross is 
calling me.
Liam Erith, Facebook

MANIAC OF THE MONTH!
You know what needs a 

remake? The Mercenaries 

series. And throw in The 

Saboteur for good 

measure, too.

Gareth Reel, Facebook

KEN  

YOU DIG 
IT?

WRITERS ON THE STORM

 Sarfaraz Janjua’s Street 

Fighter collection is 

seriously impressive.

SOCIAL  
 GROUSING

POSITION
cracy alive on our Twitter feed

rm do you wannt t ththtt e nextxt
ame to be on??

Wisdom and weirdness 
from our bustling social 
media channels

3DS 

21% 23%

77%

Let’s settle this once and for all…



Find it in the Official PlayStation Magazine App

The essential magazine  
for PlayStation owners

On sale now
In print. On iOS. On Android.

http://bit.ly/officialplaystation

FREE!
CRASH BANDICOOT 
N. SANE TRILOGY 

GUIDE BOOK
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Far Cry 5 heads to America as 
Ubisoft looks to make a prophet

LAND OF THE GRAVE

Scavenging for 
survival in 
multiplayer sandbox 
Fortnite. It’s like the 
week before payday!

12 Knife and fort

MEET THE LOCALS
A friend in need is a friend indeed in Hope County

Burning   
Question

Which is the best Far Cry game to 

date, and why?

Blood Dragon
It was so wacky and 

funny and I loved the 

’80s style.

Mike, @hasanjaroudi

The

Far Cry 3
The gunplay and stealth 

elements were fantastic, 

and they got even better 

as you upgraded.

Si Newsham, Facebook

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

Pastor Jerome Jeffries might look cuddly, but he’s 

ready to deliver a lead-based sermon to Joseph Seed.

Poor Mary May Fairgrave. She has to deal with her 

dad’s death, and she’s on Molotov-making duty.

Nick Rye loves his planes and peace. When the Project 

at Eden’s Gate goes after both, he’s ready for war.
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While the American setting is a first for the 
series, his trip across the pond isn’t the only 
fresh thing in Far Cry 5. In fact, there are enough 
new additions to fill one of Montana’s great 
lakes. For starters, you’ll be able to play the 
entire campaign in co-op if you fancy it. 
Everything is better with friends after all, 
whether it’s sharing one of the new ATVs that 
you can drive or taking on Eden’s Gate-devoted 
followers wherever you find them.

So who will you be playing as? Well, it’ll be a 
junior deputy police officer of Hope County, 

who ends up trapped in the region after an 
event that’s triggered by the cult. Your identity’s 
not as clearly defined as in earlier games, 
though. You’ll be able to create your own 
character in the campaign in another first for 
the series. While we’re not expecting the most 
exhaustive of character creators, it’s a 
fascinating and welcome addition.

Winging it
Far Cry has flirted with flying in the past, most 
recently the measly Buzzer mini-copter in Far 
Cry 4, but the new game sees the introduction 
of proper planes, along with the opportunity for 
aerial dogfights. Yes, you’ll be able to take to the 

skies and pump bullets into other aircraft. Cue 
the Dambusters theme tune. 

You won’t be taking on Seed’s followers 
alone – not everyone in Hope County wants to 
be ‘saved’. There are plenty of folks who want to 
fight back and you’ll be able to corral the angry 
townsfolk into a resistance. You’ll also be able to 
use some characters as ‘Guns for Hire’, who can 
help you take out a foe or two when the going 
gets rougher than a grumpy grizzly bear.  

Speaking of, in a beautifully bizarre twist 
there’s also the inclusion of ‘Fangs for Hire’. As 

that name implies, you’ll be able to recruit 
animals to help you in your quest to wipe out 
Eden’s Gate. That could be a bear or a cougar to 
help see your plans come to fruition. It’s utterly 
bonkers, but this is the series that gave us owl 
bombs, so you can’t call it out of character.

Finally, budding level designers take note as 
the map editor will be making a return. Ubisoft 
is being tight-lipped when it comes to the 
specifics of how it’ll work this time out, but 
Montana looks like a beautiful canvas to be 
working with. 

After the divisive Primal, we’ll find out if this is 
exactly the subversive twist the series needs on 
27 February next year. 

Join Groot, Thor and 
several Spider-Men 
for the beyond-
bonkers Lego Marvel 
Super Heroes 2.

13 Hey, stud! 14 One in a hundred 16 Talking balls

It’s Leon versus the 
world – well, 99 
players – as he takes 
an early access look 
at Battlegrounds.

Discover why 
Raiders Of The Lost 
Planet’s devs are 
going “balls to the 
wall” with the game.

We can’t see there being anything 

controversial in a game where you play 

as a US cop shooting civilians. *cough*

I
f you thought the last 12 months in America were crazy, get ready for 
Joseph Seed. As Ubisoft’s FPS heads to the USA for the first time, we’re 
meeting this deranged cult leader who has slowly annexed the fictional 
Hope County, Montana. He’s just the latest in a long line of psychopathic 
mad men who you fight against in the series, but bad ol’ boy Joe might 
be the worst yet. He believes the end of the world is coming and he’s 
determined to ‘save’ every soul he can, with the help of his followers. We 

don’t think it’s through holy communion.

“THIS GAME INTRODUCES PROPER 
PLANES, ALONG WITH THE 
OPPORTUNITY FOR DOGFIGHTS”
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I
t’d gone quiet so 
long we’d begun to 
fear it was dead, 
but Epic’s 
long-awaited, 
wave-based, 

base-building, co-op shooter (try 
saying that three times fast) was 
merely resting its eyes after all. Not 
only is it back, but very soon you’ll be 
able to play it for yourself – it’s 
entering Steam Early Access on 25 
July, with full PC, PS4, and Xbox One 
releases to come.

We certainly can’t blame you if you’ve 
managed to forget about Fortnite at 
some point during its over six years of 
development. Need a primer on all the 
relevant details? Allow GamesMaster to 
fill you in… 

The surprisingly grim story sees 98 
per cent of the world’s population 
disappear, only to be replaced by a 
shambling horde of monsters that look 
suspiciously like mutated people. As 
one of the last survivors, you must fight 
to hold back the flood of freakish 
creatures and save every last human 
you can. 

But despite that bleak premise, 
Fortnite is bright, colourful, and 
cartoony, with a decidedly light-hearted 
tone. The core gameplay is built around 
wave-based survival, tasking you and 

your friends with working together to 
gather resources, build your own 
custom defensive forts and traps, and 
batter some monsters. Playable classes 
include Constructors, Commandos, 
Outlanders, and, er, Ninjas. 

It’s the studio that created Gears Of 
War at the helm – if anyone knows 
horde modes, it’s Epic. The firm will 
need a tight focus, though, to make this 
mash-up of so many different genres 
work seamlessly. Here’s hoping those 
long years of development have been 
used wisely.

WHO’D HAVE FORT? 
Epic’s crafty co-op shooter Fortnite returns

Burning   
Question

What’s your favourite co-op 

game ever, and why?

Double Dragon
it’s a true classic no 

matter which platform 

it’s played on.

Joseph Bowden, Facebook

The

Snipperclips
It’s frustrating and fiddly 

but it’s a great laugh. 

Great for some light 

hearted puzzling banter.

Ryan Booth, Facebook

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

“DESPITE ITS BLEAK PREMISE,
FORTNITE IS BRIGHT, COLOURFUL,
AND CARTOONY”
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“THERE’S A FOUR-PLAYER
BATTLING MODE – TIME FOR AN
IRON MAN/ANT-MAN REMATCH”

Where’s Kurt Russell? We want to 

see if it’s possible to make his jaw 

even more square.

I
 n the wake of 
Marvel’s packed 
cinematic schedule 
for the year, TT 
Games has 
announced its own  

comic book adventure that might 
feature the most diverse Lego game 
roster ever. 

When Lego Marvel Super Heroes 2 
launches for PS4, XO, PC, and Switch on 
14 November this year, it’s set to include 
Doctor Strange, Black Panther, Ego The 
Living Planet, Groot, Baby Groot, Captain 

Marvel, three Spider-Mans, armoured 
Hulk, and the newly shorn Thor. 

Of course, without a villain to fight, 
virtuous cosmic collectives would just be 
sitting around discussing shawarma. 
Kang The Conqueror is this game’s Big 
Bad, making his first appearance in a 
Lego Marvel game. This genius physicist 
from the future has dominion over time, 
and loves nothing more than going back 
into the past to cause havoc. 

Time spree
Expect frequent jollies to fresh time 
periods. There’s Egypt, where in a 1964 

comic Kang travelled aboard a 
Sphinx-shaped time ship to become a 
Pharaoh; New York 2099, complete with 
Spider-Man 2099, Spider-Man Noir, and 
Spider-Gwen; a Wild West zone; and hub 
world Chronopolis. There’s also a 
four-player battling mode – we’re on 
board for an Iron Man/Ant-Man rematch .

This isn’t retelling a movie you’ve 
already seen using voice lines you’ve 
already heard, but weaves a brand-new 
story. With a wide spread of characters 
given breathing room, Captain America’s 
able to fulfil his cowboy fantasies, and 
Hulk and Groot can become bros. 

GROOT EXPECTATIONS
It’s (block) party time in Lego Marvel Super Heroes 2

Burning   
Question

What’s your favourite ever Lego 

game, and why?

Harry Potter
Hogwarts and Diagon 

Alley are great to 

explore.

JAT, @TheOneJat

The

Batman 2
Flying as Superman and 

having that music kick 

in is one of my favourite 

videogame moments. 

Jon Gates, Facebook

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.
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5 MINUTES
It’s not the game. It’s only the lobby. As for why so many people are playing in pants? Videogames. The match proper starts with a plane flying over an island, with the 100 players parachuting out at any point they choose. This is where I make my first tactical decision: I wait as long as I can because initially the plane is trailed by a sort of cloud of pooped out enemies. Jumping together seems like a bad idea – if you’re in a game where 99 people want to kill you, you should probably try to be as far away from them as possible. So I wait it out and jump towards the far side of the island, trying to steer my parachute well clear of any others. I aim for a remote group of houses, hoping one of them will have some supplies.

1 MINUTE
Sometimes I really wish I’d learn to pay more attention to stuff. I know 

PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds is a battle-royale-style ‘kill everyone else’-type 

game, but that’s as far as my research actually went, suggesting I’m far more likely to 

be an uncredited extra who dies in the opening moments than the hero here. I’m 

immediately plunged into what looks like a stretch of council wasteland filled with 

men in underpants running around like lunatics. There is no small amount of 

confusion at this point. I got dressed in the character creation screen because why 

wouldn’t you? If you’re naked and clothes are available there’s an obvious solution. 

Have I already committed some kind of in-game faux pas by wearing trousers? Hav  

I joined some sort of underwear-only server? There’s shooting, blood, people 

scattering in all directions. Is this the game? What on Earth have I got myself into?

o 

ve 

10 MINUTES
Like all battle royale games, Battlegrounds starts you off with nothing but the clothes 
you’re standing up in (assuming you choose to wear them). So I need a weapon fast, 
and hit paydirt in the first house I raid, finding a 12-gauge shotgun. However, after the 
initial rush of landing, the fear sets in. I’ve played enough games like this to know 
every other player will be in full bastard mode. Death will basically be a surprise 
party with bullets and no cake. As I creep around the rest of the house every door 
and corner is a terror. Every second of the first few minutes is basically me with my 
heart in my mouth jumping every time I see something that might be a threat. ‘Oh 
my God what is that?’ I scream internally as I shoot a pair of jeans lying on the 
upstairs bathroom floor.

M
ost PvP games like H1Z1, DayZ, or Rust really show the 
worst of humanity: people beating each other to death with 
rocks for their gear. And that’s usually with a common 
enemy like zombies to worry about as well. What if you 
stripped away all the other stuff and made it just about the 
killing? Leon enters Battlegrounds to find out.

Trying to survive a terrifying 
99v1 deathmatch in 
PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds

MAY THE 
ODDS BE 
EVER IN YOUR 
FAVOUR…
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45 MINUTES
From now on there’s a lot of careful house checking. I find a ballistic face mask which 

instantly adds +10 to my ‘stone-cold killer’ stat (in my head, not actually a thing). It 

almost seems to be going too well. I haven’t run into anyone else and every house I 

check gifts me with goodies. I’m laden with ammo and healing items and actually 

feeling quite positive about my chances. Which is when the bombing starts. Without 

realising it the area I’m in has been marked with a big red circle on the map, and 

explosions start pounding the ground outside. Like a true stone-cold killer I hide in 

the bathroom and shut the door until it’s over.

1 HOUR
Maybe I’m amazing at this? I ambush someone trying to get a supply crate for another kill and I’m down to the last 20. I even manage to escape an attack by stealing a car and driving away. It’s getting harder though, because every few minutes the playable map area shrinks, forcing the survivors closer together. I tag another player from behind a tree, avoid one hiding in a shed and spend an agonising age crawling across a wide-open cornfield to a new safe area as the map shrinks again. It can’t last, though, with the map reduced down to a few hundred metres we’re on top of each other, and I go down to a hail of bullets to someone I never even see. I made it to number 10. I’m happy with that. Well, I mean I’m dead, obviously, but I’m less dead than 90 other players.

30 MINUTES
Next comes the most stressful corridor I’ve ever walked down – 10 feet of frantic 
corner checking, each step potentially my last and… there they are: the person from 
the window crouched in the corner, waiting for me. The fight is short. They might 
have a pistol but I have a shotgun. It’s no competition and they go down in a bloody 
splat. Score. They are loaded with gear: bandages, weapon sights, ammo, a better 
backpack. I grab everything, feeling very exposed while in the inventory menu. I’m 
now more stressed than ever. I feel like a walking prize for whoever ends up killing 
me. Suddenly it’s not about staying alive, it’s about not letting anyone get my toys.

CORONER’S REPORT
If PlayerUnkown’s Battleground’s plan was to distil the stress of PvP 
to a pure concentrate then it’s succeeded beautifully. With no 
zombies, external factors, or motivation, this is just kill or be killed. Its 
simplicity works in its favour; matches are fast and ideas like the 
shrinking map and bombing areas perfectly recreate the pressure 
seen in films such as Battle Royale and Hunger Games. It is very bare 
bones, though – pretty much what you see is what you get. However, 
the speed of matches and the rapid turn around make it perfect for 
quick bursts of gaming when you don’t really want to play anything 
too big. Hopefully it’ll add more as it moves through Early Access.

20 MINUTES
Okay, I’ve got the feel of this now. Second time in I wait again before parachuting, but 

my timing’s bad, and there are several other parachutes under me. As soon as I touch 

down I race to the nearest building, aware that there are at least two other people 

nearby. My luck holds and inside the building I find so many good things: a pistol, 

shotgun, backpack, medical kit, smoke grenade. Suddenly I’m more afraid than ever, 

because I can’t stand the idea of someone killing me and getting all this sweet, sweet 

loot. My worst fears are confirmed when I see someone run past a window right 

outside. I can’t tell if they saw me but they definitely have a gun. And trousers.

15 MINUTES
The threat, when it finally arrives, is a man in underpants and a crash helmet waving 

a crowbar. I’d like to ask him about the choices he’s made in his life that led to this 

point, but: crowbar. He is at least less scary than the jeans, and easier to kill – a blast 

of buckshot to his chest takes care of the problem. Sorry weird pants guy, I had so 

many questions but mainly a strong desire to not die. I loot his corpse and head 

outside. The fear kicks in again as I see all that open space and it’s justified – three 

foot outside the door someone starts shooting me. Blood sprays everywhere as I try 

to find the source, and while I land a hit they finish me off. I was the 61st person killed.
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I
n 2014, after 
finishing 
Castlevania: Lords 
Of Shadow 2, 
MercurySteam hit a 
crossroads. What 

should the Madrid-based studio do 
next? Make a safe and expected 
hack-and-slash sequel? Work with 
publishers to develop something 
market-tested? Or dive into unfamiliar 
territory with a passion project? With 
Raiders Of The Broken Planet, an 
asymmetrical, episodic, mission-based 
4v1 sci-fi shooter, it’s choosing the 
latter – despite all advice from 
outsiders. We interview the studio’s 
two key figures to find out why they’re 
choosing to break a long partnership 
with Konami and go it alone. 

Q What happened after 
Castlevania: Lords Of Shadow?

A Cox: The team didn’t want to do 
another Castlevania game. That 

was obvious. And, you know, we said that 
to Konami. And obviously at Konami at 
the same time things were changing, 

hack-and-slash. How the hell are you 
going to be capable of doing a 
science-fiction shooter that is able to 
draw the attention of gamers?

Q So they just want to go for the 
safest option?

A Cox: They want to minimise risk. 
You know, why would you give 

something completely different to a 
studio that’s already proven themselves 
adept at this style of game? That’s the 
first barrier. There are other barriers that 
you need to overcome. One of the things 
that the game has is a quirky sense of 
humour, quirky characters. Perhaps a 
marketing department might say ‘this 
doesn’t fit what we do’, you know?

Q How important is the success of 
this game to MercurySteam?

A Alvarez: It’s always important. 
Always. It’s no secret that we are a 

small company, we are an independent 
studio, we are not a publisher with ten, 20 
games in our line-up, and can afford ten 
failures and two successes. We’re going 
balls to the wall, okay? Balls to the wall 
with this project… We need to build a 
relationship with gamers, we need to 
listen to them, we need to put quality 
stuff at an incredible price in the market. 
We need to go multi-platform. We think 
we’re doing things quite well. So we trust 
it will work. And on the other hand, failure 
and success are relative to the amount of 

risk you are taking. So, this, within a 
publisher structure, would be sold at an 
incredibly higher price than we’re going. 
Why? Because they’d have to pay for…

Cox: Pay for the 5,000 people at 
headquarters, or the multiple offices 
they’ve got around the world.

Alvarez: Or pay for the failures.

Cox: We’re not here to rip off the 
consumer. We’re here to have a 
relationship with the consumer where 
they can play the game. Day one, we put 
the game out there, we hear back what 
they want, we have our own analytics 
tools, we have our own data mining that 
we do, but we have a direct relationship 
with the user… So it’s not like we’re 
putting the game in the market, ‘That’s it, 
thanks very much, oh f***, we failed, we’re 
out of it.’ It’s, we put the game in the 
market, ‘Oh, okay, they like this, they don’t 
like this, let’s fix this, let’s improve this,’ 
right? Which we couldn’t do with Lords 
Of Shadow. 

Q So it’s treating the game more 
like it’s a living thing?

A Cox: Exactly, We use the word 
‘service’ but we don’t really like the 

word ‘service’, but it is a relationship with 
your audience that games companies 
now have that can make a real difference. 
The people that benefit are the gamers 
themselves, because they can get 

“WE ARE A SMALL COMPANY… WE 
NEED TO PUT QUALITY STUFF AT AN 
INCREDIBLE PRICE IN THE MARKET. 
WE NEED TO GO MULTI-PLATFORM”

MercurySteam co-founder Enrich Alvarez, and producer Dave Cox,
explain what makes Raiders Of The Broken Planet unpublishable 

“WE’RE GOING BALLS 
TO THE WALL, OKAY? 
BALLS TO THE WALL 
WITH THIS PROJECT”

shall we say. And it seemed like the right 
moment to part ways. I mean, I parted 
ways with Konami at that point as well, 
because the company wasn’t going in 
the direction that suited me. They were 
clearly moving development back to 
Japan. They were, rethinking their whole 
strategy in terms of console 
development, game development… there 
were so many unique things about it that 
from a publishing perspective it would 
have been diluted.

Alvarez: It wouldn’t be possible with a 
publisher, this game.

Q What elements don’t you think 
suit publishing?

A Alvarez: First of all, it’s a shooter. I 
invite you to try and convince a 

publisher they need a shooter… So, it’s a 
crowded market, it’s a market dominated 
by some big guys there that do things 
very, very well. So it’s a scary thing for a 
publisher. And even more, you can see 
that our track record is not exactly 
shooter-based. We were coming from 
seven years working on Castlevania 
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involved with the development. They can 
get involved. We’re developing this game 
in real time, continually.

Q Why did you want to make it in 
the first place?

A Alvarez: Because we always 
wanted to make a good shooter. 

We did Jericho for Codemasters… it has 
its moments but it was a shame. It was 
like a thorn in our side. So we wanted to 
do this. We had a story to tell, we had a 
gameplay. You know, this kind of 
complex shooting melee mission-based 
with an antagonist, it was unique three 
years ago. It keeps being unique today. 

Q Has anyone brought up 
comparisons to Battleborn?

A Alvarez: No. They draw 
comparisons with Destiny, maybe 

Gears Of War because of the cover 
system, but it’s completely different. I 
mean, Gears Of War cover system is 
different from in this game. But yeah, 
many people told us it has Destiny 
flavour. I think it’s because of the 

adventure feel, you know? You feel you 
are in an adventure, especially when 
playing solo. But no, I think Battleborn is a 
totally different proposal.

Q How difficult was it to make 
levels that were suitable for all 

these different characters?

A Alvarez: Hell on Earth. We took the 
hard way, in the sense of that 

mission-driven narrative-driven thing 
requires that every mission is different. 
Every mission has different objectives, 
different events happening again… so if 
you’re playing a game about, I don’t 
know, finding a protector… These game 
mechanics are completely different from 
the next level that is about, whatever, 
rescuing someone that is hanging from a 
crane, for example. The game mechanics 
are pretty much the same because the 
game needs to be consistent, but we 
adapt it to every mission. This turns every 
level almost into a game mode in itself, 

Cox: Verticality is something I’m thinking 
of we didn’t have at the beginning. As we 
started developing we realised that being 
able to attack somebody from below 

JULJU Y 2017017 1771777777

them, being able to climb up a wall would 
add an extra dimension to it.

Alvarez: As soon as you have AI, it 
complicates things a lot, because the AI 
needs to provide challenge and fun… It 
needs to be hard, to force you to use the 
cover system, to use your abilities, to take 
care about ammo, and to think about, 
‘How the hell I’m gonna get close to that 
enemy? Because I need ammo, I need 
energy, I need stuff’. So yeah, it’s a 
complicated game to develop.

Q What is the most enjoyable part 
of development and what is the 

most difficult part for you?

A Alvarez: The most enjoyable part 
is to see things happen… making 

video games is a collective affair, you 
simply can’t stop, go to sleep and 
tomorrow you think differently, because 
there’s a lot of people that need to be fed 
with work. So I think it’s both sides of the 
same coin. One side is the best thing, and 
the other side is the worst thing. And you 
always have high doses of everything. So, 
I mean, it’s complicated, but we’re here. 15 
years later we’re still here. 
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“Stop making characters 
so extraordinary. Just 
once, let me be average”

Games make you the all-conquering chosen one 
far too often. Dave Meikleham wants to give 
saving the world a rest to play a regular schmo

STATS MAGIC The gaming month in facts and figures

Copies of Early Access game 

Battlegrounds sold on Steam in just  

its first month on sale. Head to p14  

to read more.

Height in metres of ‘Big Bud 747’, a 

unique (real!) tractor now playable in 

Farming Simulator 17. That’s twice as tall 

as the biggest commercial tractors.

1m 4.317
Milliseconds it took speedrunner  

i_o_l to complete browser game  

Where’s An Egg. That’s not a  

misprint – milliseconds. 

The size of Kenshi’s game world in 

square kilometres. That’s about 20 

times bigger than Skyrim’s! Read  

more on p40.

870

everyone in Hyrule expecting me to save 
their poxy kingdom from ruddy Ganon. 
Message to all games: stop making me 
so damn important.

Payne reaction 
You know what I can relate to? Being 
insignificant. Not being special. 
Struggling with the grind of daily 
existence. That’s part of the reason I love 
Max Payne. Look at him in the third 
game. He’s an alcoholic, overweight, 
glorified minder who humiliates himself 
for a pay cheque, and spends most of his 
mornings hungover. Max isn’t some 
world-saving messiah. This is a 
middle-aged dude who hates his job, a 
job that’s ultimately fairly meaningless. 

I can always relate to a game more 
when the stakes are dialled down. I don’t 
need to save the damn planet/topple an 
evil conglomerate/win a war every time I 
switch my console on. 

I’d rather bond with my cop partner in 
Virginia’s dive bar. Let me show my kid 
the old man still has it by pasting him in a 
bike ride along Vespucci Beach in GTA V. 
Cook a depressing microwave meal in 
Heavy Rain. As Tyler Durden would say, “I 
am not special. I am not a beautiful and 
unique snowflake.” Stop making my 
games characters so damn 
extraordinary. Just once, let me be the 
average everyman. 

R
elatability is 
important. 
Whether you’re 
reading a 
450-page novel, 
gorging yourself 

silly on TV blockbuster boxsets, or 
committing 100 hours of your life to 
a videogame, identifying with 
characters is vital for proper 
emotional investment. When I pick 
up a pad I want to empathise with 
the protagonist’s problems. I want 
to look at their issues and think: 
“Hey, there’s a situation I can really 
relate to.” News flash: videogames 
are bad at this. 

All right, I’ll be more specific: triple-A 
games suck at presenting relatable 
leads. Just take Mass Effect: 
Andromeda as a recent example. Who 
here can say they know what it’s like 
to be responsible for the entire future 
of their species? The expectations 
that come with the Pathfinder gig are 
pretty unreasonable. Hell, they’re 
crushing. Getting out of bed is hard 

enough some mornings, let alone 
colonising an entire galaxy.

So many games fall into the same 
trap: they obsess over the hoary old 
‘chosen one’ trope. Here’s the thing: I 
don’t want to save humanity with Sara 
Ryder. I can’t relate to what Snake 
must feel when the pressure of 
preventing nuclear armageddon rests 
on his Solid shoulders. I’m sick of 

“I’M SICK OF EVERYONE IN HYRULE
EXPECTING ME TO SAVE THEIR 
POXY KINGDOM FROM GANON”

TAKE 
AIM
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Paul Walker-Emig argues that Persona 5 shows 
how pop culture can engage effectively with 
powerful and prescient themes

“THE PHANTOM THIEVES REMIND 
US THAT THERE IS NOTHING 
INEVITABLE ABOUT THE FUTURE”

F
or a young 
person, it’s easy 
to feel like you’re 
screwed. With 
climate change 
looming, hateful 

political movements on the rise, and 
economic troubles seemingly far 
from over, the future can look bleak. 
Persona 5 may be a piece of popular 
entertainment, but it contains a 
message that young people sorely 
need to hear as they face that 
difficult future. 

In Persona 5, you lead a group who 
call themselves The Phantom Thieves. 
Their objective? To ‘steal the hearts’ of 
adults who are exploiting young 
people to boost their egos and line 
their pockets. By invading an alternate 

reality where your targets’ twisted 
desires manifest themselves and 
stealing a treasure that represents 
that desire, you force them to 
confront the evil they have done and 
confess their crimes to all. 

The corruption and injustice that 
plagues Persona 5’s Tokyo serves to 
mirror problems we face in the real 
world, the anger the games’ 
characters feel at the society adults 
have created reflecting that of young 
people surveying the state of their 
futures. Persona 5 insists that this isn’t 
just about teenage angst – the idea 
that ‘grown-ups just don’t get it’. Its 
message is that this anger is entirely 
justified. It depicts the desire to rebel 
against the status quo not as a 
childish inability to adjust to the way 
the world works, but as a strength 

that should be nurtured to help us 
create a new and better world. 

Rebel’s cause
It’s easy to repress that desire for 
change and resign ourselves to the 
idea that we can’t have an influence 
on huge problems that seem beyond 
our control. It’s why we can empathise 
with Persona’s characters as they 
struggle with those same feelings of 
powerlessness and find the strength 
to defy those who control them and 
stand up for what is right. 

In using their anger as motivation 
to change things, The Phantom 
Thieves deliver an important 
message about our capacity to effect 
change. Indeed, the Thieves say that 
they want to inspire others to stand 
up for justice and believe that they 
can make a difference. They remind 
them that there is nothing inevitable 
about the future. They encourage 
them to embrace the impulse to 
create a just world. That message is as 
much for us as it is The Phantom 
Thieves’ fictional peers. 

ROBIN’S PICK

Darksiders III
I’ve got such a soft spot for this series, 

and I’d long since given up hope of a 

sequel ever happening. Darksiders II, 

especially, was just magic, perfectly 

combining loot-chasing RPG action with 

Zelda-like dungeons and that 

over-the-top art style – here’s hoping  

the new team can recapture the magic 

of that blend. 
PS4, XO, PC – Summer 2018

BEN’S PICK

Star Wars 
Battlefront II
I regard Yoda’s fight in Attack Of The 

Clones as one of cinema’s finest 

moments, so I can’t wait to play as him 

and batter Darth Maul in the 

canon-shattering multiplayer. The  

tiny green Jedi will be absolutely 

maddening to fight, and I plan to cause 

further chaos by speaking backwards 

down the mic as I bounce around. “Hit 

me, you cannot.” 
PS4, XO, PC – November 14

        MOST 
WANTED

“Persona 5 delivers a 
message about our 
capacity to effect change”

What’s most tickling the 
team’s fancy this month
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THE WATCHER
Geralt is getting his own TV show – 
Netflix has announced it’s turning 
Andrzej Sapkowski’s The Witcher 
novels into a series. While Sapkowski 
will be a consultant, CD Projekt Red, 
which makes The Witcher videogames, 
will not be involved. Even so, keen 
gamers will be waiting to see if the hero 
ends up in the tub at any point.

GAMING FOR GOLD
The Olympic Council Of Asia has decided 
to include esports in the 2022 Asia 
Games. There’s no news on which games 
will be included, though OCA partner 
Alisports stated it would promote ‘the 
most popular and mature games best for 
competition’. Puyo Puyo Tetris, please…

ZELDA CALLING
Rumours are circulating that, following 
the massive success of Super Mario Run, 
Nintendo is planning to release a new 
The Legend Of Zelda game on mobiles. 
Here’s hoping that it’s something a little 
more substantial than just match-three 
with rupees…

EXTRA LIFE
Need an excuse to buy a special edition? 
Imgur user velorok’s life was saved 
when their copy of The Elder Scrolls 
Anthology literally stopped a bullet that 
came through their wall. It ended up 
embedded in the expansions for 
Morrowind. Bethesda has replaced the 
broken, life-saving discs, and sent 
velorok some other goodies too.WINYOU

LOSE
No, we don’t want to continue thanks

YOU

Topping the leaderboard this issue

ALL BETS ARE OFF
Esports are great – a way to celebrate 

the skill of gamers and the fun of 

videogames in front of an audience. 

However, they’re attracting attention 

from illegal gambling companies. The 

Gambling Commission issued a warning 

to parents to be vigilant for illegal 

gambling, and stated it’s not just cash 

involved: “90% of those that gambled 

[on esports] had done so with in-game 

items (skins).”

PRICE OF LOYALTY
The launch of GAME’s new ‘GAME Elite’ 

loyalty card was greeted with derision 

by many gamers. Costing £36 per year, 

it promises more discounts and extra 

reward points compared to the 

company’s standard (free) loyalty 

scheme. You get £5 in points in your 

birthday month, and £5 for every £50 

game you buy – but that means it takes 

nine full-priced games and a birthday to 

get one free one. We’ll pass on that.

SO LONG, SOLIDUS
Actor John Cygan passed away in May. 

Best known for providing the voice of 

malevolent mercenary and US 

President Solidus Snake in 2001’s Metal 

Gear Solid: Sons Of Liberty, he also 

voiced Iron Man in a number of 

Marvel-based games (The Punisher, 

X-Men Legends II: Rise Of Apocalypse, 

Marvel: Ultimate Alliance). Cygan most 

recently worked on Mafia III and Final 

Fantasy XV. 

SIGN LANGUAGE
Oh, Overwatch! Almost a year on from 

the animation featuring some iffy kanji, 

Hanzo’s skin in the new anniversary 

event loot boxes shows more dodgy 

translation. It says ‘arrow’, but as in the 

arrow sign, not the kind you fire from a 

bow. That said, the rest of the skin is 

pretty spiffy… and D.Va’s vintage ’50s 

skin even more so. But for one last 

downer, as you’re reading this, it’s 

already too late to get ’em.
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BILLY NO MATES
Dig out a favourite single-player game, as half 
the country gives up beds and washing to go 
to the Glastonbury festival. 

WHAT’S YOUR SIGN?
This month is loaded with RPGs – Final Fantasy 
XII: The Zodiac Age is released today.

BEAR ARMS
Get down to your local game shop to pick up 
Nintendo’s Switch punchathon Arms, out now.

GET THE GOSS
The preview- and news-packed issue 319 of 
GamesMaster is on sale. Get it and get ahead!

CRASH COURSE
Today is a g’day to buy, mate, as Crash 
Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy hits shops.

EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS
Final Fantasy XIV: Stormblood is out today, 
giving you the chance to explore a new region, 
hang out in a new city, and become a samurai.

16/06

01 02 03 04 05 06

30/06

SMALL WONDERS
Little vehicles make for big fun in today’s 
release, Micro Machines World Series.

YOU’RE REVOLTING
Power to the PS4, XO, and Vita people – RPG 
Valkyria Revolution is out now.

23/06

11/07

20/06

21/06

Crucial dates for your gaming 
diary. If you only do one thing 
this month, eat, but otherwise 
make a note of these events…

THE  
TO DO LIST

INCOMING
Six big releases headed to a format near you…

Splatoon 2
Format Switch 

Out 21 July

Culdcept Revolt
Format 3DS  

Out 29 August

Yakuza Kiwami
Format PS4  

Out 29 August

Destiny 2
Format PC, PS4, XO  

Out 8 September

Danganronpa V3  
Killing Harmony
Format PS4, PS Vita  

Out 29 September

Star Wars Battlefront II
Format PC, PS4, XO  

Out 17 November

30/06 13/07
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the giant white ‘2’ present in 
vision’s first wave of promotional 

rials didn’t give it away, this is, of 
urse, a sequel to Bungie’s 

MMO-minded sci-fi shooter from 
2   o a fresh start, a rallying call for new 
play  o come and join the fight. Now on PC as well 
as Xbox One and PS4, packing fresh incentive for 
singletons, and with a controversial rank reset to 
ensure parity with newcomers, real effort’s been
made to widen the appeal. Whether you regard that 
iconic white orb in the sky as an alien intelligence or
a massive gobstopper, Destiny 2’s thousand-strong
gun arsenal is laser-targeting you and everyone you
love. In a nice way.

The scope’s bigger. The accessibility’s
greater. The lessons have been

learned. With hands-on access and
exclusive interviews, GamesMaster

details your irresistible Destiny 2

If the
Activisi
materia
cours
M

2014. It’s also a
layers to c
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There are three prongs to Destiny 2’s 
offensive: competitive 4v4 
multiplayer in The C ucible; 
three-player co-op missions, or 
‘Strikes’, against AI opponents; and a 

tightly scripted single-player campaign, also 
play  in up to three-person co-op You’ll take a 
consistent character through the lot, levelling them 
up to unlock weapons, armour, and powers ranging 
from basic to exotic. Or, applying biscuit-based 
parameters, Rich Tea to Choco Leibniz.

Let’s start with the story. Earth’s last safe city is safe no 
more: Dominus Gaul, leader of the Red Legion, destroys 
it, your loot-filled vault, and your identity as a Guardian, 
adamant the Traveller (that white orb) chose wrong 
when he appointed you divine saviour. This complex 
and even relatable motivation elevates Gaul above 
Destiny’s previously cartoonish villains. With Bungie 
using him as a device to wipe the prog ess of current 
players and start everyone on equal footing, Destiny 2 is 
a game about recovery. It’s about reclaiming everything 
taken from you and becoming better than before. 

Guardians rob the galaxy
To do this, you basically have to shoot a lot of aliens. In 
the early Homecoming mission, our Guardian repels an 
assault on her stronghold from Cabal troops. Destiny 
fans will know this place as multiplayer hub The Tower, 
only now it’s transformed into a desperate defence 
point. Hulking airships catapult disco-ball-shaped troop 
transports into battle like cannon balls, and when the 
walls of their protective containers melt away, we greet 
them with grenades of pure solar energy. We’re using 
the Warlock subclass, Dawnblade, who’s like if you 
bottled the sun, shook it up, and sprayed it everywhere. 

Her super is Daybreak, which lets you weave solar 
light into blades and launch them at your foes in 

FeatureFeature
On C

THE CAMPAIGN
Kicking off with a playthrough of the  
opening story mission, Homecoming 

TheThe
offeof
mulmu
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FRRIENDDDD

third-person. She’s also got a Healing Rift of regenerative 
blue light, and a stock of Fusion Grenades. You can tai or 
these to your playstyle, choosing to make those 
explosives either bond to targets before exploding or 
erupt across the floor in feet-scorching sun flares, for 
example. Similarly, you can turn her Healing Rift into an 
Empowering Rift to boost damage. Clear menu layouts 
make this complex web of abilities relating to 
movement, melee, grenades, and passive skills instantly 
understandable and quickly modifiable. 

Dawnblade is just one of nine potential Guardians 
divided into the three main classes of Titan, Warlock, and 
Hunter, and it’s impressive how distinct they all feel. 

There’s the Sentinel, a new Titan subclass that’s Destiny 
2’s homage to Captain America, able to summon  
a launchable shield that pings off multiple foes, and the 
new Hunter subclass, Arcstrider, who packs a heavy staff 
to batter enemies in twirling third-person attacks. It’s as 
if the connective tissue between the different classes  
has stretched, resulting in Guardians capable of 
unleashing battlefield-cleansing smart bombs unique in 
the catastrophe they cause. 

Although you can play the campaign in a trio, Bungie 
aims to make it equally attractive to lone players, with 
lively NPCs and lavish cutscenes preventing them 
getting a reduced experience.. Given its heavy 
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Locations include Saturn’s liquidy

moon Titan, Jupiter’s gassy Io, and

machine world Nessus.
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structuring, however, the campaign’s thrills could prove 
fleeting, and sure enough, the mission we play is over in 
ten minutes. It’s clearly the attractive in-road to Destiny 2 
rather than a lasting source of appeal.

Firing line-up
Experimenting with weapon loadouts does offer 
replayability. No longer restricted by primary, secondary, 
and power, now firearms are defined by function instead 
of size, and come in three flavours: kinetic weapons deal 
neutral, punchy damage; energy weapons are for 
strategic shield-killing; and power weapons annihilate 
foes quickly. The ability to take out protective barriers 
with the Red Mamba 3MG sub- machinegun, then 
quickly switch to, say, the Better Devils hand cannon 
with explosive projectiles, blows class-building wide 
open. The act of shooting reconfigures itself constantly.

Every single one feels utterly satisfying to fire, from 
the heavy buck of a sniper, to the rapid rattles of an SMG, 
to the meaty thunks of auto-rifles. Bungie knows 
weapon handling, here tighter, snappier, and 
reassuringly on-point. To get new guns – and there are 
thousands – you have to kill enemies for their Engrams, 
then decode them into physical loot, which could be a 
weapon, piece of armour, or rare item. Reactive enemies 
make the process enjoyable: spacesuits puncture and 
decompress, armour disintegrates, and back-carried fuel 
tanks explode in showers of sparks. 

In a game that positions itself as a fresh entry point to 
a somewhat baffling universe, the campaign is its front 
door, lit by glowing signs saying ‘this way to fun’. t 
doesn’t require knowledge of the last game. It introduces 
complex weapon functions and class skills with neatly 

organised menus. And it refocuses on compelling 
characters in the likes of Cayde-6, Zavala, and Akora. 

They’re lightning rods in a series whose biggest star 
so far has been a gun called Gjallarhorn. Fans have been 
so desperate to make a connection that they turned to 
inanimate objects, like Tom Hanks in Castaway using his 
volleyball as an emotional outlet. Both narratively and 
mechan cally, this spirited sequel makes personality a 
priority. So whether you fell off Bungie’s train during 
Destiny’s three-year journey, or never boarded in the first 
place, consider this its new station of origin  

Next up: our hands-on impressions of Destiny 2’s 
co-op S rikes.
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Cayde-6 is the charismatic Exo voiced by Nathan 

Fillion. Expect him to charm the life out of you.

Powerful abilities make you feel like

an actual superhero, from The 

Human Torch to Captain America.
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target you from afar with lock-on laser beams; and 
standoffish Phalanx troops hunker down behind 
extendable shields. This encourages you to master both 
patience and aggression. On lower difficulties it’s also 
refreshingly undemanding, giving impetus for 
newcomers to engage. Firebombing the face off a Cabal 
is satisfying even if he’s not giving much back. 

Roman numerous
Of course, how you play also depends on who you pick. 
We’re a Hunter subclass called Gunslinger, who’s all 
about rewarding accuracy. Its Chain Of Woe passive sees 
precision kills increase reload speed, while the Bombs 
For Bullseyes passive generates grenade energy based 

on we l-targeted shots. There’s also the choice between 
rocking a cluster grenade or using its trip mine 
functionality instead, and a throwable Explosive Knife. At 
one point we lau ch it into a Legionnaire’s eye and his 
neck snaps back before going kaboom. There’s a nice 
rhythm to the Gunslinger, which comes to a crescendo 
every few minutes when you summon a flaming Golden 
Gun and unleash six potent bullets of insta-kill justice. 

The Strike ends with a multi-stage scrap against a 
huge boss, The Modular Mind – essentially a bundle of 
purple tentacles encased in a suit of white armour. At 
intervals the floor falls away and we’re thrust into a 
different part of the level which, in a way, summarises 
Bungie’s approach to Strikes in Destiny 2: multi-layered 
affairs filled with moments. The Inverted Spire bounces 
you between drill-based environmental hazards, lush 
scenic platforming, and an all-out ground war between 
oppos ng hostile forces. Hopefully it sets the precedent. 

Next up: we get to grips with competitive multiplayer 
mode, The Crucible.

The MMO bit of Destiny 2 begins at 
Strikes, replayable co-op activities 
lasting 20-30 minutes, give or take 
how effective your three-person 
Fireteam is. Our first sends us to the 

Mint-Aero-coloured world of Nessus, in which the 
objective is to investigate a heavy enemy presence. 
Failsafe, our female-voiced AI, guides us through it. 
“We have detected a series of seismic disruptions,” 
she says. “The Cabal may be responsible.” Flash 
forward to us dodging a massive multi-armed drill 
the size of the Burj Khalifa and it turns out, yes, 
Failsafe is pretty bang on  

We have to navigate the rocky spirals around this 
gnashing excavator while keeping clear of its nume ous 
swinging blades. Collision results in instant death. Keep 
in mind we’re battling the Cabal during all this, the 
combination of shooting and platforming an indication 
Strikes in Destiny 2 have evolved from the comparatively 
straightforward affairs they were in year one. 

Another section reveals increased scope. After 
clearing columns of floating rock in the shadow of a 
foamy waterfall using our Guardian’s crisp double jump, 
then boosting across the map in man-cannons, we 
approach a huge swathe of brown dirt pockmarked with 
artillery craters. It provides a stark visual counterpo nt to 
the luminous green sky above, and makes the colourful 
combatants waging war before us truly pop: dozens of 
mechanised Vex trade rounds with the orange-shielded 
Cabal, red-mawed War Dogs roam in packs, and 
Thresher aircraft strafe over the scene. It’s like D-Day 
happening at a Vegas casino.

Once we dispatch the lot, six bulky Legionaries 
jetpack into the fight, and the conflict changes. Now it’s 
about carefully targeting appendages peeking from 
behind amber armour – or selecting the right ammo to 
nullify it – and scurrying between crater cover. After, we 
board the Cabal drill by hacking into its transit system,  
at which point Cabal secur ty streams into a control 
room en masse. We’ve got around a minute to fend off 
machete-wielding Gladiators, swarming War Dogs, and a 
Bloodguard Legionary wearing a helmet crested with 
not one, but two horse hai  plumes to show he means 
business. Do they even have horses in space? There’s no 
time to dwell on such matters as the melee-users fo ce a 
close-up confrontation that feels markedly different to 
the open-range shootout waged moments earlier. 

Like in Destiny, and Halo before it, different enemies 
demand different methods: Incendiors keep you at bay 
by scorching the ground with jets of fire; Psion snipers 
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Bungie is the colour contrast king. Red-eyed War 

Dogs, purple Psions, and orange Phalanx are all

easy to pick out in busy battles.



Q What were the 
key issues you 

wanted to address 
aft r Destiny?

A We’re trying to 
make Destiny a 

world that pulls you in, where 
there’s amazing things to do 

every week, and there’s always 
someone to play with… But also 

let’s not hide the fun, you know? 
Destiny is a great game, and it’s an 

incredible hobby for a lot of people, 
but we made some of the most 
compelling parts either difficult to 
find and understand, or difficult to 

access because you didn’t have 
the people. So we’re trying to 
slope the floor.

Q This is where Guided 
Games come in…

A Guided Games are the 
way that everyone is 

going to be able to access 
the most competitive 
activities, whether that’s 
Trials, Nightfalls, or the 
Raid. We’re matching 
singletons with 
established clans, 
clans that don’t have 
enough people to 
play tonight but 
really want to play, 
and singletons who 
don’t have enough 
friends to play, and 
put them together… 

It’s different from 
matchmaking, because 

matchmaking puts 
together essentially 

anonymous random 

people based on criteria and region and stuff, 
but not based on culture.

Q What have you learned in the three 
years Destiny’s been out in the wild?

A I think we’ve learned that the social 
connections you form in the game 

really, really matter… You don’t need friends 
to play Destiny 2 at all. But if we can make it 
easier for people to make friends in Destiny, 
they’re gonna enjoy it even more. 

Q Did the decision to reset players’ 
ranks take long?

A It’s one we thought about really hard 
and ultimately decided it was the right 

thing for everyone to start on equal footing, 
for Destiny 2 to be a fresh start for all players. 

Q The Crucible is evolving. Talk us 
through what you changed.

A We’re focusing on 4v4 instead of 6v6 
because we want to make it easier to 

learn, more watchable… we’ve invested work 
in the HUD to make displaying things about 
the enemy better, like who’s got the ammo, 

or these guys have their supers up, or here’s 
the score. We’re trying to make it easier to 
understand what’s going on.

Q In terms of balancing health, 
weapons damage, what’s going on?

A We’ve made changes there too. We’ve 
increased the time to kill, meaning 

players live longer. In Destiny you could get 
killed really quickly and not know what 
happened. Now we’ve increased the time to 
kill, the firefight one-on-one lasts longer. You 
can learn more about the sandbox. 

Q The first thing you notice about the 
cover art is no one’s wearing 

helmets. What was behind this choice?

A Well, there are still helmets in Destiny 2, 
and you can always choose to take 

your helmet off if you just want to show your 
character’s face, but it comes back to the 
thing I said earlier. We want Destiny 2 to be a 
world that pulls you in, and that you can 
relate to. So we thought: ‘You know what? 
We should take the helmets off, get people to 
remember there’s real people here’.

Q Let’s talk the new hub, the European 
Dead Zone. Was it a big focus to fill 

the world out with more activities?

A It’s definitely a goal for us, both in 
combat spaces and social spaces. We 

want these worlds to be places you can 
inhabit, whether that means you’re going on 
adventures, which are like 15-minute 
mini-stories unto themselves that tell the 
story of the destination, of the characters 
that inhabit them, whether you’re doing lost 
sectors where you’re looking under every 
nook and cranny for a hole to burrow down 
in and a monster to steal his treasure. 

Q Are there rewards for people who’ve 
played Destiny?

A ‘Rewards’ is maybe the wrong term. 
Let’s call them ‘honours’. You’re not 

going to have Gjallarhorn in your inventory!

Mark Noseworthy, project lead for Destiny 2, on how the 
new changes make this a more welcoming world
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It’s different from It’s different fIt’s different from 
useusematchmaking, becauschmaking, becamatchmaking, becauaus

ts smatchmaking putshmatchmaking putsuts 
ntially allytogether essentiahetogether essentiantia

randomrandomanonymous ramanonymous rran

people based on criteria and region and stuff,eople based on criteria and region and stuff,people based on criteria and region and stuff,
but not based on culture.ut not based on cultubut not based on culture.

QQQQQQ What have you learned in the three u learned in tWhat have you learned in the three W
ears Destiny’s been out in the wild?stiny’s been out in the wars Destiny’s been out in the wild?yeayeaear

AAA k we’ve learned that the socialwe’ve learned that the socialk we’ve learned that the socI thinknk think k w
ions you form in the game m ons you form in the gameconnectionconnconnectiotion

er… … really, really matter…really, really matter…er… YYou don’t need friends onou don’t need friends YYYY
l. But if we can make it f we can make it But if we can make itto play Destiny 2 at all. p y Destto play Dest ny 2 at all. Bll. B

e friends in Destiny, riends in Destinyfriends in Destiny, easier for people to make fasier for people teasier for people to make ke f
more. more. more.they’re gonna enjoy it even me e gonna e oy it even mthey’re gonna enjo t even mo

Q QQ o reset players’ eset playt players’ Did the decision to rion to Did the decision too re
g??ranks take long?ake lonranks take long?g?

AAA hought about really hardbout really hardought about really hardIt’s one we thous one w’s one we thhou
ately decided it was the right edtely decided it was the right and ultimatannd ultimatmate

eryone to start on equal footing, oneryone to start on equal footing, thing for everything foror everyery
ny 2 to be a fresh start for all players.y 2 to be a fresh start for all players.2 to be a fresh start for all playersfor Destinyr Destinyfor Dest ny 

QQQQQQQ The Crucible is evolving. Talk us is evolving. Talkhe Crucible is evolv g. Talk u
through what you changed.u changthrough what you changed.

AAA We’re focusing on 4v4 instead of 6v6ng on 4v4 instead oWe’re focusi on 4v4 instead of 6v6
because we want to make it easier toe we want to ma easier tobecause we want to make i easi o

learn, more watchable… we’ve invested workarn, more watchable… we’ve invested w rklearn, more watchable… we’ve invested wor
in he Hin the HHUUD to make displaying things about inD to make display g thing  about 
the enemy better, like who’s got the ammo,the enemy better, like who’s gnemy better, like who’s got the ammo,

or these guys have their supers up, or here’shese guys have their supers up, or here’sor these guys have their supers up, or here’s
the score. We’re trying to make it easier to score. We’re trying to make it easier tthe score. We’re trying to make it easier to 
understand what’s going on.derstand what’s g on.understand what’s going

Q QQ In terms of balancing health, f balanc  health, In terms of balancing healt
weapons damage, what’s going on?pons dama  what’ oin n?wea ons damage, what’s going n?

AAA We’ve made changes there too. We’veWe’ve made changes thWe’ve made changes there too. We’ve
increased the time to kill, meaning increased the time to kilcreased the time to kill, meaning

players live longer. In Destiny you could getye s live lo r. In Destiny yplayers live longer. In Destiny you could get
killed really quickly and not know what ed really quickly and not know what killed really quickly and not know what 
happened. Now we’ve increased the time to ppened. Now we’ve increased the tihappened. Now we’ve increased the time to 
kill, the firefight one-on-one lasts longer. the firefight one-on-one lastskill, the firefight one-on-one lasts longer. YYouou YYY
can learn more about the sandbox.n learn more about the sandbox.an learn more about the sandbox.

QQQ The first thing you notice about the e first thing you notice about the The first thing you notice about the 
cover art is no one’s wearing cover art is no one’s wever art is no one’s wearing 

helmets. What was behind this choice?helmets. What was behind ths. What was behind this choice?

AAA Well, there are still helmets in Destiny 2,ll, there are still helmets in Destiny 2,Well, there are still helmets in Destiny 2,
and you can always choose to take can always choose to take and you can always choose to take

your helmet off if you just want to show yourur helmet off if you just want to shoour helmet off if yo just want to show your
character’s face, but it comes back to thearacter’s face, but it comes baccharacter’s face, but it comes back to the
thing I said earlier. We want Destiny 2 to be ang I said earlier. We want Destiny 2 tothing I said earlier. We want Destiny  to be a 
world that pulls you in, and that you can rld that pulls you in, and that you can world that pulls you in, and that you can
relate to. So we thought: ‘ate to. So wrelate to. So we thought: ‘YYou know what?u kou know what?YYYY
We should take the helmets off, get people toWe should take the helmets old take the helmets off, get people to
remember there’s real people here’.remember there’s real pe e remember there’s real people here

Q QQ Let’s talk the new hub, the he new hub, Let’s talk the new hub, th EEuropean uropeopean
Dead Zone. Was it a big focus to fill s it a big focuDead Zone. Was it a big focus to fill 

the world out with more activities?e w e activitiethe world out with mor es?

AAA It’s definitely a goal for us, both iny a go l for us, both inIt’s definitely a al for us, both in
combat spaces and social spaces. Weat spaces and social spaces. Wecombat spaces and social spaces. We

want these worlds to be places you can want these worlds to be placewant these worlds to be places you can 
inhabit, whether that means you’re going on nhabit, whether that means ywhether that means u’re goin on 
adventures, which are like 15-minute adventures, are -mad entures, which are k 15-minute 
mini-stories unto themselves that tell the ni-stories unto themselves that tell the mini-stories unto themselves that tell th
story of the destination, of the charactersry of the destination, of the characterstory of the destination, of the characters
that inhabit them, whether you’re doing lostt inhabit them, whether you’re that inhabit them, whether you’re doing lost
sectors where you’re looking under everytors where you’re looking under sectors where you’re looking under every
nook and cranny for a hole to burrow down ok and cra y for a hole to burrow downook and cranny for a hole to burrow dow
in and a monster to steal his treasure.an  a monster to stea trand a monster to steal h treasure

QQQ Are there rewards for people who’veAre there rewards for pe there rewards for people who’ve
played Destiny?ayed Dplayed Destiny?

AAA ‘Rewards’ is maybe the wrong term. s’ is ma  the wrong term. ‘Rewards’ is maybe the wrong term
LLet’s call them ‘honours’. ‘hono rst call th m ono YYou’re notou’reou oYYYY

going to have Gjallarhorn in your inventory!ng to have Gjallarhorn in yougoing to have Gjallarhorn in your inventor

Mark Noseworthyk NoseworMark Noseworthy, project lead for Destiny 2, on how theproject lead for Destiny 2, on how the, project lead for Destiny 2, on how the
new changes make this a more welcoming worldchanges make this a more welcoming worldnew changes make this a more welcoming wo
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Welcome to The Crucible, Destiny 2’s 
PvP portion, in which you’ll battle 
the galaxy’s most diabolical foes: 
each other. In-game it’s justified as a 
live-fire training exercise, and death 

doesn’t really matter, since resurrection is as easy as 
preparing and consuming a microwaveable burger.

The big change is Bungie reducing player counts from 
6v6 to 4v4, which effectively focuses what could 
sometimes be a confusing mess of light and colour, and 
lets the uninitiated make sense of the maelstrom. The 
downside of the reduction in players, we find during our 
session, is a lack of life and activity, especially next to the 
relentless energy of Strikes and the campaign. Having 
smaller groups encourages players to stick together, 
which often leads to being shot by someone on our own 
side as we engage someone else. It happens a lot. In 
previously bigger skirmishes you could find stragglers 
and strike in the chaos.

One-on-one confrontations seem rare in new mode 
Countdown. For the series’ first ever objective-based 
gametype, players take turns to attack and defend three 
points by planting or defusing bombs. It’s hardly new in 
the world of shooters, but it’s nonetheless a successful 
expansion for those tiring of deathmatch, and Midtown 
is well-designed for it, with abandoned townhouses 
making decent defence points and rain tunnels serving 
as flanking and escape routes. 

We hardly get a kill. Maybe it was the high-level 
people we were matched with, but The Crucible seems 
at odds with Destiny 2’s welcoming ethos, feeling like an 
elite-only zone quite unlike the relaxed social vibe 
elsewhere. You’ll always feel like opponents have a 
leg-up on you since they can bring in looted weapons 
and armour, and while Bungie balances damage levels, 
firearm functionality remains, making The Crucible an 
unpredictable and alienating experience at times. Power 

ammo is restricted, however, and HUD alerts let you 
know who has it. So there’s that.

Thankfully, it’s the only part of Destiny 2 we play that 
leads to frustration, and in a game that acts as an 
extended handshake to new players, the new Guided 
Games feature is a fingernail-rattling handshake of 
purest cameraderie. This lets singletons search for 
like-minded clans with whom to play Raids, Strikes, and 
Nightfall (harder Strikes employing weekly modifie s), 
modes previously reserved for only the most socially 
prepared Destiny players. It’s more selective than 
matchmaking. It’s a way to group up based on culture, 
identity, and whether or not you dig that clan’s 

customised banner of a bear riding a mo orbike. It’s 
similarly beneficial for clans themselves, who can 
quickly find a substitute if one of their members 
no-shows. Each clan has a shared reward system, 
meaning even the flakiest player can contribute towards 
rolling goals and take a share of the (as yet unspecified) 
prize pot. Bungie is lifting the velvet rope on endgame 
content and letting everyone inside.

The last Guardians 
Going on patrol in specially made open-world areas is 
perfect for blowing off steam. The European Dead Zone 
is the first sandbox to be revealed, a rural expanse filled 
with sidequests and secrets, and Destiny’s biggest-ever 
location. You and up to two friends might find a treasure 
map pointing to a legendary cache and battle a fierce 
enemy for the key; explore a lost sector no-one has set 
foot in for decades; find natives who’ll take you on 
missions (one example is helping a sniper defend his 
patch); and even have a kickabout with a physics-
enabled football. Given Bungie’s knack for bringing 
concept art to life, we’ll undoubtedly lose countless 
hours to landscape photography.

Despite Bungie’s best intentions, The Crucible 
remains brutally unforgiving, a decrease in team sizes 
and limit of power ammo only making you feel slightly 
more welcome than you would at your own funeral. It’s 
the game’s war face, and where you go for a different 
breed of opponent. The thing is, Destiny 2 is so massive 
that you won’t miss out by never setting foot there. 
Whether you’re a hermit or a bon vivant, when it 
launches on September 8th, Destiny 2 will be the 
premier shooter destination of 2017.
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THE CRUCIBLE
Exploring new mode Countdown  
in the unfamiliar milieu of Midtown 
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“EVVEN THHE FLLAAKKKIIEESSSTT PPLAAAYYEEERRRR CCCCAAANN
COONNTRIBBUUTTEE TTOOOWWWAAARRRDDSS RROOOOLLLLIINNNGG
GOOAALS AANNNDD SSHHHAAARREE TTHE PPPRRIZEEE PPPOOOTT”

Bungie strips out the Grimoire and shifts its 

narrative in-game for a more seamless 

storytelling experience.

Ammo for power weapons is 

a rare spawn, limiting their use 

to special occasions. Oh, and

HUD alerts mean everyone will 

know you have it.



Q How are you distinguishing Destiny 
2 from Destiny?

A Those big themes of loss and recovery 
we talked about, that really drove a lot 

of what you’re seeing… The catastrophe 
happens, the city is attacked, and then it’s 
really about focusing on how we could 
support that feeling and lean into those 
themes visually, and build a story where you 
felt like you were going from rags to riches.

Q What’s the coolest new visual 
technology you’ve used? 

A PBR. Physical-based rendering is an 
upgraded lighting system. It basically 

deals with more realistic reflections and 
material responses, and so you can get 
chromes and iridescents and material 
qualities you just couldn’t get before… For 
example, the Hunter has this big hood, and 
there’s a snakeskin kind of back to it, and as 
you see them walking through the light you 
see this sort of iridescent quality.

Q You’re making faces more 
prominent. Did that unlock a new 

series of challenges?

A Yeah, the faces were really just about 
leaning into the humanity of the 

situation… I think in Destiny, we spend more 
of our time alking about the gear, be ause 
ultimately that’s what people are chasing. 
They want to collect new gear, they want to 
build new exotics, they want to build new 
armour sets  And I think one of the th ngs 
that will distinguish Destiny 2 with the late 
game is the number of clear, iconic, d stinct 
silhouettes that are offered to the player

Q One of Bungie’s big mandates is  ‘We 
want to make a world that players 

want to be in.’ How do you do that?

A A videogame like this, with so much 
action, can be about stressful 

situations… But at the same time, it’s a 
persistent world, and we want to build 
activities for different kinds of moods. When 

it comes to designing the destinations 
themselves, and the exploratory aspects, 
and the big public bubbles, and the 
openness, that’s when we spend time in them 
and are like, ‘Do I want to sit my Guardian 
down on this cliff and admire this vista?’ 

Q What’s the process of creating a 
planet for Destiny 2?

A In Destiny we rolled out some of our 
big, really iconic destinations very 

close to Earth, so you got to go to the moon 
and Mars and Venus. So we wanted to take 
you on a sort of exodus, you could say, from 
Earth… corners of our solar system that were 
lesser known. It reflects the moment in the 
game when we have to go and find places 
that were forgotten or places that aren’t 
immediately familiar.

Q What about the scale of these 
environments. The European Dead 

Zone is said to be double the size of 
Destiny’s biggest area?

A Yeah, the EDZ is definitely without a 
doubt the biggest built. Some of that 

isn’t necessarily obvious to you immediately 
because a lot of it is unknown zones, these 
lost sectors.

Q Could you talk about activities 
players undertake in the EDZ?

A There are mini missions. They take 
place in the world, and they’re really 

motivated by the story of that place. So 
they’re tangential to the actual campaign 
story, the big main thrust of the war… you 
can initiate one of those with your boots on 
the ground, go play a little mini mission that 
takes you to some cool places, fight some 
cool enemies, and when you’re done you can 
find another one. You can look for ano her 
lost sector, do laps on public events. You can 
do all of that while staying in the destination.

Q So the European Dead Zone is one 
persistent hub?

A You don’t have to go to orbit, like you 
used to, and then select. You can just 

be like, ‘Man, I’m really in a public event 
mood but I want to change the scenery,’ and 
you can just pull up the map and say, ‘I want 
to go EDZ now,’ and go straight there.

Q Was that a big focus, to remove  
the barriers and make  

everything instant?

A Yeah, it’s something that hopefully 
seems like a no-brainer. We’ll play it 

and it just feels seamless. It definitely took a 
lot of work to figure out how to make it 
technically feasible and then how to present 
it in a way that is just, you know, seamless. 
That was tricky. We hope we’ve landed on a 
good balance.

Mike Zak, art director on Destiny 2, on taking a  
dark, but just as memorable, new visual direction 
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QQQ How are you distinguishing Destiny w are you distinguishing Dow are you distinguishing Destiny y
2 from Destiny?2 from Des2 from Destiny?

AAA Those big themes of loss and recovery Those big themes of loss an rg themes of loss and recovery 
we talked about, that really drove a lot alked about, that really drowe talked about, that really drove a lot

of what you’re seeing… The catastropheou’re see … The catast opof what you’re seeing… The catastrophe
happens, the city is attacked, and then it’sthe ci is attacked, and then it’shap e s, the city is attacked, and then it’s
really about focusing on how we couldut focusing on how we couldreally about focusing on how w
support that feeling and lean into thosehat feeling and lean into thosesupport that feeling and lean into those
themes visually, and build a story where youthemes visua , and build a stor hthemes visually, and build a story where you
felt like you were going from rags to riches.felt like you were going from rags to felt like you were going from rags to riches.

QQ Q What’s the coolest new visualWhat’s the aW he coolest new visual
technology you’ve used?hnology you’echnology you’ve used?

AA PBR. Physical-based rendering is an. P ical-based renderi gPBR. Physical-based rendering is an
upgraded lighting system. It basically raded lighting system. It basicallypgraded lighting system. It basically 

deals with more realistic reflections and more realistic reflections and deals with more realistic reflect
material responses, and so you can getesponses, and so you ca gmaterial responses, and so you can get
chromes and iridescents and mater alc an ents riachromes and iridesce and mate al
qualities you just couldn’t get before… For ualities you just couldn’t get befo e…qualities you just couldn’t get before… For
example, the Hunter has this big hood, ande, the Hunter has this b oexamp e, the Hunter has this big hood, and
there’s a snakeskin kind of back to it, and as ere’s a snakeskin kind of back to it,there’s a snakeskin kind of back to it, and a
you see them walking through the light youyo  see them walking thr h the igyou see them walking through the ht you
see this sort of iridescent quality.ort of iridescent qualitsee this sort of iridescent quality.

QQQQQ re making faces more re making facre making faces more You’rYou’r
minent. Did that unlock a newminent. Did that unlock a nnt. Did that unlock a newprompromp
hallenges?hallennges?eries of chof cheries oserseseri

AAAAAA YYYY  the faces were really just aboutthe faces were real t a the faces were really just abouteah,eah,YY
ng into the humanity of theng into the humanity of the into the humanity of theaninanleanleaean
think in Destiny, we spend morethink in Destiny, we spend morethink in Destiny, we spend moretththsituation… Isituation… II

king about the gear, be ause becauking about the gear, becausealkita kinkinof our time f our tim
what people are chasing.e are chasing.at people are chasing.hat’s whahhat’s whawhaultimately thultimately th

new gear, they want to ew gear, th waew ear, they want to to collect neto collect o collect nenewThey want tThhey want
want to build new nnt to build new exotics, they waxotics, theyexotics, they wawanbuild new euild nebuild new e

e of the th ngs hine of the things s  And I think one os. Andd I think onee oarmour setsr setsarmour
2 with the lateeth the lattinguish Destiny 2 wtinguishuish Destiny 2 w2 wthat will distwill disthat will 

ear, iconic, d stinct disar, iconic, distinct e number of cleae number of cle number of cleaeargame is thegamegame is the
fered to the playered to the playfered to the playerthat are offethat are offffersilhouettes lhouette

Q Q ungie’s big mandates is  ‘Wedates is, ‘Wngie’s big mandates is, ‘Weof Bunoff BununOne oOne o
to make a world that playersto make a world that playerso make a world that players tottoto want want 
in.’ How do you do that?in.’ How do you do that?in.’ How do ou do that?be e want to bewawant to bebe

AAAAAA eogame like this, with so much eogame like this, with so mgame like this, with so mucA videA vA vidAAAA
, can be about stressful n, ca be about stressfuactioniona

But at the same time, it’s aBut at the same time, it’s at at the same time, it’s asituations… ationstuationsss
world, and we want to build world, and we want to buildworld, and we want to bupersistent wpersersistent w
r different kinds of moods. When r different kinds of moods. When different kinds of moods. Wheactivities foactivities fo

it comes to designing the destinationsit comes to des  the destinationsomes to designing the destinations
themselves, and the exploratory aspects,mselves, and the exploratory aspectthemselves, and the exploratory aspects,
and the big public bubbles, and the ig publicand the big public bubbles, and the 
openness, that’s when we spend time in themness, that’s when we end time in openness, that’s when we spend time in them
and are like, ‘Do I want to sit my Guardian and are like, ‘Do I want to sit my Guar iand are like, ‘Do I want to sit my Guardian 
down on this cliff and admire this vista?’ s cliff and admire this vista?down on this cliff and admire this vista?’ 

Q QQ What’s the process of creating as the process of creating aWhat’s the process of crea
planet for Destiny 2?t for Destiny 2?planet for Destiny 2?

AAA In Destiny we rolled out some of ourtiny we rolled out some of oIn Destiny we rolled out some of our
big, really iconic destinations very big, really iconic destinations v rybig, really iconic destinations very 

close to Earth, so you got to go to the moonarth, so ot to to the mclose to Earth, so y u got to go to the moon
and Mars and Venus. So we wanted to take Mars and Venus. So we wanted to tand Mars and Venus. So we wanted to tak
you on a sort of exodus, you could say, fromyou on a sort of exodus, you could say, fu on a sort of exodus, you could say, from
Earth… corners of our solar system that wereers of our solar system that wereEarth… corners of our solar system that were
lesser known. It reflects the moment in the n. It reflects the moment in the lesser known. It reflects the mome
game when we have to go and find placeswe have to go and find placesgame when we have to go and find pla
that were forgotten or places that aren’tthat were fo g tten o laces that aren’tthat were fo tten o places that aren’t
immediately familiar.mmediate familiar.immediately famili

Q Q Q What about the scale of these hat aboutWhat about the scale of these
environments. The environments. Thnvironments. The EEuropean DeadDuropean Dead

Zone is said to be double the size ofZone i aid to be double thene is said  be doubl he size of
Destiny’s biggest area?ggDestiny’s biggest area?

AA YYeah, the EDZ is definitely without ahe EDZ is definite without aeah, the EDZ is definitely wYYYY
doubt the biggest built. Some of that the biggest built. Some of that doubt the biggest built. Some of that 

isn’t necessarily obvious to you immediately isn’t necessari obvious to you imm di’t necessarily obvious t you immediate y
because a lot of it is unknown zones, thesecause a lot of it is unknown zones, thebecause a lot of it is unknown zones, these
lost sectors.ors.lost secto

Q QQ Could you talk about activitiesCould y  talk about activitiesould yo  talk about activitie
players undertake in the s undertake in theplayers undertake in th EEDZ?Z?

AA There are mini missions. They takeare mini missions. They takeThere are mini missions. The
place in the world, and they’re reallyn the world, and they’re reallyplace in the world, and they’

motivated by the story of that place. So y the story of that place. Somotivated by the story of that place. So 
they’re tangential to the actual campa gn they e t ential to the actual cam igey’re tangential to the actual campa n
story, the big main thrust of the war… youy, the big main thrust of the war… yostory, the big main thrust of the war… you
can initiate one of those with your boots one one of those with your bootcan initiate one of those with your boots on
the ground, go play a little mini mission thatground, go play a little mini missi nthe ound, play  little mini mission that
takes you to some cool places, fight sometakes you to some cool places, fight somkes you to some cool places, fight some
cool enemies, and when you’re done you cans, and when you’re done you cancool enemies, and when you’re done you ca
find another one.ofind another one. YYou can look for ano herr anotherou can look forYY
lost sector, do laps on public events. o laps on public events. lost sector, do laps on public event YYou canou cannYY
do all of that while staying in the destination.do all of that while staying in the destinado all of that while staying in the destination

QQ So theSo thSo t EEuropean Dead Zone is oneuropean Dead Zone is oropean Dead Zone is one
persistent hub?rsistent hpersistent hub?

AAA YYou don’t have to go to orbit, like you ou don’t have to o to orbit, like ou don’t have to go to orbit, like you YYYY
used to, and then select. o, and then selecused to, and then select. YYou can just n jou can just YYY

be like, ‘Man, I’m really in a public evenI’m really in a public event be like, ‘Man, I’m really in a public even
mood but I want to change the scenery,’ andwant to change the scenery,’ amood but I want to change the scener  and
you can just pull up the map and say, ‘I wantpull up the map and say, ‘I wantyou can just pull up the map and say, ‘I want
to go EDZ now,’ and go straight there.to EDZ now,’ and go straightgo EDZ now,’ and go straight there.

QQ Was that a big focus, to remove Was that a big focus, to removeWas that a big focus, to remov
the barriers and make he barriersthe barriers and make 

everything instant?verything instant?eve hing instan

AAA YYeah, it’s something that hopefullyt’s something that hopef lleah, it’s something that hopefullyYYYY
seems like a no-brainer. We’ll play it like a no-brainer. We’ll play teems like a no-brainer. We’ll p

and it just feels seamless. It definitely took aels seamless. It definitely took aand it just feels seamless. It definite took a
lot of work to figure out how to make ito figure out how to make itlot of work to figure out how to make 
technically feasible and then how to present technically feasible and then how to prehnically feasible and then how to present 
it in a way that is just, you know, seamless.a way that i just, you know, sea leit in a way that is just ou know, seamless.
That was tricky. We hope we’ve landed on atricky. We hope we’ve landed That was tricky. We hope we’ve landed on a 
good balance.balance.good balan

Mike Zake ZakMike Zak Destiny 2, on taking a Destin 2, on takingDestiny 2, on taking a , art director on art dire, art director on 
able, new visual direction able, new visual dirble, new visual directiondark, but just as memoraut justdark, but just as memora
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Celebrating the five greatest moments from  
the last three years of Destiny
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By virtue of building such a vast game world to bomb about in, Bungie
hadn’t bet on savvy players gathering around certain a certain hot spot in its
Old Russia map on Earth to naughtily farm engrams. Why was it naughty? 
Well standing around and gathering all the experience and gear to reach
level cap was hardly in the spirit of the game was it? It did lead to the first
example of noticeably widespread player etiquette though: ‘Thou shalt not
advance before the cave too often lest thou reset the spawn point’. Head to
Skywatch now and you’ll find a neat easter egg in the loot cave’s place.

Exploiting the loot cave

CAVAA E STORIES

Slightly bittersweet this one, as while this part of Wrath Of The Machine was 
an epic moment it also heralded the loss of last generation’s players, as PS3
and 360 support for the game was nixed just prior to the launch of Rise Of
Iron. The fact that Bungie was now unhindered by the necessity to cater for
ancient hardware was immediately apparent, however, as the first boss in 
the new raid was a visual and technical powerhouse. Not only did you have
to stop this huge metal wall from pushing forwards and shunting your party 
towards death, but you also had to climb on top of the boss as you were
fighting it in order to bring it down. It bodes very well indeed for Destiny 2…

Jumping atop the massive siege engine

ALL ABOARD
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“THE GAME IS DETERMINED TO
TREAT THE SUBJECT MATTER 
WITH SOMBRE SENTIMENT”

It’s good to see the likes of the M4 Sherman roll back into battle. It’s been too long 

since COD had a good tank battle, so here’s to plenty of shell-spewing setpieces.

The good ol’ M1 Garand has been 

kicking around since the earliest days 

of COD. Let’s hope Sledgehammer can 

make this antique 1940s rifle fun to fire.
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Preview
Eyes-on With Future Hits!

Format PS4, XO, PC  Publisher Activision 

Developer Sledgehammer Games  ETA 3 November

W
hat word springs to 
mind when you 
think of Activision’s 
shooter colossus? 
‘Guns’? ‘Setpiece’? 
‘Explosions’? 

Possibly even ‘moustache’ (thank you 
very much, Captain Price)? Chances 
are ‘respect’ isn’t too high on the list. 
Yet that’s precisely the term at the 
forefront of Sledgehammer Games’ 
collective thoughts when it comes to 
recreating, and, most importantly, 
mournfully remembering a global 
conflict that claimed the lives of over 
60 million people.

Call Of Duty: World War II could not be 
further removed from the studio’s last 
outing. 2014’s Advanced Warfare was all 
exoskeleton silliness, homing grenades, 
and unabashed campy theatrics. For the 

team’s second COD – quite incredibly, 
Activision’s 14th main entry in the 
chart-conquering FPS franchise – the 
focus is on conveying the deeply 
personal sacrifice that linked almost 
every battle of the conflict. 

These sacrifices are viewed mainly 
through the eyes of Ronald ‘Red’ Daniels, 
a Texan native and U.S. private who 
serves in the 1st Infantry Division – or 
‘Fighting First’ to its battle-hardened 
troops. Focusing on the European theatre 
of World War II, the game’s campaign 
spans battles as varied as the fast, frantic 
Omaha Beach landing on D-Day and 
prolonged firefights in German 
woodlands. Yet regardless of the terrain, 
Sledgehammer seems determined to 
paint every level with the sombre 
sentiment the subject matter demands. 
It’s quite the balancing act, especially 
when you consider this is a game that’s 

CALL OF DUTY: 
WORLD WAR II
Megaton FPS looks to bring back 
the band (of brothers)

COD hasn’t touched the D-Day landings since 2005’s Big Red One. Expect WWII’s 

interpretation of the battles to provide the game’s show-stealing setpiece.
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still shipping with the series’ trademark 
Nazi Zombies spin-off. 

Despite the undead distractions, it’s 
clear Sledgehammer is treating the 
setting with reverence. “It’s really 
personal for most of us on the team,” 
says studio co-founder Glen Schofield, 
speaking at this year’s GameBeat 
Summit. “My grandfather wa  
the war… he actually lost his 
leg, he got a Purple Heart 
and a Gold Star.” Indeed, 
Schofield’s connection to 
lead character Daniels is 
pronounced. “My dad died 
during the making of this 
game, so we named the mai  
character after him.”

Beach bound
Sledgehammer understands the 
emotional weight of the task at hand, and 
it’s no surprise the Normandy D-Day 

landings have taken centre stage in what 
little early footage it’s chosen to reveal. 
Ever since Steven Spielberg shocked 
cinemagoers with Saving Private Ryan’s 
brutal depiction of the Omaha Beach 
assault back in 1998, games have long 
looked to ape that iconic scene’s 
savagely raw spectacle. The most faithful 
depiction still belongs to 2002’s Medal Of 
Honor: Allied Assault, yet the latest COD 
promises to deliver a level of cinematic 
immersion that simply wasn’t possible on 
earlier hardware. 

Nor is the studio shying away from 
trying to do justice to the respectful, 
unflinching legacy Spielberg’s 
Oscar-winner laid down almost two 
decades ago, as Schofield freely admits. 
“Saving Private Ryan has been a 
custodian [for honouring WWII veterans] 
for the past 19 years. When people talk 
about D-Day, most people will reference 
that [movie]. Twenty years later, we want 
this generation to reference us.” As 

artistic influences go, it’s a high bar to 
reach. Still, what footage we’ve seen of 
soldiers desperately scrambling out of 
those Higgins landing vehicles suggests 
Sledgehammer has prioritised framing 
every scene with an eye for expertly 
authored cinematic craft. 

As for the other places you can expect 
ge virtual war in, Hürtgen 
rest is already a confirmed 

location. You can catch a 
peek at this stretch of 
German woods in the 
debut trailer, where Nazi 
forces briefly pelt American 

roops with tree burst 
mbs. It’s hardly surprising 

Sledgehammer has chosen this 
patch of real estate. After all, the Battle Of 
Hürtgen Forest was the longest fought 
on German soil during World War II, while 
it remains the longest battle the U.S. 
Army has engaged in… ever. Official 

behind-the-scenes footage also reveals 
plenty of other ground for COD: WWII to 
step its boots into. Sledgehammer’s 
location scouting has taken in the likes of 
the town of Vianden in northern 
Luxembourg, scene of one of the most 
pivotal battles of 1944, when the 
Luxembourg Resistance fought Nazis 
forces for control of a castle. 

The studio has also visited Fort 
MacArthur, a now-retired army base in 
San Pedro, California. Said fort was where 
Douglas MacArthur commanded U.S. 
troops during the Second World War, so 
don’t be surprised if this acts as a tutorial 
area for those vintage army barracks 
training levels older CODs loved so. At 
any rate, expect this to be one of the 
most geographically varied entries the 
series has ever produced. 

Compared to past Call Of Duty games, 
Sledgehammer’s take on WWII should 
showcase a level of diversity unlike any 
other game that’s tackled the conflict. 

“SLEDGEHAMMER’S TAKE ON WWII 
SHOULD SHOWCASE MORE 
DIVERSITY THAN ANY OTHER GAME 
TO TACKLE THE CONFLICT”

Preview
Eyes-on With Future Hits!
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Meet the troops
Get to know key characters

Ronald Daniels
‘Red’ is the latest recruit 

to the 1st Infantry 

Division, the 

longest-serving 

battalion in U.S. Army 

history. Daniels was born 

in Longview, Texas. His 

father won the Silver 

Star in World War I.

Edgar Crowley
The latest campaign 

puts you in the boots of 

not only American 

soldiers, but troops from 

the French Resistance 

and the British Special 

Operations Executive. 

Major Edgar Crowley 

belongs to the latter.

Rousseau
A French resistance 

fighter, this mysterious 

figure could well 

become the first 

playable female soldier 

in a COD campaign. Her 

levels most likely revolve 

around the 1944 

Liberation Of Paris.

Robert Zussman
Not much is currently 

known about old Bob. All 

we’ve really garnered is 

that he’s best pals with 

Daniels, which most 

likely outs him as 

another member of the 

1st Infantry Division. We 

smell a tragic end.

The full list of weapons hasn’t been confirmed, but judging by this shot, there’s at 

least one gun in your arsenal that’s capable of taking down light aircraft.
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The studio is acutely aware people of all 
creeds and colours were hit by the war, 
and listening to Schofield, it sounds like 
his team is ready to honour that history 
with a campaign that accurately depicts 
just how diverse military forces truly 
were during the period. 

Fight like a girl?
“In researching [we found] there wasn’t 
any group that was spared,” says 
Schofield. “In Paris, you had the French 

Resistance, and a lot of them were made 
up of women.” We already know the 
Liberation of Paris features in the 
campaign, so could this point to the 
series finally letting you play briefly as its 
first female soldier? At the very least you 
can expect Daniels’ unit to pay heed to 
both ethnic and religious diversity. “We 
don’t hide the races, we don’t shy away 
from it,” admits Schofield. “We don’t shy 
away from the fact one of the guys in the 
platoon is Jewish.”

Of course, there’s still so much we 
don’t know ahead of the game’s release 
on 3 November. Will the new 
Headquarters social space, visited 
between multiplayer matches, alter the 
series’ genre-defining online battles? Can 
Sledgehammer make shooting a bolt 
action rifle exciting again after letting you 
fire all those sci-fi firearms in Advanced 
Warfare? One thing’s for certain – this is 
exactly the series reboot fans have been 
waiting for. Dave Meikleham

It certainly appears that at least one 

campaign mission has an on-rails tank 

section. To us, this screen looks like it’s 

set in Hürtgen Forest.

Will friendly squad AI be more in-depth 

than previous COD games? It would be 

handy if your brothers in arms could 

revive you this time out.

A central theme to the debut trailer was 

the internal beefs inside the 1st Infantry 

Division. Such conflicts will hopefully 

spawn interesting characters.

Both German Junkers and B-25 Mitchell aircraft can be seen in trailers. Don’t be 

surprised if there’s at least one level that puts you in a cockpit.

Instant Reaction

After the series literally took 

warfare to the stars, can 

1940s conflict still provide enough 

shooty thrills?

Unlike almost every COD 

since Modern Warfare, WWII 

looks like it has a heartfelt story 

worth telling.

THRILL-O-METER

A return to the original COD’s roots, 

one aiming to shoot to chill.

4321

–

+

5
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Darksiders’ non-traditional 

horseman line-up is War, Death, 

Fury, and Strife. 

Preview
Eyes-on With Future Hits!
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E
ach entry in this supernatural action 
series stars a different member of the 
Four Horsemen (that is, the apocalyptic 
harbingers from the Book Of Revelation 
rather than the ’80s pro wrestling stable 
led by Ric Flair). The first Darksiders, in 

2010, saw you play as War. 2012’s second was all about 
Death. For the third game, you control Fury as she quests to 
kill the seven deadly sins.

The events of Darksiders III happen parallel to the first two 
games, so War and Death are currently occupied, and any 
emails you send will bounce back with an out-of-office. Unlike 
those two, Fury is loyal to the Charred Council, an organisation 
dedicated to preserving the equilibrium between Heaven and 
Hell. To show that loyalty, she’ll travel to seven areas of the globe 
where physical manifestations of mankind’s deadly vices have 
taken root, and cleanse each one of its sin-themed boss.

Take, for example, the first sin you encounter, Sloth. His 
domain is a subterranean environment of sewers and subways 
called The Nether, which he’s put his own unique spin on by 
covering it with gestating egg sacs. Nice. Sloth’s theme, you see, 
is insect-based, because insects are notoriously work-shy. (Bees 
aside.) Here Fury battles buggy minions, including buzzing flies 
and scuttling, er, crabs, using her versatile whip, stringing 
together combos with a rangey slash and meaty snap. 

Fast and furious
In terms of speed, Fury is somewhere between War and Death, 
resulting in combat that feels more careful and deliberate than 
in the last game. Caution pays off. At this early stage in 
development, however, it all looks a little placid, with enemies 

“SLOTH IS REPRESENTED AS 
A GIANT GREEN INSECT WITH 
A BULGING BELLY, SITTING
ON A THRONE”

Ulthane the blacksmith is so chunky 

he could probably drop the 

hammer and bash your weapons 

into shape using his head.

DARKSIDERS III
Sins, whips, and physics-defying 
hair in Horseman-powered sequel

Format PS4, XO, PC Publisher THQ Nordic  Developer Gunfire Games  ETA Summer 2018



Famed comics artist Joe ‘Mad’ 

Madureira redesigned Fury for this 

game, although, um, he didn’t work 

on Darksiders III full-time.
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attacking in ones and twos. Maybe it’s just 
a beginner’s area, and the intensity ramps 

up the farther you venture. Still, animation is 
n ely fluid. Fury’s balletic flips and pirouettes 

make her the series’ most graceful protagonist yet, 
enabling the agile handling of hostiles. At one point against one 
nasty pincer-clicking crustacean guarding the bottom of the 
stairs, Fury leaps over the railing and lands on it feet-first.

Trouble and strife 
Fury’s whip also doubles as a grappling hook, which is central to 
platforming. We see her latch onto overhangs and cross gaps. 
Again, it all looks very straightforward, and, dare we say, dated. 
Fury’s more than a simple whip-cracker, though. She’s a mage, 
which gives her access to a whole sheaf of spells. While they’re 
currently under wraps, her flowing hair, said to change 
depending on what magic she unleashes, could indicate the 
presence of barnet-altering elemental spells. If War has his 
blood-red hood and Death has his off-white mask, Fury’s 
defining characteristic is her mood-hair. Temptingly, she’s 
referred to as The Rider Of The Black Horse, so we’ll possibly see 
riding sections across a large open area, similar to Darksiders II. 

A little further into Sloth’s hive-like Nether, the enemies are 
getting bigger. One fellow, who resembles Henry J Waternoose 
from Monsters Inc, grips the ceiling with glow-in-the-dark claws 
like a vampire bat, then drops down to fight when you pass 
underneath. While Hell’s legion the Phantom Guard return, the 
majority of Darksiders III’s foes are completely new.

The stage culminates in a scrap with Sloth. Represented as a 
giant green insect with a bulging belly, probably filled with 
crisps consumed over countless Netflix marathons, Sloth sits on 
a throne carried by his insect underlings. He slams his staff on 
the ground to summon them, and scratches his bed sores as 
you battle. Target the minions holding up his seat and he’ll crash 
to the ground. Now he’s angry, ripping the arms of his chair and 
using them to batter you. It’s a solid fight, but lacks spectacle. 
There’s none of Dark Souls’ threat, DMC’s style, or Nier’s visual 
fanfare. He’s more sub-boss than ultimate incarnation of sin. 

Although a rugged, full-bodied hack-and-slash, work is 
required for Darksiders III to avoid committing the worst sin of 
all: being boring. Ben Griffin 

Fury’s hair colour is linked to her magical abilities. Like Fury, our hair changes according to our mood.  

For instance, when we’re exercising, it gets sweaty. Weird!

Instant Reaction

Fighting and platforming 

look unremarkable at this 

point. Hopefully Gunfire’ll add a 

spark between now and release.

The seven deadly sins are a 

robust concept for a legion 

of bosses. We can’t wait to see 

what Envy looks like.

THRILL-O-METER

Struggles to match flashier peers – 

though battering sins will be fun.

54321

–

+
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complete
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Y
ou probably noticed 
something missing 
from Total War: 
Warhammer. 
Something 
pointy-eared, and 

haughty. The Wood Elves went some 
way to fixing this, but without the High 
Elves it felt like something essential 
was missing from Creative Assembly’s 
strategy game. The sequel aims to 
rectify this, and much, much more.

Warhammer 2 adds a whole continent 
called The New World, which includes 

Ulthuan, island refuge of the High Elves; 
the jungles of Lustria, home of the 
Lizardmen; and Naggaroth, a bleak 
landscape controlled by the Dark Elves. 
The Southlands are also part of the map 
– if Lustria is South America, the 
Southlands are located roughly where 
Africa is – but we don’t know who lives 
there yet. Three factions are confirmed, 
but a fourth, more secretive power is also 
expected. We’ll talk about that in a bit.

The war the merrier
The new area has a Grand Campaign like 
the original game, this time centred on a 

magical vortex which hangs above the 
map – each new faction aims to harness 
its arcane energy. It doesn’t stop there: 
the maps from both games slot together, 
unlocking a gigantic campaign. So, if 
you’ve got both titles, you can visit 

anywhere and fight any race, and any 
DLC you own is included. We’re not sure 
how it’ll work in terms of victory 
conditions, but Creative Assembly is 
emphasising the sandbox element of the 
game. So, if you’re playing High Elves you 

TOTAL WAR: 
WARHAMMER II
Fantasy carnosaurage and epic scales

“THE MAPS FROM BOTH GAMES SLOT 
TOGETHER, UNLOCKING A GIGANTIC 
CAMPAIGN… YOU CAN VISIT 
ANYWHERE AND FIGHT ANY RACE”

Who cares if looking this evil is 

completely impractical? Nobody 

wearing this Helm Of Agony.

If only Total War: Warhammer II had 

an ‘explore the lovely waterfall’ 

option. Just to be clear: it doesn’t.

The default High Elf facial expression seems to say, ‘I’m 

beautiful and will live forever. Unlike you, peasant.’ 

Format PC Publisher Sega  Developer Creative Assembly ETA Autumn

Preview
Eyes-on With Future Hits!
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TOTAL WAR: WARHAMMER 2

Armour chameleon
It’s a Slann’s world in the Lizardman army

Lord Mazdamundi 
The oldest living Slann 

(sorcerers who rule the 

Lizardmen), he’s behind 

the continental shift that 

destroyed the Dwarven 

Empire. He’s one of the 

most powerful casters in 

the game, and CA has 

added new mechanics 

to represent this. .

Kroq-Gar
An ancient Saurus 

Oldblood, he rides on 

the back of a Carnosaur 

called Grimlock – yes, 

like the Transformer. 

He’s a powerful melee 

alternative to the 

sorcerous Lord 

Mazdamundi.

Terradon Riders
Terradon units soar 

above the battlefield. 

These can be deployed 

as normal flying cavalry 

– as normal as lizards 

riding other lizards can 

be – but there’s also a 

version that can use 

deadly fireleech bolas.

Skinks
The most versatile unit 

in the Lizardman army, 

making up for their 

lightweight frames with 

impressive diversity. 

They all have poisoned 

attacks, and there’s even 

a chameleon version for 

surprise attacks. Sneaky. 

75%
complete

don’t have to cross 
the seas and fight 
Chaos, but you can 

if you want to. 
You’re free to drive 

the Warhammer lore in 
any direction you desire.

High and fighty
Let’s talk about races, just in case you 
didn’t enrich your teens by painting 
plastic miniatures. The High Elves are 
powerful but fragile, comprising 
spearmen, archers, bolt throwers and 
dragon-mounted heroes. Their Dark Elf 
cousins are vicious killers and corsairs – a 
glass-cannon shock attack army. And the 
Lizardmen ride out from stone temples 
on sort-of dinosaurs, led by sorcerers 
called Slann. These armies are different 
enough to distinguish Warhammer II 
from the first game, and the prospect of 
testing your established dwarf tactics 
against an army of magical crocodiles is 
tantalising. Numerous subfactions also 
inhabit the map, including races from the 
first game. (Orcs get everywhere.) 

A final word about Skaven, 
Warhammer’s race of secretive ratmen. 
Creative Assembly has been tight-lipped 
about its implementation, which echoes 
Warhammer lore – in the fluff, people 

assume that ratmen lurking under every 
city are a myth, and that there’s actually 
no such thing. Hopefully this will translate 
to the implementation of Skaven in the 
game, with colonies hidden under 
existing settlements. There are already 
some notable cities missing from the 
map of the first game, which could turn 
out to be Skaven strongholds. How 
appropriate it would be if they were there 
all along… Matthew Elliott

Instant Reaction

The more cynical gamer 

might feel this is just a big 

expansion pack, rather than a  

full sequel.

The new races are bold and 

exciting, and the idea of a 

huge campaign across the whole 

map is a brilliant prospect. 

THRILL-O-METER

A vast and exciting follow-up to a 

game we’re still playing now.

54321

–

+
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You could recruit wildlife into your party by stealing a creature’s eggs and raising 

them to adulthood. Or just find some new chums in a bar.

Preview
Future Hits Played Now!

KENSHI
Survival RPG features racist skeletons, 
and real-time weight loss

Format PC  Developer Lo-fi Games 

Publisher Lo-fi Games  ETA July Instant Reaction

The world itself may be vast, 

but it’s also ugly, and not 

much fun to navigate. Wish we 

weren’t here!

Anarchy reigns in an 

open-ended sandbox. 

Become a warlord, farmer, or 

simply run around in your pants.

THRILL-O-METER

An ambitious, incoherent, and 

massive RPG. With raptors.

54321

–

+

Decisions affect your morphing 

character model. Improve your 

skills and you’ll bulk up.

85%
complete

P
rocedurally 
generated 
infinity-games 
aside, this survival 
RPG takes place in 
the single biggest 

virtual world of all time. That’s what 
developer Lo-fi tells us, anyway, and 
since we only have an hour with the 
game, we’ll take its word for it. It 
certainly looks expansive.

So what do you do in Kenshi? Honestly, 
it’s hard to say. Don’t die, basically. There’s 
base-building, squad 
management, feuding factions, 
character customisation, 
dialogue trees, and lots of 
running around in this vast 
environment. You can do 
pretty much everything 
apart from work through a 
tutorial. You’re never told 
where to go or what to do, and 
while it makes the experience somewhat 
inscrutable, it also opens the door for 
seemingly anything to happen. 

Take our trip into a fog-shrouded 
canyon. Soon after creating an avatar 
(not limited to humans – you can make 
people, aliens, lizards, and robots) we’re 
suddenly set upon by 20 blue-skinned 
cannibals. We know they’re cannibals 
because they tie us to a post and chew 
our arms and legs. All we can do is watch 

as they enjoy GamesMaster tartare. We 
should have been a robot.

West Woah
Upon zooming out on the impossibly 
broad world map, this craggy 
cannibal-packed ravine occupies the 
merest sliver of its entirely handcrafted 
expanse. How and why did Kenshi get so 
big? “It just happened,” Kenshi’s lead 
writer, Natalie Hunt, tells me. “We started 
off with a placeholder map considerably 
smaller than our current one, and it just 
kind of grew and grew from there.” 

Incredibly, it’s taken ten years, on 
and off, to reach this point.

Switchable squads help 
navigation. You can have 
up to 30 followers split 
across ten parties, and 
bounce between them at 

will. It’s wise to find bases for 
squads to camp in while 

you’re not controlling them, or 
you could construct your own, with 
options from farms, to, pubs, to 
fortresses, complete with turrets and 
barbed wire. There’s also race-specific 
dialogue: lizard people call humans ‘flat 
skins’; humans call skeletons ‘boneheads’. 
Oh, and there are Crusader Kings-style 
power grabs, where assassinating faction 
leaders triggers chaos. Still don’t really 
know what Kenshi’s about? Join the club. 

Ben Griffin
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PREVIEW ROUND UP

54321THRILL-O-METER
A little delay never hurt anyone.

GM Instant Reaction
54321THRILL-O-METER

A gorgeous adventure in the making.

GM Instant Reaction

The nameless hero gains a robotic 

arm during the game’s intro, which 

they use to explore the world. 

HOB

RED DEAD 
REDEMPTION 2

Format PS4, PC  Publisher Runic Games  Developer Runic Games  ETA Autumn 

Passing the torch

ockstar, you tease! How 
dare you wave the most 
anticipated game in years 
in front of our faces, only 

to snatch it away at the last minute?

Yep, Read Dead Redemption 2, originally 
slated for release later this year, has now 
slipped into 2018, cruelly condemning us 
to a cold, cowboyless winter wrapped in 
ponchos and huddling next to our stash 
of John Marston dolls.

The developer offers the standard 
statement – pledging that it wants the 
game to be the best it can be, and needs 
a little extra time to make sure it’s 
completely ready. Fair play – joking aside, 
we’ve waited this long. What’s a few more 
months if the result is another dose of 
open-world perfection? 

At least Rockstar has also seen fit to 
reveal some more images of the in-game 
action. From masked gunslingers to 
dusty wagon trails, they’re enough to 
convince us that the Wild West 
atmosphere is thicker than ever. RV

T
his indie adventure’s 
beautiful setting may 
seem a verdant 
wilderness on the 
surface, but delve 

beneath and you’ll find nothing but 
clanking, clanging machines.

For the development team that brought 
us the Torchlight series, Hob represents a 
significant departure. With nary a loot 
drop or a stats screen to be seen, in our 
hands-on we’re reminded more of the 
likes of Journey and Inside than the 
studio’s Diablo-esque prior work. A 
nameless hero, a mysterious world, a 
wordless story – it all adds up to 
something surprisingly contemplative. 

Using the main character’s hulking 
robot arm, we unlock a series of 
mechanisms that lead us down into the 
depths of the world. The forests and 
plains above are rearranged and 
reconfigured by the movements of great 
pistons and levers below, leading to 
some breathtaking moments. Where 
Hob excels is in its sense of scale – there’s 
something awe-inspiring about seeing 
the environment around our suddenly 
tiny-seeming hero shifted by great buried 
devices. Whole new areas rise up to meet 
him with a crash and a thud, and the 
game’s Metroidvania-esque overworld is 
forever changed.

The moment-to-moment action is 
disappointingly fiddly, however. Our 

Format PS4, XO  Pub Rockstar 

Dev Rockstar  ETA Spring 2018 

It’s been delayed – but 
don’t have a cow, boy

R

The year is 2022, and an alien super-virus 
has devastated human civilisation, 
mutating people and animals into 
monstrous killing machines. Mankind’s 
only hope for survival lies with the 
Phoenix Project, an elite organisation of 
engineers, scientists, and soldiers 
charged with fighting back. Basically, this 
is post-apocalyptic XCOM, and it’s from 
the mind of Julian Gollop, creator of the 
original games. The twist? Your foes 
adapt to your strategies. Burn everything 
with fire? It’ll come back flameproof. Take 
them all out from range? They’ll bring 
their own guns next time… RV

From two of the creators of Fable (don’t 
worry, Peter Molyneux’s not involved) 
comes a game that looks suspiciously 
like a cross between that beloved series 
and the more recently popular Stardew 
Valley. You’re free to adventure and 
explore or stay at home and tend the 
farm in this gorgeous pixelated world, 
with the devs promising that “every 
person and domestic animal you meet 
remembers what you do”. Time passes 
realistically, with NPCs and even your 
player character growing old and 
eventually dying, before being replaced 
by their children. RV

A horde of giant, venomous spiders – an 
absolutely terrible birthday present, but 
it could be the perfect tactical advantage 
when you’re laying siege to an orc 
fortress. Before each assault, you’ll have 
the option to choose what to bring with 
you to the fight, from the 
aforementioned arachnids, to poison 
arrows, to fire-breathing drakes, to crack 
squads of door-smashing trolls. You’ll 
need every advantage you can get to 
make it to the throne room of each 
randomly-generated Overlord and take 
him down – or recruit him. RV

Making an RPG is easy, right? Bit of 
wizardry here, an evil overlord there, 
boom. Anyone could do it. This turn-
based RPG’s newly announced Game 
Master mode (no relation) lets you put 
that slightly spurious assertion to the 
test, giving you the tools to craft your 
own campaign and run it for up to four 
of your friends. Write dialogue trees with 
moral choices and skill rolls, place 
monsters and non-player characters, 
create exciting locales to explore, and 
throw all your old D&D books in the bin 
while you’re at it. RV

PHOENIX POINT KYNSEED MIDDLE-EARTH: 
SHADOW OF WAR

DIVINITY:  
ORIGINAL SIN 2

Format PC  Pub Snapshot Games 

Dev Snapshot Games  ETA Summer

Format PC  Pub PixelCount Studios  

Dev PixelCount Studios  ETA December

Format PS4, XO, PC  Pub Warner Bros 

Dev Monolith  ETA 25 August

Format PS4, XO, PC  Pub Larian Studios

Dev Larian Studios  ETA Autumn

excited efforts to explore this strange, 
interesting world are too frequently 
stymied by awkward platforming 
challenges, unforgiving checkpoints,  
and clunky combat. It all feels like a 
struggle, while the charming art style 
puts us in the mood for a gentler, more 
experiential adventure.

It’s definitely not enough to put us off 
such an intriguing world, however. If we 
have to muddle our way past some tricky 
jumps and fights to unravel the mysteries 
of Hob’s mighty machines, then that’s a 
price worth paying. Robin Valentine

75%
complete
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THE FUTURE  
IS NOW

et packs, hoverboards, and party 
platters in pill form: just some of the 
many innovations that science fiction 
‘predicted’ but have yet to arrive. 
Likewise talking robots, flying cars, 
and tubular public transport all 

turned out to be complete claptrap (so far – we’re still 
hoping for the robots). But while most folks dreamed of 

an automated future, others set their gaze on what 
technological advances meant for entertainment – and 
of the many varied amusements that only the virtual 
world could provide. These, then, are the videogaming 
visionaries, men and women who foresaw an entire 
world’s worth of bleeps, bloops, and towns named after 
nukes. These are the videogames before videogames 
themselves ever even existed. 

VR predicted in 1956? Procedural generation in 1967? We explore the times when science 
fiction got the future of videogames spot-on. Though it never mentioned Mario
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THE FUTURE IS NOW

RIGHT TOP: Microsoft’s

ill-fated Project Spark was 

in many ways similar to the

Saga. It debuted almost 60 

years later.

RIGHT: As in Destiny, the 

‘gamers’ of Diaspora

believe human civilisation 

has been pushed back to 

this one final city.

RIGHT TOP: Pohl’s ‘game’

could quite easily be 

mistaken for Star Citizen, or

Elite: Dangerous.

RIGHT: No Man’s Sky drew 

inspiration from this golden 

age of speculative sci-fi. 

Sadly, it was no Joymaker.
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LEFT TOP: The Deus Ex 

series was heavily inspired 

by Neuromancer.

LEFT: Cyberpunk 2077

takes its name from the

genre of speculative 

fiction that Neuromancer

helped establish.

AAAABOVBOVBOVBOB EEEE::: TTTTTThehhheehe e hshoshoshorttrt rt stostostoostostostoryry ryry yy

was originally published in

pulp magazine Thrilling

Wonder Stories. 

LEFT TOP: What would 

Wellman have made of Job 

Simulator VR?

LEFT: If creepy avatar dates

sound like your sort of 

thing, why not check out 

Summer Lesson for

PlayStation VR?
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THE FUTURE IS NOW

RIGHT TOP: Titles such 

as Second Life invite

players to blur the lines 

between their physical

and digital selves.

RIGHT: Assassin’s Creed is 

both an example of, and

critique on, exploiting

avatars for cash.

RIGHT TOP: Simak’s 

protagonist, Shep Blaine,

develops time powers 

similar to those used by

Jack in Quantum Break.

RIGHT: Simak’s Way Station 

(1963) envisaged of a

virtual gun range, not

unlike Nintendo’s own

Duck Hunt.
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LEFT TOP: Fans of SurgeonFF

Simulator 2013 will know

what Gernsback was

driving at. A huge bleedout

by the sounds of it.

LEFT: No, not ‘pterodactyl’, 

though you can battle one

of their close cousins in

ARK: Survival Evolved.

AAAABOVBOVBOVBOB EEEE::: TTTTTThhheheehe e tstostostory’ry’ryry s os oos os oorigiiirigrigrigriggiiin:inin:in aaa a aaa

collection of humorous, yet

intelligent, tales.

LEFT TOP: Trurl’s kingdom TT

is as imaginative as it is

socially complex. Think 

Crusader Kings meets Age 

Of Empires.

LEFT: Klapaucius argues 

that virtual life is precious. 

Here’s hoping our Sims 

aren’t sentient…
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seen in a pulp.

RIGHT TOP: The gambling

machines won’t kill you, but

pretty much everything 

else you encounter will in 

Fallout: New FF Vegas.VV

RIGHT: Left 4 Dead’s

director turned every 

encounter into a

randomised battle to 

the death.

RIGHT TOP: Who needs an

authoritarian computer

when MadWorld’s game 

show is so much fun?

RIGHT: No title made you

game for fame quite like 

Rockstar’s Manhunt.
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“IT’S IMPOSSIBLE FOR 
THE REALITY OF PAST 
GAMES TO QUITE MATCH 
OUR RECOLLECTIONS”

Special
Exclusive Feature!

Glory Kills in the new Doom take 

Berserk mode from the original and 

give it the gruesome modern 

makeover it deserves.
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JUST LIKE 
THE GOOD 
OLD PLAYS

C
ollecting a Jiggie at the top of the 
Treasure Trove Cove lighthouse in 
Banjo-Kazooie, then throwing 
yourself off and swooping around by 
the force of Kazooie’s deceptively 
powerful wings. Making your first 

intrepid trip along the Bitter Coast in Morrowind, and 
seeing the cantons of Vivec City on the hazy horizon. 
Sprinting around a deathtrap room filled with Hell 
Barons in Doom, and holding down on the Plasma Gun 
trigger until Doom Guy’s iconic face at the bottom 
grimaces with death-defying grit…

The past is great, isn’t it? Or at least, thinking about it is. 
According to psychiatrist Professor Alan R Hirsch in his 
essay, Nostalgia: A Neuropsychiatric Understanding, 
nostalgia is not so much a desire to return to the past, but “a 
yearning for an idealised past… a sanitised impression of the 
past”. Games offer a perfect platform for testing this idea, 
because while you can’t literally beam yourself back to the 
summer of ’96 to check if it was really as sunny as you recall, 
you can go back and play old games to see if they’re as 
good as you remember.

Do this, and you may find that Morrowind’s draw 
distances weren’t good enough to really see Vivec on the 
horizon, that you never spent that much time flying in 
Banjo-Kazooie, and that Doom’s level design and inscrutable 
map system is truly hellish, and not in a good way. There is 
still plenty of joy in going back to these games, of course, 
but game design has moved on, graphics have moved on, 
and it’s impossible for the reality of past games to quite 
match our recollections.

The Rare-vival
But games have a unique relationship with nostalgia, and 
developers working with venerable franchises or dabbling 
with old-school genres are constantly trying to recapture 
the ‘essence’ of what made those games special in the first 
place. Just recently, we’ve seen the release of two 3D 
platformers that attempt to channel all the saturated, vibrant 
joys of N64-era 3D platformers. Snake Pass and 
Yooka-Laylee came out just days apart, and both are 
brimming with those Banjo-Kazooie trappings we so loved 
– instead of speaking, characters make silly noises like 
sentient squeaky toys being smothered by pillows, levels are 
unguided and based around collecting sparkly trinkets, and

Videogame fans love reminiscing about the past, but  
developers can’t simply remake the classics

THE GOOD OLD PLAYS
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both have soundtracks 
by maestros from the 

Rare N64 stable (namely, 
Grant Kirkhope and 

David Wise).
Yet despite their shared 

fondness for the past, the 
games diverge as soon as you 

start actually playing them. 
Yooka-Laylee is, as effectively promised by 

its multi-million-pound Kickstarter campaign, a carbon 
copy of Banjo-Kazooie minus the license, right down to 
the protagonists’ movesets, while Snake Pass introduces 
unique snake-slithering mechanics that force you to use 
a controller in ways that you never have before. 

Yooka-Laylee is so caught up in the past that it 
emulates Banjo to a fault. Its visuals and wonderful 
soundtrack tickle those nostalgia nerve endings and 
take us back to how we imagine those carefree 
(probably sunny) N64 days to have been – even the hub 
world theme is an inversion of the Gruntilda’s Lair theme 
from Banjo. However, by sticking so rigidly to 
the collect-a-thon structure of Banjo, 
we see how dated that structure 
has become. 

In the latter stages of the 
game, as the collectibles 

begin to run dry, you end up struggling to find activities 
and challenges, because the entire game is based 
around these shiny trinkets. Banjo suffered the exact 
same problem, though back in 1998 this was easily 
overlooked because not only were those the game 
design norms back then, but the rest of the game was 
incredibly forward-thinking for its time. Being a clone of 
a 20-year-old game, Yooka-Laylee lacks that 
forward-thinking, or even particularly modern, aspect 
and settles instead for bowing in deference before its 
ancestor rather than trying to surpass it.

Slither of nostalgia
Snake Pass, meanwhile, was conceived around a 
gameplay mechanic: to give players precise, intricate 
control over a snake. Developer Seb Liese tells us how 
this eventually came to be married to the cutesy 
Banjo-esque aesthetic. “In the back of my mind I always 
wanted to make this Rare-inspired game, but I didn’t 
initially match that with Snake Pass,” he tells me. “At first, 
I went for a realistic snake, but that creeped people out, 

so when we realised that we needed to make 
the snake more approachable, we 

decided ‘This is our chance to go for 
that nostalgic Rare vibe’”.

Where Yooka-Laylee was 
enslaved to its promise of 

creating a ‘Rare-vival’, as 
developer Playtonic put it, 
Snake Pass used nostalgia 
as a platform (’scuse us) to 
create something new. Just 
as 3D platformers in the late 

’90s presented us with a new 
way of traversing video-game 

space (moving into the screen 
rather than across it), so too does 

Snake Pass with its challenging 
wiggly-snake controls. 

Liese acknowledges that while there’s a risk in 
the nostalgia-novelty balance tilting towards the past, it 
wasn’t a problem for him. “It was easy for us because we 
started with the snake’s mechanics, which were so 
different to anything else that it made it safe for us to 
add all this nostalgic stuff while still being sure that we 
were doing something new and refreshing,” he says.

When integrating nostalgia into a game’s design, the 
stakes grow exponentially when it’s a big-budget 

SURVIVAL HORROR 
THROWBACKS

Tank controls, pre-rendered backgrounds, and 

painfully slow combat animations: it can only be 

’90s survival horror. In recent years a few devs 

have attempted to recreate it in all its 

borderline-unplayable glory. Back In 1995 and the 

as-yet incomplete Banned Memories are two 

indie games that try to recapture the fear we felt 

as we crept along the corridors of Resident Evil’s 

Spencer Mansion. For all their admirable 

intentions, their crude low-polygonal graphics 

and agonisingly slow pace makes them poor 

facsimiles of those halcyon horror days.  

Some things are definitely best left 

unresurrected…

CRPG REVIVAL
There was something beautiful about the 

hand-drawn aesthetics of Infinity Engine RPGs 

like Baldur’s Gate and PlaneScape Torment, 

where exploration felt like crossing from one 

romantic vignette to the next. By the early 2000s 

however, these RPGs had been replaced by 3D 

ones, and it looked like they’d become relics. But 

a 2012 Kickstarter campaign raising over $3m for 

Pillars of Eternity turned that around, triggering  

a wave of cRPGS that revived that distinct look so 

loved by ’90s PC gamers. Crucially, these 

successors got rid of the many design pitfalls of 

the originals – dead ends, trap builds, D&D 

rulesets – making them more palatable to 

modern audiences.
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“THERE’S A RISK IN THE 
NOSTALGIA-NOVELTY 
BALANCE TILTING TOWARDS 
THE PAST”

THE GOOD OLD PLAYS

These two characters worship 

Banjo-Kazooie so devoutly that 

they can never surpass the great 3D 

platformer legends.
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revival of a revered franchise. At what point does 
homage stumble into pastiche? And how do you 
capture those idealised memories that people have of 
the games of yore, then convert them into modern, 
enjoyable mechanics? It’s a big responsibility, and one 
that’s embodied in the contrasting stories of Doom and 
Duke Nukem.

Death and gory 
Until their latest releases, the two series shared an 
almost identical legacy – 1990s classics roaring out for 
follow-ups that honoured the spirit of the originals. Both 
Duke and Doom went through development hell, being 
scrapped and reimagined several times over, which had 
the paradoxical effect of building up fan expectations 
into some hellish Martian sandstorm.

Where the two really differed is that while Doom 
developer id Software was constantly reimagining what 
the new Doom should be (between 2008 and 2011, 
‘Doom 4’ was being developed as a heavily scripted war 
shooter), Duke Nukem devs Gearbox and 3D Realms 
were more singular in their vision. Looking back at the 
trailers from 1998, 2001, and 2011 for Duke Nukem 
Forever, you’ll see they all have the same tone – boobs, 
babes, and quips that grew increasingly outdated with 
each passing year. The final game, released in 2011, was 
the realisation of a vision that began in 1998 – to offer 
more of the same old Duke but in a shiny new engine. 
But by then, ‘same old Duke’ was more an embarrassing 
relation who doesn’t know when the joke’s over than the 
hero he was in the lads’-mag ’90s.

Which is where Doom comes in. What were your 
most memorable moments with the 1993 game? Those 
brief spurts of Berserk mode, perhaps, where you’d 

RESIDENT EVIL VII
At a glance, this hillbilly horror looks like an 

entirely new direction for the series. But start 

playing, and it’s incredible how much it feels like 

the original Resident Evil trilogy. Cryptic 

puzzles, ominous sounds reverberating down 

creaky corridors, limited supplies, and 

dedicated safe rooms complete with peaceful, 

haunting music make this the most modern of 

throwbacks. The first-person perspective was 

the perfect answer to recreating the 

claustrophobia evoked by the fixed camera 

angles of the originals. Completely new, and yet 

faithful to the most fondly remembered  

parts of the series’ past.

In 2011, Duke returned to kick ass 

and chew bubble gum, but he was 

all out of ideas.
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“DOOM CAPTURED THAT ELUSIVE ESSENCE OF ITS 
OWN LEGACY, RECALLING AND REVOLUTIONISING 
IT WITH BREATHLESS SIMULTANEITY”

charge into a horde of demons with a spiked ring finger 
and gritted teeth, pulverising them with vicious punches 
and for a few precious moments feeling like a demon to 
all demons. This memory is turned into plot in Doom, 
where you are the ‘Doom Slayer’ – a prophesied being 
that the demons actually fear. Berserk mode is also 
resurrected through Glory Kills, short spurts of 
inglorious ultra-violence that yield health picks-ups, 
encouraging you to keep charging at the enemy in a 
way that would have the original Doom Guy grimacing 
in approval. Mechanically, it’s completely modern, even 
progressive, but spiritually it plays on, and triggers, those 
things we remember about the good ol’ days.

At a distance, the original Doom was a hyper-kinetic 
game of speed and mobility, and all who played it will 
remember strafe-sprinting at 60mph around the 
demonic hordes, dodging their fireballs and deadly 
sprites of goo and plasma. Doom built on this. Every 
projectile and enemy bullet that comes your way is just 
that: a physical projectile rather that you can evade with 
enough skill. It does away with the hitscan shots of the 
original’s zombie soldiers (one of the game’s weaker 
elements), focusing instead on recapturing its great 
sense of movement and evasiveness. 

To that end, Doom also threw jump pads and lofty 
double-jumps into the bloody mix. You were no longer 
restricted to the horizontal plane to flummox your 
enemies; now you could kick them to kibble in the 
vertical one too. The whole thing was overlaid with a 
techy metal soundtrack that, in true ’90s style, was more 
like foreground music than background music, getting 
up in your face like a screaming milky-eyed Revenant 
clawing your ears off. Doom ably captured that elusive 
essence of its own legacy, recalling and revolutionising it 
with breathless simultaneity.

Future past
In recent years, other developers have been taking 
similar approaches. We’ve seen the return of the Baldur’s 
Gate-style cRPG, retaining those tactile hand-painted 

aesthetics PC gamers were so sentimental about, while 
quietly building engaging new mechanics and attractive 
interfaces from the ground up. Resident Evil 7 was 
structured to recapture the claustrophobic horror and 
cryptic quality of the first two Resident Evil games, even 
though it is played from a first-person perspective and 
can be experienced in VR. The Elder Scrolls Online, 
meanwhile, is all-in on nostalgia with its Morrowind 
expansion, which will even use the same height-map 
and layout as the original game.

Perhaps the nostalgia phenomenon is inspired by the 
huge success of Kickstarter campaigns to raise funds for 

throwback games, revealing a previously hidden 
audience demand. Or maybe we’ve developed rear-view 
vision because raw graphical/technical prowess doesn’t 
hold as much sway as it did 10 years ago, and we see 
that there are qualities in past games that are worth 
rediscovering. It’s not easy to pin what people are 
hankering for down, but then such is the nature of 
nostalgia – it’s enigmatic. It’s fitting, however, that just as 
Doom pioneered game design back in 1993, its 
successor stands as the ultimate beacon, constructed of 
demonic bones and devil horns, for how future games 
can successfully harness the past. Robert Zak

WOLFENSTEIN:  
THE NEW ORDER

Wolfenstein 3D lacked the powerful identity 

of Doom and Duke 3D in the ’90s, so there 

was less pressure for developers to ‘stay true’ 

to its roots when rebooting. If anything, the 

concept of ‘Nazi zombies’ had grown stale by 

the time MachineGames got to work on The 

New Order, so the dev rebooted the series, 

giving protagonist BJ Blazkowicz an actual 

personality, omitting zombies, and setting it 

in an alternative timeline where the Nazis 

won the war. There were still nods to Wolf 3D 

here and there, but for the most part this  

was a case where it was best to break  

with the past.

THE GOOD OLD PLAYS

Snake Pass looks like 

Banjo-Kazooie, and it sounds like 

Banjo-Kazooie, but it plays like 

nothing you’ve played before.
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Who is...

Tim Wicksteed started one-man 

studio Twice Circled in 2012, while 

working on an Android RTS called 

Ionage. PC pharmaceutical sim Big 

Pharma was released in 2015. The 

success of this on Steam and other 

platforms has allowed Wicksteed to 

self-publish Megaquarium.

I
f you lost hours to 
Theme Park, 
RollerCoaster 
Tycoon, and Theme 
Hospital, clear your 
diary for some 

underwater simulation. It’s time to 
dive into the complex world of 
aquarium management, and probably 
some terrible fish puns along the way. 
Singing The Little Mermaid’s Under 
The Sea is, of course, entirely optional.

“The original idea came from my 
girlfriend who used to work in an 
aquarium,” explains lone developer Tim 

Wicksteed. “One day, while I was talking 
about a completely different game idea, 
she suddenly piped up and told me “You 
should make a game about an 
aquarium”. I thought for several seconds 
and finally replied “I should make a game 
about running an aquarium”. She 
thought I was kidding but I was deadly 
serious. During those seconds of silence I 
had stress tested the idea in my head. It 
has so many great things going for it: it 
takes the tried and tested formula of a 
theme park management game which 
has the player creating attractions, laying 
them out, hiring and managing staff, 
keeping guests happy etc, but it has this 
completely new theme that’s never been 
explored before.” 

Holy carp
Not only does Megaquarium require you 
to keep all your customers happily 
looking at Nemo and co, you need to 
keep all your fishy specimens in top 
shape too. While this starts out simple, it 
doesn’t stay that way for long. You’ll have 
to, er, scale up. “To start with it’ll just be a 
case of feeding your fish and keeping 
their tanks and filters clean,” explains 

Wicksteed. “Next you’ll want to invest in a 
protein skimmer to house messier and 
more delicate fish. Shortly afterwards 
you’ll want to add heaters and coolers so 
you can keep tropical and coldwater fish 
respectively. Soon the bog-standard 
pellet food won’t be sufficient to keep 
your increasingly demanding livestock 
healthy and you’ll have to invest in a 
frozen food preparation area and 
perhaps some greenery to nibble on. 
Then of course there’s predatory fish 
which will only “stick-feed” (eat food 
which is dangled in front of them like live 
prey) and all the time you’ll have to keep 
your more boisterous specimens away 
from their more docile tankmates…”

Wicksteed has obviously been looking 
at what has come before in the sim 
genre, but is also focussed on making 
something a little bit different to feed a 
modern audience. “The obvious example 
[in terms of influences] is RollerCoaster 
Tycoon. I’m trying really hard to try to 
capture some of the magic that makes 
that game so entertaining,” he says. “And 
yet, I have to remember that I am making 
a brand-new game here. Things have 
changed since that game came out and 

Go on, give yourself a cod complex

Format PC  Developer Twice Circled  ETA Spring 2018  Web http://bit.ly/gmmegaquarium

Wicksteed has drawn on the expertise of his aquarium-worker girlfriend,  

ensuring everything in the game is based on real sea life.

Oh, they look so innocent, don’t they? 

Don’t be fooled, children are ready to 

make a lunge for your precious fish.

“A GUEST MIGHT INADVERTENTLY
 TAKE A DUNK AND NEED RESCUING”
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You’ll have to do a bit of fishy feng shui to succeed – careful, strategic tank placement is key to maximising a steady flow of visitors 

around your aquatic attractions. It’s not just fish who can be lured,…

Wicksteed is happy to say there’ll be no time limits on each level, it’s all about taking 

your own pace and sea-ing how you cope with running your fish zoo.

players expect a more streamlined 
gameplay experience these days. 
Simulation fans like to have a 
breadcrumb trail to follow so they can 
work out what the effect of the various 
decisions they are making is. That’s 
something I’m trying to bring to the 
theme park management genre.”

While 
RollerCoaster 
Tycoon’s customers 
were happy to ride 
the rides and not 
stick an arm into the 
equipment, you’re 
not going to be let 
off quite as easy 
when it comes to 
aquarium guests… 
“Visitors causing 
havoc is not just fun, 
it’s an important 
gameplay driver, forcing the player to 
keep their equipment and tank access 
points safely behind closed doors,” 
Wicksteed says. “Naughty children may 
fiddle with filters, causing them to leak. If 
you leave the back of a tank unguarded 
then a guest might inadvertently take a 
dunk and need rescuing. Touch pools 

make popular interactive exhibits but if 
you put the wrong animals in there, you 
might have a health and safety 
nightmare on your hands!” 

Fishful thinking 
While stopping children from taking an 
inadvertent swim is obviously key, there’s 

a full ecosystem of 
fish to explore. Not 
only can you breed 
your swimming 
attractions but 
every part of the 
experience can be 
tailored, including 
the decoration of 
individual tanks. 
Does this mean 
Nook’s Homes 
levels of 
customisation? 

“Animal Crossing underwater is a good 
yard stick to aim for! Decorations are 
going to serve two purposes. Firstly, 
rather obviously, is allowing the player to 
have fun decorating their aquarium, 
putting their creative stamp on things,” 
Wicksteed says. “At the same time, I want 
there to be some kind of gameplay 

incentive to encourage the less 
aesthetically-minded to do it too. I want 
decorations to serve lots of purposes, 
from increasing the number of points a 
tank earns, to making certain types of 
fish happier (think anemones for Clown 
Fish) or even influencing the interaction 
between fish. A rock which gives an 
additional hiding place for a fish will 
reduce the overall tension level of the 
tank and lead to less fighting.”

Bright cartoony visuals just add to the 
‘come play me right now’ tone, and that’s 
no accident. “I’m definitely going for a fun 
and lighthearted atmosphere. I wanted to 
go for a bit of a cutesy vibe because I 
think that works well in any game where 
you have some kind of pet to look after,” 
explains Wicksteed. “We experimented 
with the aesthetic for a long time, initially 
going with a much lower poly look, but 
we gradually added in more details and 
ended up with what we have today. I’m a 
big fan of the slightly shiny effect on the 
people. It makes them look like plastic 
toys.” With a real science background but 
a big focus on fun and personalisation, 
Megaquarium is shaping up nicely but 
we’ll have to wait until next year to play. 
Fish you were here? 

Megaquarium is 
a game about 
running a public 

aquarium. Set up your 
exhibits, fill them with 
exotic fish, hire some staff 
and you’re ready to go! 

If only things stayed that 
simple… Each species of 
fish you recruit into your 
underwater kingdom has 
its own set of unique 
requirements. These range 
from environmental values 
like temperature and pH to 
ongoing needs such as diet 
or having an anemone to 
shelter in. It doesn’t end 
with fish, either. Jellyfish, 
sharks, turtles, and live 
corals will all present their 
own challenges. 

The game plays from an 
isometric perspective, with 
the design and layout of 
your exhibits performed 
directly by you and the 
day-to-day duties, such as 
feeding, handled by your 
semi-autonomous staff. 
Staff skills grow over time, 
allowing them to work 
quicker and learn new 
abilities such as performing 
live talks. Throughout it all 
you’ll need to keep an eye 
on your bottom line and 
make sure that you’re 
making more than you are 
spending. Of course, there’s 
always the opportunity to 
make a extra cash 
via the gift shop!

Going fishing with  
Tim Wicksteed

The 60 
Second 
Pitch

Want to try Wicksteed’s  

sims for size? Test medicines  

in a safe environment in  

Big Pharma:  

http://bit.ly/gmpharma

Try this!
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G
ames that focus on our fears 
tend be horror-related. Full 
of long, dark corridors with 
unspeakable nightmares 
lurking at the end, or 
abandoned asylums. What a 

relief, then, to find a game that isn’t afraid to 
bring what frightens us into the light and deal 
with it in a different way. Figment might scare 
you – but only if you’re afraid of bright colours, 
surrealism, and, oh yes, musicals.

Revolving around Dusty and his colourful and 
optimistic bird friend, Piper, Figment drops you 
into a world where only dream logic applies. 
Armed with just a wooden sword and his 
courage, Dusty must tackle his own nightmares 
in the bright light of day. “Dusty is one the many 
voices that live inside our head. We each have 
them and they are essentially representations of 
what drives our motivations towards certain 
actions or restraints,” explains game director 
Jonas Byrresen. “The nagging voice telling us to 
do our homework, or the lazy one telling us that 
we can easily sleep five minutes more in the 
morning and still catch the bus. Dusty is the 
voice that will overcome any obstacle and isn’t 
afraid to take on new challenges.” 

Mind game
Dusty and Piper puzzle their way through a 
world where bridges of pencils bend underfoot, 
trees made of ears sway in the wind, and clocks 
tick backwards. Studio Bedtime Games wants to 
deliver an experience that shows how the brain 
deals with trauma, so while things look bright, 
there’s darkness lurking. And yes, there are 
spiders. “Most of what we have shown is bright, 
but that is only for part of the game,” warns 
Byrresen. “It always stays beautiful, of course, 
but the tone does become a bit darker at points. 

Not outright scary, but more to underline that 
not all parts of our subconsciousness are the 
same. The creative part of the mind might be 
bright, but as the player gets to the more logical 
part, it start to feel a bit more like a workshop. It 
has been important to show we as people 
contain different facets in our mind, and not just 
one single tone. To give the player a journey 
that shows that the human mind is not a 
one-dimensional thing.”

No, we didn’t forget the musical element. 
Enemies sing to you, Les Mis-style, and the 
soundtrack is fully dynamic. Everything in the 
environment adds to the music. Clocks, cogs, 
and even trees all come together, bringing 
everything to life. “We always wanted to have 
great music and audio effects in the game, but 
the musical elements, singing and using the 
beats as part of the mechanics, did not emerge 
until our audio designer, musician, and resident 
madman Niels joined the team,” Byrresen grins. 
“He was the one that tried to make our first 
main enemy sing and created something that 
we all fell in love with. It just gave so much 
personality to the main enemies to have them 
sing about themselves and their plans, all in 
styles that underlined their theme.” As lovely as 
this looks, we wouldn’t always recommend 
listening to all the voices in your head… 

#2 FIGMENT
Once more, with feelings

#1
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#3

#4

#5
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In terms of inspirations for the game, the team 

lists everything from innocuous old office spaces 

to much-loved Studio Ghibli movies.

Depicting fears as creatures without 

making an actual horror game was a 

challenge. Silent Hill this ain’t.

UNRAVEL 2
Hey, remember that time you 

sobbed over a cute combination 

of wool and wire? Good news, 

you’ll be able to do it all over 

again. Yarny had not long 

jumped into the world before it 

was revealed that Swedish 

studio, Coldwood Interactive, 

has a sew-tably charming 

sequel to Unravel on the way.

SUNLESS SKIES
Moving the action from the 

ocean to the stars, Failbetter 

Games’ follow-up to Sunless 

Seas was Kickstartered in a 

matter of minutes and smashed 

its goal of £100,000. With the 

British Empire expanding across 

the heavens, we’ll be able to 

explore a unique and 

intimidating celestial world.

SYLVIO 2
What do you mean you’ve never 

even heard of the original? 

Sylvio is a slow-burning but 

creepy horror tale that lets you 

record the ghostly sounds of an 

abandoned theme park. Expect 

more ghoulish goings-on when 

paranormal investigator Juliette 

Waters gets to pick up a camera 

for the sequel this autumn.

NIDHOGG 2
With considerably more 

plasticine-style visuals than the 

original, the Norse-serpent-

packed side-scroller now comes 

with axes, knives, and even a 

bow and arrow. Don’t worry, the 

desire to actually murder your 

friends as they force you to 

snatch defeat from the jaws of 

victory still comes as standard.

THE ROOM: OLD SINS
Let’s face it, you’re always 

surprised when a new mobile 

game comes out, and it’s 

wonderful to download an 

amazing game without 

knowing it was coming. Well, let 

us ruin that for you by 

confirming the fourth in the 

Room series is out this winter. 

No, you’re welcome. Truly. 

Small…  
But 
Perfectly 
Formed
The five indie sequels you 
didn’t know were on the way

Format PS4, XO, PC  Developer Bedtime Games  ETA Summer  Web http://bit.ly/gmfigment 
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A
re you the kind of 
person who can 
catch the whiff of 
bluebells in your 
wine? Or perhaps 
the hint of freshly 

used tennis ball? No? Regardless of 
whether you sip only the very best 
vino or are happy drinking 
whichever plonk was cheapest at the 
supermarket, there’s something far 
too appealing about this stylish 
tycoon game. A Steam Greenlight 
success last year, Terroir – the name 
of the complete environment where 
wine is crafted, if you must know – is 
on its way to PC later this year, and 
you might just need a glass of the 
good stuff to settle down with to get 
through the rest of these words.

Sorted? Good. If you thought 
drinking wine was the fun bit, think 
again. Terroir takes you through 
every step of the manufacturing 
process, from vine to bottle. Not only 
do you have to choose your grape 
variety (and no, you can’t just plump 
for ‘red’ or ‘green’), you have to watch 
in horror as the weather wreaks 

potential havoc on your precious 
crop. Rain and sunshine will both 
have an effect on your wine, and a 
helpful info box will keep you up to 
date on the acidity levels and 
sweetness of the eventual product. 
General Interactive Co is even 
working on more mitigating factors, 
such as pests, to add even more risk, 
and you can always add new 
hexagonal areas to your vineyard to 
plant more vines. 

Corking good fun 
Once your grapes are ready, it’s time 
to go through the maceration 
process where you literally punch the 
grapes – no stomping around 
barefoot here – into submission 
before fermentation. And the fun 
doesn’t stop there. Once you’ve 
bottled your wine with your own 
personal label and bottle, you have to 
store it for a set amount of time 
before organising tasters to come 
and give it a value. It might all sound 
simple but there’s a stylish beauty to 
Terroir that makes it absurdly 
enticing. We think we’ll start off with a 
well-oaked Chardonnay… 

I
f the dead could 
only come back to 
one place on Earth 
to rub cold 
shoulders with the 
living, it would 

probably be a hip Melbourne coffee 
shop, wouldn’t it? We’d definitely head 
in for a final flat white before taking the 
long escalator down. This gorgeous 
visual novel from Aussie dev team 
Route 59 takes place over just one 
night as the customers – both 
breathing and, er, not-so-breathing – 
get to know one another.

Tea hee
If you’re thinking it looks a bit like 
Persona in a coffee shop, you’re not 
wrong. There are strong Japanese 
influences at work in Necrobarista, with 

the devs citing ’90s and early 2000s 
anime as points of reference. Instead of 
a more traditional 2D approach, 
though, the action’s in full 3D, meaning 
everything is instantly more cinematic, 
with a dynamic camera, and the results 
are oh just one salted caramel brownie 
with my coffee levels of delicious. 

The team has focussed on creating a 
wide variety of characters to populate 
its gorgeous visual novel with an 
extra-dimensional twist. The clientele 
ranges in age from a young primary 
school girl all the way up to elderly 
customers, and includes 
caffeine-quaffing types as diverse as 
hipsters and gangsters. Intriguing and 
funny dialogue is on the way. 

Better make that a double espresso. 
Just in case. You don’t want to be  
dead beat. 

#4 NECROBARISTA
Grab a coffee strong enough to revive a 
corpse, or be latte to the party

You can purchase additional hexagonal tiles and even reroll them to create the 

perfect topography. Tasting throughout is entirely optional.
Melbourne might seem like a strange location for an undead coffee shop, but the 

devs want to bring a sense of somewhere local to them.

#3 TERROIR
No need to wine about it

“IT LOOKS A BIT LIKE PERSONA
IN A COFFEE SHOP”

Format PC  Dev General Interactive Co  ETA Summer  Web http://bit.ly/gmterroir 

Format PC  Developer Route 59  ETA October  Web http://bit.ly/gmnecrobarista 
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68 Rime

Progress round a 
Mediterranean island 
by shouting loudly to 
solve problems. (It’s 
like our trip to Ibiza.)

In Batman: Arkham Knight, the caped 
crusader happily ploughs through 
groups of thugs in the Batmobile, 
sending them ragdolling through 
Gotham with a jolt of electricity (we’re 
sure they’re just sleeping). For Injustice 
2’s ridiculous Batmanning, you need to 
look inside one of its wonderfully busy 
fighting stages: the Ace O’Clubs Bar in 
Metropolis. With a tap of R1, you can 
interact with environmental hazards, 
throwing a beer barrel at your opponent, 
swinging from a light fitting, or bounding 
off a wall. In this stage, though, one of the 
interactive elements is a dude sat sipping 
a pint. Interact with him and you’ll pick 
him up and launch him at your opponent. 
Seeing Batman toss an innocent 
bystander at The Joker is one of the most 
absurd things we’ve ever witnessed. 

Immortal Kombat
If you’re not familiar with Injustice, it’s 
developed by NetherRealm Studios, the 
fighting game developer responsible for 
the Mortal Kombat series. Injustice is 
basically MK with its pants pulled over its 

trousers, from its over-the-top stage 
transitions when you punch someone 
out of bounds to those aforementioned 
environmental hazards. It’s a reskin, 
hence Batman can uncharacteristically 
use a civilian as a weapon. Even the 
excellent Supermoves feel like less 
murderous Fatalities, triggering 
unskippable cinematics where 
Superman punches you through the 
clouds, Batman sends you into the sky 
on a fulton balloon, Joker straps you to  
a torture chair, and Harley Quinn sets  
her hounds on you before 
bringing a baseball bat down 
on your face. 

Unlike Mortal 
Kombat’s showboating 
finishing moves, 
Supermoves are used 
mid-bout, hacking off a 
chunk of your opponent’s 
life bar (if the triggering hit 
lands) in exchange for your charged 
meter. You don’t need to remember a 
bunch of different input sequences to 
pull Injustice 2’s big moves off, either, you 

only need to wait for the meter to fill up, 
then press L2 and R2 
together. While 
character-specific 
specials, such as 
Batman’s batclaw and 
Superman’s 
eye-lasers, retain the 
traditional inputs akin to a 
Street Fighter fireball, 
there are only a handful for each 
character and the inputs are similar 
across the roster. Complexity comes 

from stringing together combos, 
but this is easily one of the 

most accessible fighting 
games ever made. 

If you want to dig 
into the frame data and 

obsess over the timing of 
the animations, you can. If 

you just want to jump on and 
bash buttons, that’s also an 

option. There’s clearly been a lot of 
thought gone into how a fighting game 
feels on a pad, so standard moves are laid 
out logically across the face buttons. 
There’s a button for heavy, medium, and 
light attacks, as well as one for 
character-specific abilities. The latter 
changes for each character, so Supergirl 
has her eye-lasers, Black Canary screams, 
Flash slows time, and we’re sure you can 
guess what Green Arrow does. These are 

INJUSTICE 2
I

t doesn’t matter where he pops up 
(usually in a cloud of smoke), Batman 
never fails to raise an eyebrow in his 
videogame appearances. This is a rich 
dude who straps pointy ears to his head 
and glides around his home city punching 

people in the face, yet he sees himself as morally righteous 
because he doesn’t kill. A little brain damage is alright, 
though! Injustice 2’s story focuses on Batman’s moral 
superiority, with DC’s superhero roster forming two political 
sides: those who think the bad guys should be killed, and 
those who stand with the Batman.

NetherRealm’s second swipe at the DC roster 
doesn’t require superhuman skills

“BATMAN LOCKS SUPERMAN UP, AND 
GOES BACK TO HIS NORMAL LIFE OF 
HOSPITALISING SKINHEADS”
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The small print: We rate games in comparison to 
what else is available on the same system, in the 
same genre, and for the same format at the time of 
release. So this year’s FIFA might score less than a 
FIFA from three years ago, but still be a better 
game. Because time, and our expectations, move 
on. Hey, you’re smart, you get it…

Not awarded 
based simply 
on score, but 
rather given to 

games that possess a 
special blend of qualities. 
For instant classics that 
you won’t regret owning.

HOW WE SCORE
0-39 Awful Avoid it as you would a bullet with your name on.

40-59 Poor Major issues here that won’t be solved with a hug.

60-69 Decent A mixed bag filled with sweets and sharp stones.

70 -79 Good Some flaws, but still a very enjoyable experience.

80-89 Excellent Buy it, love it, thank us when you’re done.

90-100 Outstanding A rare and essential piece of brilliance.
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Grab your VR gun,
and get ready for
some of the most 
realistic-feeling alien 
shooting ever.

Madder, badder, and
with some new faces
to batter, prepare to 
battle to become King 
Of Iron Fist.

Aliens. Can’t live with
’em, can’t tell if they’re 
disguised as a coffee
mug till they try to kill
you. Death to mugs!

Holy flashmobs, Batman! Online, 

everyone seems to play as the caped 

crusader. Be original, people!
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constantly charging up 
and can be deployed 
tactically throughout 
each fight. Variations on 
each of these simple 
attacks come with 

directional inputs. For 
example, walking 
forward and hitting 
heavy attack will 

bounce your 
opponent off the 
floor, prepping them 

for a juggle, while 
pulling back and 

performing a heavy is 
used for hitting people out 
of bounds. It’s a simple, 
elegant system that never 
feels overwhelming. 

Layered over this is 
the meter burn button, 
which augments special 
moves or gets you out 

of a tight spot, at the expense of a portion 
of your meter. Tap one of your 
character’s special moves and hit the 
meter burn button for a chance to extend 
your combo. If you’re happy to burn two 
bars of your meter, a dash and a tap of 
the meter burn button will perform a 
bounce cancel, interrupting a combo to 
send your opponent into the air for a 
juggle. When playing online, juggling is 
the key to victory, but you need to really 
think about timing with bounce cancels 
being so costly to deploy. 

Luckily, if you’re on the receiving end 
of a juggle, there’s a counter for that, too 
– again, burning a portion of your meter 
to perform an air escape. On the ground, 
the meter burn button also allows you to 
do a block escape to break away from 
opponent pressure or even trigger a 
Clash. In these, both sides come together, 
taunting each other and locking arms. 
From there, both players must gamble a 
portion of their meter. If the defender 

gambles more, they get a portion of 
health back, while the attacker does 
damage if they win the bet. Clashes can 
be used tactically, too, with savvy 
opponents triggering them in a bid to 
bait the enemy into wasting a portion of 
their meter. 

You always have something in your 
arsenal. There’s a counter for everything, 
so you’ll feel capable as soon as you wrap 
your head around meter management 
and its practical applications. Eventually 
you get to a point where you hardly use 
the cinematic Supermoves, just because 
there are so many other useful ways to 
churn through your meter. Of course, 
you’ll want to get into that mindset 
before you head online. 

Flash forward
This being a NetherRealm game, there’s 
no shortage of modes for solo players to 
get stuck into. The main event is the 
lengthy Story mode, which 
contextualises each fight with some 
gorgeously-rendered cutscenes. Injustice 
2 begins in the aftermath of Joker’s death 
at the hands of Superman. Half of the 
Justice League, now called The Regime, 
have gone rogue and attempted to 
round up Arkham criminals for 

“IF SUPERMAN SLAPPED YOU, 
WE’RE SURE IT’D HURT, BUT IT
STILL FEELS UNSATISFYING”

There are new worlds in the Multiverse 

daily. Some will only hang around for a 

little while before vanishing forever.

FOR THE BATFANS 
Contextualise your 
violence with cutscenes

D
on’t overlook Injustice 2’s    

Story Mode. While the story 

in most fighting games is 

just background noise, Injustice 2’s 

does an incredible job of making 

you feel invested across all 12 

chapters. If you’re willing to really 

dig in, you can go back through a 

second time and see a few key fights 

from another character’s 

perspective, choosing another 

option in these branching scenes. 

See them all and you’ll unlock a 

secret section. The character faces 

are the best we’ve ever seen in a 

fighting game, too, so it’s essential to 

experience even if you’re just a 

passing DC fan.

Review
The Final Verdict!
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JUDGEMENT

The single-player campaign is 

exciting, gorgeous, and gripping.

It’s easy to grasp for people who 

aren’t Street Fighter pros.

LOVES…

The loot boxes add needless 

complexity to the multiplayer.

Some of the animations could do 

with a bit of work.

HATES…

Injustice:  
Gods Among Us
The first game was a serviceable 

fighter, but this sequel makes a bunch 

of smart improvements.

Better than…

Worse than…

Street Fighter IV
There’s a reason Street Fighter’s core 

has remained the same since 

conception. It’s as close to perfect as 

fighting games come.

An accessible fighter 
with just enough 
depth, it’ll hold your 
interest even if you’re 
playing alone.
Kirk McKeand

79%

If you want to play as 

Superman’s chunky 

Darkseid, the 

supervillain will only 

be available for 

pre-orders. In the 

roster he’s just a 

silhouette, unless 

you’re willing to  

buy him.

DLC
execution. Batman puts a stop to them, 
locks Superman up, and goes back to his 
normal life of hospitalising skinheads. 
Things are all rosy until Brainiac turns up 
hoping to harvest Earth’s knowledge, 
along with everyone on it. If only the 
good guys could stop battering each 
other long enough to stop him. 

Step up a gear
For most key fights, you get a choice of 
two different characters across the 
mode’s six-or-so hours, so you’ll get your 
hands on most of the roster by playing 
along. It’s worth playing for the standard 
of the cutscenes alone, but you’ll also 
unlock a bunch of gear for your troubles. 

Ah, yes, gear. In a controversial move, 
NetherRealm saw fit to add stat-changing 
equipment into the mix for this sequel, 
with loot unlockable by completing story 
chapters, winning fights, and opening 
RNG crates. Before you get too angry, 
though, these crates aren’t currently 
available to buy with real money and the 
game hands them out like Batcandy. Still, 
the addition of a gear and levelling 
system to a 1v1 fighting game is a strange 
one indeed, especially as gear is switched 
on by default in online scraps. While it’s 
nice to change the look of your favourite 

heroes and villains, it feels like a bit of a 
misfire for online battles. 

There is one place the gear system 
shines, however: the Multiverse. This 
mode offers players ever-changing 
scenarios to fight through via the 
narrative framing of the many-worlds 
theory of the universe – it’s basically how 
the DC comics roll back the clock on bad 
decisions, reintroduce characters, or 
open the world up for its more wacky 
storylines. Here, each world offers a 
range of different challenges and 
modifiers. Perhaps you’ll fight through a 
world dominated by The Joker, in which 
health pickups periodically appear in the 
arena, for example. Your enemies 
will have gear equipped, as will 
you, and you’ll need to swap 
between gear sets to counter those 
of your enemies. It’s a clever 
addition, adding some 
much-needed 
variety to a genre 
that generally 
struggles to  
have enough. 

Injustice 2 is 
absolutely packed with content, so 
fight fans will have plenty to dig 
into, even when they get bored of 

getting their asses kicked online by 
Deadshot players. Still, despite this wealth 
of content, the gear system seems 
ill-advised for regular ranked matches. It 
would have been better off relegated to a 
side mode, so purists could more easily 
experience one-on-one scraps without 
thinking about stats. As it is now, both 
players must vote for a gear-free fight, 
and that rarely happens. 

Being a NetherRealm game, some of 
the character animations feel a little off 
too. While the models themselves are 
incredibly detailed, we wish characters 
looked like they committed to their 
attacks a bit more; these ones look about 

as genuine as Adam West’s 1960s 
Bat-punches. A jab in the face should 
be sharp and snappy, with a step or 
lean forward for force. Here jabs look 

more like feeble slaps. If 
Superman slapped you, 

we’re sure it’d hurt, but it 
still feels unsatisfying. 

Mind you, if you ever 
want cheering up, 
you can always 
dress up as a bat 

and launch a 
random bar patron  

at your pals. 

Elbow pads are so last season – luckily you can swap 

them for something more current.

Faces are impressive, making every cutscene worth a 

watch, if only to see DC characters at this fidelity.

SO. MANY. BATSUITS.
The red capes are coming, and the blue capes, 
and the yellow…

I
njustice 2’s loot system isn’t just about making your heroes 

and villains look good, you’ll be altering your fighters at 

their very core, improving four base stats: strength, ability, 

defense, and health. You can even add new moves to a 

character’s repertoire if you get a lucky drop.

While you get some random drops between battles, a lot of your 
gear is stowed away inside containers called Mother Crates. 
Governed by a random number generator, you’ll stockpile these 
mystery boxes before heading into the main menus to decode 
them (read: open them). 

Mother Crates come in five tiers: Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, 
and Diamond. Popping them open is like opening a crate in 
something like Overwatch, backed by all the pyrotechnics you’d 
expect, hoping to tap into your lizard brain and keep you plugging 
away. It wants you to keep going too, since you’ll get bonuses for 
completed sets of gear. It’ll take you a hell of a long time to even 
get a set for each character, never mind every set for all of them. 
Still, those epic gear sets will have DC fans salivating. Most of the 
time you’ll get something you don’t care about, though, perhaps  
a new codpiece for Green Arrow or something. Luckily, you can 
only buy cosmetic items and character shaders with real money 
(for now), otherwise the game would be dominated by the rich. 
And we don’t mean Bruce Wayne.
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Rime’s puzzles are simple but charming: 

expect to be pulling blocks into place 

and, er, shouting at statues.

JUDGEMENT

The environments are varied 

and plain gorgeous to look at.

Simple puzzles keep the game 

moving at a good pace.

LOVES…

A great emotional pay-off makes 

the story unforgettable.

It could’ve laid on the story a 

little thicker.

HATES…

The Witness
A really good head-scratcher in a 

detailed, pretty setting. Its puzzles are 

better and more varied than Rime’s, 

but it has less emotional impact.

Better than…

Worse than…

Journey
Subtle, graceful, powerful: an 

emotional rollercoaster packed into 

three short hours of exploration. The 

ending still lingers in our memories.

An emotional story 
sat behind an 
adventure game in  
a magical world.  
A must-play.
Samuel Horti

90%

Rime was initially 

meant to be an 

action-RPG called 

Echoes Of The Siren, 

with survival and 

crafting elements. 

We’re really, really

glad Tequila Works 

went down a 

different path.

NEED TO KNOWi

Review
The Final Verdict!

RIME
Poetry in motion

W
e’re going to come 
out and say it: this is 
a masterpiece. On 
paper it’s an 
adventure game 
where you explore a 

lush island and solve simple puzzles. 
But in reality, it’s so much more. The 
bond you form with the main 
character as you poke around gets you 
emotionally invested, and then out of 
nowhere, wham! The game throws a 
knockout ending at you. We were 
floored, and wanted nothing more 
than to play through again. 

Rime begins with a young boy – you –
washed up on a beach. To progress you 
platform your way over hilltops and 
through temples, exploring a beautiful 
world and solving puzzles as you go. 

Mechanically, it’s spotless. Any ledges 
you can grab on to are marked in white, 
so you’re never left wondering if you’re 
going to miss a jump. It’s always clear 
where you’re meant to go next, but the 
game rewards you for finding nooks and 

crannies hiding collectables, each of 
which only gains significance at the end.

The puzzles are straightforward, and 
we never took more than two or three 
attempts to solve them. That might put 
some off, but their presentation is 
interesting enough to make them 
satisfying to solve. Some are as easy as 
dragging blocks into place, but many rely 
on the boy’s voice – his shouts can 
activate sources of light throughout the 
world. It sounds abstract, but the game 
explains its systems well and escalates 
the puzzles as you go along.

Secrets of funky island
Plus, spending less time on puzzles gives 
you more time to explore the island’s five 
distinct chapters. After the first two hours 
on wind-swept clifftops you think you’ve 
got a feel for the atmosphere, and then it 
plunges you into an underground cave 
system with trees growing through the 
walls. And the surprises keep on coming.

The young boy’s enthusiasm is 
infectious. At one point he awakens an 
army of stone bipods and shows them 

how to walk again by stomping around 
with a grin that you can’t help but mirror. 
He meets only a handful of characters, 
including a fox that acts as your guide. 
The interaction is limited but the way boy 
and fox grow close is touching. 

You’ll also catch glimpses of a man in a 
red cloak, and it’s only at the end of the 
game that these encounters, and the 
snatches of narrative in cutscenes, gain 
real weight. Without spoiling anything, it 
reveals the context for everything that 
you’ve been doing and it’s far more 
personal than we were expecting.

We do have some small criticisms. The 
second chapter is a slight misstep, 
introducing an eagle that tries to eat you 
if you linger in the open. It later makes 
sense from a narrative perspective, but it 
limits your enjoyment in the moment. We 
also feel the game could be longer. The 
developer has said it should take eight to 
ten hours to complete – we did it in 
seven, and a morsel more exposition in 
the latter third wouldn’t have gone amiss.

But these are minor quibbles that did 
not tarnish our time with Rime. When we 
finished it we immediately started our 
second playthrough, desperate to find all 
the collectables we missed. The fact that 
the developer has been able to create 
such an emotional story with such 
subtlety and restraint is nothing short of 
genius. You need to play this. 

“RIME RAMS HOME AN ENDING THAT 
LEFT US EMOTIONALLY FLOORED, 
AND EAGER TO START A NEW GAME”H
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Format Switch, PS4, XO, PC (reviewed)  Pub Grey Box Games  Dev Tequila Works, Tantalus Media  ETA Out now  Players 1
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JU G T

Combat has plenty of intense VR 

thrills to offer.

The core story has some 

surprisingly deft moments.

LOVES…

It’s ultimately a repetitive 

five-hour shooting gallery.

The action and story feel almost 

entirely disconnected.

HATES…

Aiming to please

A novel but 
insubstantial shooting 
gallery bolted 
awkwardly onto a fun 
sci-fi story. 
Robin Valentine

60%

FARPOINT
So near, and yet so far

E
ight months on 
from launch, PS VR 
feels like it’s still 
struggling to find its 
feet. Don’t get us 
wrong, the 

hardware is solid, and impressively 
accessible. It’s the software that’s 
lacking, with even its more impressive 
titles mostly so thin they feel more like 
tech demos than fully-fledged games.

Farpoint, then, carries a certain weight of 
expectation. What the platform needs 
right now is a truly triple-A experience, 
and that’s certainly what Sony’s 
marketing has promised. The reality, 
unfortunately, is rather less substantial. 

It begins by stranding you (a space 
pilot) and two scientists on an alien 
world, via a strange wormhole. Separated 
from your buddies, you follow their trail 
in your search for a way home.

The story of the lost pair, though told 
to you via contrived ‘holo logs’, is a 
surprisingly effective, compact, sci-fi tale. 
Both its fantastical and more grounded, 

emotional moments are given the room 
they need to breathe, resulting in some 
striking and affecting sequences. The 
problem is that it’s completely 
disconnected from what you’re doing. 

While those two are playing out a 
story of tragedy, survival, and hope in the 
face of impossible odds, you’re playing 
through the legend of The Man Who 
Shoots Things. Your job is to fight endless 
hordes of unexplained alien monsters 
that they never even mention, and then 
watch the pair silently from afar like a 
creepy third wheel. VR should make you 
feel involved in what’s going on – here, 
we permanently feel at a remove.

Aim to please
The moment-to-moment action is, at 
least, solid and frequently tense, 
especially when using the Aim controller 
available bundled in with the game (see 
sidebar). Shooting giant alien spiders 
with an assault rifle is nothing new, but 
just the fact of being in VR does lend it a 
more exciting aspect. Larger beasts 
especially have a real sense of scale to 

them that can make them genuinely 
frightening – the resulting moments of 
clip-emptying panic are a perfect organi
homage to classic sci-fi action movies. 

It’s a far cry from a fully-featured FPS, 
however. The limitations of the tech (and 
the average player’s nausea tolerance) 
result in what is essentially an on-rails 
shooting gallery. While you do technical  
control your movement, your only real 
options are forward, strafe left and right,
or blindly reversing backwards, as you 
progress through what amounts to a 
long corridor. It’s Time Crisis, not Halo. 

Frequently undermining the most 
spectacular setpieces, too, are frustrating
difficulty spikes and unforgiving 
checkpoints. Particularly infuriating is the 
inability to save your game mid-level – 
fans of short VR sessions be warned: if 
you don’t finish the 45-minute long 
section you’re on before stopping, you’ll 
have to replay it.

As a piece of novelty VR action, 
Farpoint is fine enough – uneven but 
boasting its share of clever tricks and 
twists. But as a full-priced, first-party, 
triple-A justification for both your original 
PS VR purchase and the new Aim 
controller, it leaves much to be desired. 
The game ends in a sequel-baiting 
cliffhanger – cheeky, certainly, but 
perhaps appropriate given its place on a 
platform that itself seems in limbo. 

“THE LIMITATIONS OF THE TECH 
RESULT IN WHAT IS ESSENTIALLY AN
ON-RAILS SHOOTING GALLERY”Ph
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Format PS4  Publisher Sony  Developer Impulse Gear  ETA Out now  Players 1-2

FARPOINT

For about £70, you can buy Farpoint 

bundled with the new Aim 

controller, effectively a gun-shaped 

Move wand for VR firefights. It’s 

sturdily built, and cleverly has full 

DualShock functionality, boasting 

all the buttons of a regular 

controller. In-game, it’s convincing 

and intuitive, perfect for living out 

your action hero fantasies. It 

remains to be seen how many 

games it will actually be usable with,

y p

pp

For about £70 you can buy Farpoint

JUDGEMENT

ic

d 

ly
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games it will actually be usable with,

however. So far, only Farpoint and a 

handful of others support it.

Sony’s latest peripheral
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The Tekken series is set in a 

bizarre alternate reality in which 

human hair defies gravity.

Review
The Final Verdict!

TEKKEN 7
Old, flawed, but still impressive – say hello to the Heihachi of fighting sequels

Format PS4 (reviewed), XO  Publisher Namco Bandai  Developer Namco Bandai  ETA Out now  Players 1-2

I
t’s strange getting 
excited about a 
game because it 
plays just like it did 
20 years ago, but 
that’s exactly the 

case here. Yes, it’s still Tekken, and yes, 
it’s still absolutely brilliant. The only 
problem is that every time Tekken 7 
tries to do something new to keep up 
with modern fighting games, it slips 
into ‘how do you do, fellow kids!’ 
catastrophe, and then its age shows. 

Let’s get the bad stuff out of the way first. 
Tekken, like Street Fighter, resembles a 
revered fighting game professor, wistfully 

recalling a time when the only narrative 
a beat-’em-up needed was written in 

the instruction manual. That may 
technically still be true, but most 

modern players need more than 
that for a full-price release. 
Tekken 7’s answer is the 

Mishima Saga, and it’s abysmal. Perhaps 
the problems are more apparent because 
Injustice 2 (see p64) proves fighting 
games can tell compelling tales – yes, 
Swamp Thing hanging with Harley Quinn 
counts as ‘compelling’ – and perhaps it’s 
unfair to compare both, since the two 
games are as different as Halo and 
Dishonored. (Tekken 7 is an immaculate 
brawler with a scrawled story stapled 
onto its fists, Injustice 2 is an average 
fighting game that succeeds because 
you actually care what happens.) But 
despite that caveat, it’s hard to forgive the 
stuff Tekken 7 gets wrong. 

Family dismembers
Firstly, the Mishima Saga squanders a 
great cast of preposterous characters. 
Heihachi Mishima is one of gaming’s 
greatest baddies; part indestructible 
business bastard, part walking Jeremy 
Kyle episode description. (“You starved 
my grandpa to death, threw my father off 

a cliff… then shot me when I turned into a 
demon!”) But instead of pulling his story 
together into a satisfying whole, we get a 
convoluted muddle which introduces too 
many unnecessary characters. But the 
ugliest surprise is that fighty bits are bad. 
Most of the battles have you fight the 
same opponent multiple times, and you 
only get one chance – lose and you start 
the section again. To make things easier, 
you can execute specials with simplified 
inputs in story mode, but it feels like 
you’re cheesing your way to victory 
without ever actually learning the game. 

Story mode is, then, a miserable way 
of experiencing a fun universe, and a 
terrible introduction to the series. It’s 
frustrating stuff, especially when you get 
a glimpse of the cheerful nonsense that 
Tekken excels at in the character 
episodes. These are unlocked as you 
complete the story, and they act like 
bespoke endings for each character. 
They’re absolute bobbins, obviously, but 
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JUDGEMENT

Still one of the best fighting 

games ever made.

Endless fun with another player 

who loves Tekken.

LOVES…

Story mode is a haunted shadow 

of what it could have been.

The eight new characters are 

slightly guff.

HATES…

Injustice 2
Injustice 2 has a fun loot system, 

incredible faces and a wonderful story, 

but Tekken’s fighting system still 

batters it unrecognisable. Bosh.

Better than…

Worse than…

Street Fighter IV
Tekken is more accessible and 

immediate, but it lacks the absolute 

technical finesse of Capcom’s finest 

fighting game.

The most gratifying 
fighting game for 
anyone intimidated 
by Street Fighter’s 
gruelling technicality.
Matt Elliot

86%

Tekken 7 comes with 

a PlayStation VR 

mode, which allows 

you to beat up a 

dummy or engage a 

CPU opponent in 

endless combat. It’s a 

perfunctory added 

extra, but fun if you 

have the gear.

NEED TO KNOWi

TEKKEN 7

essential for anyone missing their 
‘humans accidentally fighting bears’ fix. 

That all sounds terrible. So why is the 
score so high? Because as we mentioned 
above, the actual fighting is great. Tekken 
is a ‘feel’ game, in a way that many other 
beat-’em-ups aren’t. In Street Fighter, for 
example, you spend ages learning to not
do all the things you enjoy: don’t jump in, 
don’t push buttons, don’t rush about. 
Tekken, by contrast, wants you to enjoy 
yourself. Matches flow. The momentum 
is exhilarating. But most of all, there’s a 
tangible sense of powerful characters 
kicking each other about like bins of 
meat. It means that fights look and feel 
satisfying, even when you’re doing 
simple things. 

All you can beat
Much of this is down to the degree of 
control you have. Unlike the crisp 
technicality of Street Fighter, Tekken 
provides multiple answers to the same 
question. When you’re knocked down, for 
example – assuming you don’t end up 
being juggled like a pound shop club set 
– you can roll, attack, stand straight up, or 
kick your opponent in the shins. It sounds
complicated, but this is where feel is so 
important. Once you’ve learned the 
system, everything else becomes 
intuitive. You’ll know when it’s safe to 
stand up, because you’ll get smashed 
back down until you learn. And when you 
do learn, it becomes an empowering, 
elemental fighting game – the kind you 
can play with a friend using the same 
characters, and still learn something new 
every game. 

Because of this versatility, there are 
rounds within rounds, when you 

neutralise your opponent’s offence and 
immediately think three steps ahead – 
the sort of moments where fighters share 
a congratulatory nod of approval in a 
martial arts movie. Every fighting game 
has these, but their accessibility is what 
defines Tekken. When you’re matched 
with the right opponent, battles ebb and 
flow beautifully, making it the most 
cinematic fighting game ever made, 
without the need for flashy finishers or 
complicated specials. 

And that brings us to Rage mode – the 
most notable addition to Tekken’s 
fighting system, which gives every player 
the chance of a heroic comeback. As you 
reach the end of your health bar, Rage 
mode is activated, buffing your attacks 
and giving you the chance to ‘spend’ it on 
one of two powerful moves. It resembles 
the Critical Arts system from Street 
Fighter, and it adds extra tension to the 
finale of every match, even if the massive 
amounts of damage feel suspiciously 
easy when compared to the button 

“BATTLES EBB AND FLOW 
BEAUTIFULLY, MAKING IT THE MOST 
CINEMATIC FIGHTING GAME EVER”

BRING IT ONLINE 
Ready for the next battle! 

T
ekken 7 has a solid online 

system, but it’s difficult to rate 

at the time of review due to a 

lack of people to beat up. As well as 

ranked matches, you can do 

unranked player matches and 

multiplayer tournaments. It’s bare 

bones compared to Street Fighter V, 

but the connectivity is good. Some 

tweaks would be useful – especially 

an option for instant rematches with 

your favourite sparring partner. 

CHEST CHOPS
Make a fashion victim

A
s with previous Tekken 

games, you can unlock 

clothes, hair and 

accessories to tweak the 

characters. Want Akuma to look like 

he’s just been snorkeling, complete 

with amusing rubber ring? Want Nina 

to dress like Confusing Father 

Christmas? Tekken won’t judge you 

(and neither will we).
1 New gear is unlocked by playing 

Treasure Mode – VS battles that 

reward you with sweet (weird) loot.

2 You get money for playing all the 

modes, which you can use to 

purchase the goodies you’ve unlocked.
3 You can customise most things: 

hair, hats, glasses, upper and lower 

body clothes, and accessories. 

5 Your creations can be used online 

– use your creativity to get a 

psychological edge on your opponent. 
4 You can buy specific effects that 

show up when you connect a big 

move, including a comic book ‘kapow!’.
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. inputs. It’s also an intriguing way to mix 
up the psychology of a fight. Do you 
tease the big attacks out of your 
opponent and counter? Can you soak up 
enough damage to hit your big finisher? 
It’s implemented in a very Tekken way, 
and the moves look amazing, but purists 
(ie us) could probably live without it. The 
beauty of Tekken as a series is that these 
moments often happen organically. 
Forcing them with a mode borrowed 
from other games seems unnecessary, 
but it’s entertaining nonetheless. 

As a whole, Tekken 7 gels into 
something brilliant, even if the tweaks 
and additions feel clumsy. The high score, 
then, reflects a fighting game that still 
feels amazing to play and looks the best 
it ever has. We gave Street Fighter V a 
glowing review when it came out, despite 
it being naked and unfunctional like a 
smashed pleasurebot, and Tekken 7 is a 
far fuller experience. It does everything 
Street Fighter V did and more, and to a 
higher standard, but it still feels like a 
rushed addition when compared to 
Injustice 2. It’s best to bash through the 
story for the trophies and then forget 
about the sorry saga forever. Find friends 
of a similar level to fight, and Tekken 7 will 
last you indefinitely. 
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Exchanges with other life forms, and 

overseeing your crew’s excursions 

planetside, are done via the com screen. 

JUDGEMENT

It brilliantly captures the beauty 

and scope of outer space.

Managing limited resources 

requires tight strategy.

LOVES…

The controls are cumbersome 

and hard to get the hang of.

An emphasis on text means the 

game lacks character.

HATES…

No Man’s Sky
While this epic space-exploring 

adventure may be unmatched in scale 

and ambition, the same can’t be said 

for its entertainment value.

Better than…

Worse than…

Elite Dangerous
Thrilling space combat and 

multiplayer mean this immersive and 

compelling deep-space MMO 

adventure sails past the competition.

A visually dazzling 
adventure in which 
navigating space feels 
almost as difficult as it 
would be in real life.
Anne-Marie Coyle

68%

Given that one 

parsec is equal to 19 

trillion miles and 

your team is 

stranded 37,847 

parsecs from Earth, 

it’s one heck of a 

journey back home. 

Better take an extra 

packed lunch.

NEED TO KNOWi

Review
The Final Verdict!

THE LONG  
JOURNEY HOME
One heck of a star trek

Y
ou might give this 
the side-eye if 
you’re one of the 
many gamers 
disappointed by the 
ambitious No Man’s 

Sky. Thankfully Daedalic has kept its 
aspirations for its procedurally 
generated space exploration 
adventure in check, delivering what is 
a divergent and scaled-back vision of 
the same principal concept. 

It’s a game with the emphasis set firmly 
on giving you the freedom to choose 
exactly how you want to navigate your 
way back to Earth. From the off you can 
pick which individual crew members to 
take with you on your journey. Each has 
their own unique perks; the astronaut 
can perform repairs on the hull, while the 
pilot can keep your planetary lander in 
tip-top shape. Your choice of characters 
has a significant impact on your journey, 

with different outcomes depending on 
who’s exploring planetside.

Much of the time is spent navigating 
your ship through space. It sounds 
melodic, and looks utterly beautiful, 
making for quite the tranquil experience. 
Disturbing that tranquility, however, are 
the controls. Daedalic’s endeavoured to 
add authenticity to the experience and 
so, as you might expect, piloting a 
spacecraft is no mean feat. Initially, trying 
to navigate your shuttle along an axis 
and approach a planet at the right 
trajectory is something of a baptism by 
fire. Much of the time you’ll spend 
woefully off course or smacking headfirst 
into the planet, taking major damage to 
your ship in the process.

Plunderbirds are go
All of your ventures require resources, 
harvested from planets. Resources are 
essential for repairing and powering your 
ship, and, ultimately, the survival of your 

crew. Run out of fuel and the life support 
systems go offline and it’s game over. 

Each planet is distinctive, with its own 
atmosphere, and you’ll need to use the 
lander to reach the surface, which again 
takes practice to avoid crash-landing and 
injuring your crew. The auto-save feature 
is a questionable addition, given how 
quickly the brown stuff can hit the fan. 
The navigational difficulty and struggle 
for resources do make for a tense 
experience – you feel like you’re always 
just about hanging on – but we do think 
the process of keeping your ship fueled 
up, repaired, and flying could have been a 
little more forgiving, especially on 
Explorer difficulty. 

Still, traversing space is a joy thanks to 
the randomness of it all. Alien encounters 
can be polite exchanges offering rewards 
for help, or frantic space battles. As 
entertaining as combat is, taking a more 
diplomatic approach is usually the better 
option if you don’t want your ship 
exploded (at best, you’ll suffer a massive 
drain on your resources). Fight or flight, 
take a direct route or explore, it’s up to 
you, and the game’s procedural nature 
means that each journey into the 
vastness of space is a distinctly personal 
one where anything can happen. 

“ALIEN ENCOUNTERS CAN BE 
POLITE EXCHANGES, OR FRANTIC
SPACE BATTLES”H
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Format PC  Publisher Daedalic Entertainment  Developer Daedalic Entertainment  ETA Out now  Players 1
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Each character 

has three abilities 

on cool down, and 

their variety makes 

every character feel 

distinct. They’re 

essential to winning 

fights.

Enemies drop 

floating orbs when 

they die, and picking 

them up will reduce the 

cool down on your 

abilities.

There’s a 

number of 

game modes, 

including team death 

match and capture the 

flag, but with no way to 

balance the teams, 

matches are often 

landslides.

Most 

matches 

involve capturing 

areas called glyphs or 

pushing payloads. 

Without grouping up as 

a team with other 

players, you’ve got 

no chance.

 

JUDGEMENT

The one-on-one melee combat 

is exciting and tense.

Explosive and colourful magic 

powers keep fights fresh.

LOVES…

Matches frequently feel 

frustratingly one-sided.

The low player count is already 

causing problems.

HATES…

Star Wars: Battlefront
Couldn’t quite live up to the massive 

hype. It had some good ideas, but was 

really just laying the groundwork for 

future releases.

Better than…

Worse than…

Overwatch
The current team-based multiplayer 

king. Fast, competitive, seriously 

addictive, and constantly improving 

thanks to myriad updates.

A unique twist on 
multiplayer melee 
combat, but niggling 
problems mean it’s 
not a must-buy… yet.
Samuel Horti

74%

Mirage’s progression 

system is simplistic: 

as you level up you 

unlock bucketloads 

of cosmetic items for 

your characters. The 

main drive to keep 

playing, therefore, is 

to improve as a 

player, not loot.

NEED TO KNOWi

MIRAGE: ARCANE 
WARFARE
I’ll put a spell on you

O
ur pot-bellied 
magician steps off a 
magic carpet. “For 
the wine cellars of 
Bashran!” we 
bellow, charging 

into the fray and melting an enemy 
with a beam of energy. With one swing 
of our staff another crumples, his head 
bashed in. Only a huge enemy Taurant, 
clad in a bull-horn helmet, blocks our 
route to the capture point. We parry 
the first blow of his axe, but our own 
thrust misses and the follow-up 
catches us, ripping our torso clean in 
half. The Taurant lopes off laughing. 

Mechanically, Mirage’s multilayer combat 
is razor-sharp. It’s from the makers of the 
excellent Chivalry: Medieval Warfare, a 
first-person online hack-’em-up from 
2012, and it scratches the same itch. 
Melee combat across a variety of 
team-based game modes is slow and 
precise, and its three different types of 
strikes – slashes, stabs, and overheads – 
are all pleasingly meaty. Making an 

enemy rag doll after slamming them with 
a hefty mace feels great. 

You can block any attack but your 
parry is short-lived, so timing is crucial. In 
one-on-ones you’re circling your enemy 
trying to bait out a parry (you can feint 
attacks too) so that you can promptly lop 
their head off. It’s tense, and rewarding 
when you come out on top. 

The melee combat doesn’t improve 
much on what Chivalry offered, but that’s 
fine. What sets it apart are the powers, 
three for each of the six classes. The 
Entropist, our favourite character, has a 
magic carpet to escape danger, a healing 
bomb for allies, and a projectile that deals 
damage. There are two variations in each 
slot and trying to master a particular 
build game after game is addictive. 

The magic gives the game a more 
arcadey feel than Chivalry had. Fireballs 
zip across your screen and explosions 
add even more colour to the bright maps. 
Purists might enjoy the system less 
because the fights are more chaotic, and 
there are more variables diluting the core 
melee combat. But the powers are fun to 

use, and as long as you’re not expecting 
something as focused as Chivalry then 
you’ll be just fine.

Party pooper
But there are issues holding it back. As of 
a few days after release, the number of 
concurrent players had reached a peak 
of just 190. Most servers, which run a 
variety of 20-player team death match, 
3v3 arenas, or objective-based games, 
are empty, and those that aren’t contain a 
mix of newbies and level 30 brutes. 

That’s a problem, because Mirage is a 
chore if you’re on the weaker team. In a 
2v1 you’re as good as dead, so once a 
comrade falls it’s hard to stop the deaths 
snowballing. If you happen to have a few 
new players on your team and the other 
side has some talent then you’re screwed, 
because there’s no balancing system. 
Landslide victories are common and it’s 
easy to get into a cycle of die, respawn, 
run to the action, and die again. 

Mirage throws up some memorable 
moments and it’s worth mastering its 
combat so you can experience the thrill 
of going on killing sprees. However, those 
moments are too rare for us to give it a 
wholehearted recommendation. If you 
liked Chivalry, then you’ll like Mirage a lot. 
But if you’re on the fence then hold off for 
a month or two to see where the game, 
and its player base, ends up. 

“THE MAGIC GIVES THE GAME AN 
ARCADEY FEEL… EXPLOSIONS ADD 
EVEN MORE COLOUR TO THE MAPS”If 
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Format PC  Publisher Torn Banner Studios  Developer Torn Banner Studios  ETA Out now  Players 1

MIRAGE: ARCANE WARFARE
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S
omehow, no-one’s 
done this already. 
Sci-fi Dark Souls is 
about as 
intoxicating as a 
three-word elevator 

pitch can be, and yet over five years 
since Miyazaki’s seminal RPG 
launched, The Surge is the first to 
realise that idea. To boil it down to that 
(admittedly awfully exciting) pitch 
does it a disservice, though, because 
there’s much more here than just Dark 
Souls in space. 

That The Surge owes a debt to From 
Software’s classics is undeniable, and on 
first impressions the similarities are 
strikingly obvious. Bonfires become 
medbays. “You Died”, becomes “Vital 
Signs Not Found”. Estus flasks become 
injectable stimulants. Souls become 
scrap parts, and every respawn sees you 
racing to reclaim those you were 
carrying when you died. Oh, and it’s 

tough as nails, with boss fights, in 
particular, finding inventive ways to serve 
you your now-mutilated bum. So far, so 
familiar, but – rather appropriately, given 
its recurring theme of upgrading – many 
of these ostensibly carbon-copy systems 
are augmented with new twists. 

Take implants as an example. While 
you initially start with a basic implant that 
allows you to recover a chunk of your 
health bar three times (operating very 
similarly to Estus), this isn’t compulsory. 
As you discover new implants, and 
unlock new slots in your robotic 
exoskeleton for them, you can customise 
protagonist Warren extensively. When 
going up against a bloodthirsty boss, you 
might kit him out with extra health 
boosters, expanding the number of times 
you can heal. Alternatively, there are 
implant modules which recover health 
when you successfully land finishing 
moves, or one which trades energy for 
health. Or, if your defence is fine, but you 
feel you aren’t hitting hard enough, you 

might apply implants that give your 
attacks a boost. There’s even the option 
of switching out the ability to see enemy 
health bars for something else if you’re 
brave enough to go in blind. It allows for a 
breadth of tactical options, before you 
even think about levelling up, gear, or 
weapon choices. 

Fire-clink shrine
The latter two, as you might expect, allow 
for a bunch more customisation, with 
weapons ranging from giant lumbering 
clubs and impractically large blades, to 
sword/chainsaw hybrids and rapid, 
flaming dual-fists. Delightfully, all of them 
feel great to slam into raging humanoid 
psychopaths, laser-firing drones, and 
even accidently into your NPC pals (sorry 
Hobbs!). Gear is the final piece of the 
customisation trinity, affording you the 
option of lumbering around in a bulky, 
high-defence suit or running rings 
around enemies in a riskier, speedier 
option. It’s perhaps the most 
conventional aspect of upgrading, but as 
ever, there’s a twist. Acquiring new gear, 
crafting the exact piece you want, or 
upgrading a current piece of armour all 
requires both scrap metal and specific 
parts dropped by enemies. Getting hold 
of these parts requires a bit of tactical 

“THE WEAPONS FEEL GREAT TO SLAM
INTO HUMANOID PSYCHOPATHS AND 
LASER-FIRING DRONES”

See that box? It’s worth battering every 

bit of flimsy plywood you see, as 

they’re often used to conceal secrets.

YOU’RE THE BOSS 
Bosses are a dying breed, 
for better or worse

T
he boss fight (outside of 

Souls-alikes) seems to have 

fallen out of fashion in recent 

times, and it’s understandable. Often 

the bookend to level-based games, 

the inexorable rise of open-worlds 

has somewhat eliminated the need 

for bosses.

Let’s be honest, they were often 

frustrating damage-sponges that 

we won’t miss. But The Surge is a 

reminder that bosses done properly 

can be a joy. After getting flattened 

with a one-hit kill move by the 

second boss seconds into the fight, it 

seemed an impossible challenge, 

but an hour or so later, when its 

robotic corpse lay on the ground, we 

felt nothing short of euphoric.

Review
The Final Verdict!

THE SURGE
Souls? Where we’re going, we don’t need Souls

Format PS4 (reviewed), XO, PC  Publisher Focus Home Interactive  Developer Deck13 Interactive  ETA Out now  Players 1
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JUDGEMENT

Sci-fi hasn’t looked this vibrant 

since No Man’s Sky.

Lopping off an enemy’s arm to 

nab their cool weapon.

LOVES…

Cleverly placed shortcuts make 

traversing the world a joy.

The NPC cast and plotting are 

generic and trope-filled.

HATES…

Lords of the Fallen
Deck13’s previous entry was a little 

sluggish and uninventive, but both  

of these problems have been 

resoundingly resolved here.

Better than…

Worse than…

Dark Souls III
There’s no shame in losing to this gem, 

but with a stronger narrative thread 

The Surge could’ve been a genuine 

first-place contender.

Matching recycled 
ideas with ingenious 
new ones has bred a 
challenger to one of 
gaming’s greats.
Alex Jones

90%

Levelling up your 

core power is your 

means of 

improvement, giving 

you more implant 

slots and more 

energy, though it 

uses the same 

currency as crafting. 

Decisions, decisions…

NEED TO KNOWinuance beyond concentrating on not 
dying, which is easier said than done.

While in combat, locking-on is 
unsurprisingly a near-necessity, but 
unique to The Surge is the ability to select 
which body part to aim for. Bashing away 
at an unarmoured part will land you a 
quicker kill, but striking at a piece of 
armour or weaponry that’s caught your 
eye allows you the chance to slice it off 
and claim it for yourself with a natty 
finishing move. After getting one-hit 
killed by an opponent’s enormous 
hammer early on, it’s pretty satisfying to 
later carve it off and wield it yourself. This 
adds a light risk-reward mechanic to an 
already elegant combat system: do you 
take down a tricky foe as quickly as 
possible? Or risk taking more damage, or 
even dying, to claim some sweet loot?

Powercore Londo
Solid collision detection, audio cues, and 
weighty animations give real credence to 
combat, and the similarities between the 
player-character’s and opponents’ moves 
give many encounters an almost PvP 
feel. The attacks are a joy to execute, and 
vary wildly depending on your weapon 
of choice. Whatever you arm yourself 

with, you’ll have access to both horizontal 
and vertical attacks, which can be 
charged to do more damage. These can 
be chained into weapon specific combos, 
so it’s worth experimenting with different 
combinations to understand the rhythms 
of each string of inputs. You also have 
access to a personal drone, powered by 
your energy meter (which refills when 
attacking), affording a nod to ranged 
combat, though it’s more useful for luring 
opponents away from their pals than it is 
as an alternative to melee. 

In feel, the combat has more in 
common with Bloodborne than the Souls 
games, focusing more on careful dashing 
and dodging than blocking. While there is 
an option to shield yourself, it roots you 
to the spot and drains your stamina at an 
alarming rate, so its usefulness is limited.

Where things get a little less 
outstanding is the narrative. Taking the 
Souls approach (again), the plot is told in 
sparse cutscenes, utilising a cast of 
quirky NPCs and esoteric environmental 
clues. Deck13 does build a remarkable 
sense of place – it’s refreshing to see a 
gritty, apocalyptic world that isn’t drawn 
entirely in greys and browns. Here 
hazardous oranges and toxic greens are 

lit with crackling neon beams or a blazing 
desert sun. The futuristic, industrial 
theme might seem restrictive, but an 
impressive amount of tonal and visual 
variety is eked from that core conceit. 
Exploring its interconnected mini 
open-worlds is a delight, deepening your 
understanding of how it all fits together. 
The plot itself, however, is pretty standard 
sci-fi fare. Supposedly altruistic, but 
obviously mega-evil corporation? Check. 
A band of survivors hesitantly clubbing 
together in the face of human extinction? 
Check. Technology designed to aid 
humans turning against us? You’d better 
believe it. It’s not bad, but it’s entirely 
predictable, which is a shame given how 
much originality is shown in other areas, 
in a game that’s largely been defined by 
its relationship to another studio’s title. 

From the developer that produced the 
rather derivative Lords Of The Fallen, this 
feels like a confident second step towards 
trying to dethrone From Software in the 
genre it created. It might not quite reach 
that lofty aim, but it comes unexpectedly 
close. They say imitation is the sincerest 
form of flattery, but The Surge proves 
that reinvention and expansion can be 
even better. 

THE SURGE

This sludge 

is toxic and will 

drain your health 

whenever you’re in 

contact with it. 

Environmental hazards 

re-inject challenge 

into familiar foes.

Health 

and stamina 

will be familiar to 

Souls-philes, but 

energy is new. It’s 

charged by landing 

attacks, and powers 

finishers and your 

drone pal.

Warren is 

targeting the 

enemy’s head. It’s 

shown in yellow, 

meaning it’s armoured, 

and (hopefully) about 

to be chopped off in a 

dramatic finisher.

Lost Tech Scrap 

disappears after two 

and a half minutes, so 

you can’t dawdle. Killing 

enemies en route also 

awards a small time 

boost.

Ah, the trusty medbay, where you can rest up, craft snazzy 

new gear, and converse with your wee NPC pals.

There’s nothing like a gorgeous vista, although finding time to 

enjoy it when everything’s trying to kill you is tricky.
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Developer Arkane Studios  ETA Out now  Players 1

Review
The Final Verdict!

This is all hush-hush, of course. If people 
knew about Typhon – or, worse, found 
out governments were harnessing their 
physiology to restructure the human 
brain – there’d be anarchy. This is where 
your character, Morgan Yu, comes in. A 
high-level employee of TranStar, the 
corporation running Talos 1, Yu uncovers 
two secrets. One: he’s a test subject with 
an erased memory. Two: escaped Typhon 
are killing everyone aboard. Your new 
job? To prevent them spreading by 
destroying Talos 1.

Well, that’s what your self-built AI, 
January, suggests anyway. Your brother 
Alex instead advises creating a device 
that’ll eradicate the Typhon but leave 
Talos 1 and all its research untouched. 
This gives Prey a juicy central conflict. 

Who to trust? Both sides are written 
equally well, Alex the brother with 
questionable motives (he’s to blame for 
your wiped brain) but possibly virtuous 
intentions, January the robot with Yu’s 
memory uploaded onto it but who might
have been tampered with. As you 
journey through grand art deco 
lobbies, cosy living quarters, 
and austere coolant 
chambers, meeting 
survivors and digging 
up the lives of dead 
ones, you’ll discover a 
world of surprising nuance.

Yu talking to me?
Take Yu channelling alien powers by 
injecting himself with Neuromods. You’d 

think choosing to conjure thermal 
pockets, unleash electrostatic, launch 
foes with kinetic blasts, mind-control 
corpses, teleport, and turn into inanimate 
objects such as ashtrays would be a 
no-brainer, but there are consequences. 

Turrets designed to fight Typhon will 
begin to target you. People will 

remark, “Wow, you don’t look 
too good.” Oh, and at 

random intervals a 
massive creature 
called Nightmare will 

show up. Sure, Nightmare’s 
more timewaster than 

terroriser, one you can shake 
by travelling through a door and 

waiting for the two-minute timer to 
elapse, but the point is you’re made to 
consider your actions. You can, if you 
want, restrict yourself to human-centric 
upgrades such as improved hacking, 
repair, and firearm proficiency, and 
prompt different endings as a result.

Another example of Prey’s 
impressively reactive world lies in side 

PREY
T

he International Space Station is the 
largest habitable satellite in orbit. 
Launched in 1998, and with room for a 
maximum of six crew, it’s essentially a 
revolving research lab where floating 
scientists try not to clog up the 

instruments with their lonely space tears. Talos 1 makes it 
look like a tin can, and a pretty cramped one at that. This 
mammoth singular setting of Arkane’s sci-fi adventure was 
originally constructed to research Typhon, a hostile race  
of alien shower mould. Now, in 2032, it serves to contain 
them at all costs.

Space, experiments, and shapeshifting aliens: this 
sci-fi shooter takes the Mimic

“TENTACLE-MEN SHIFT ABOUT LIKE 
CATARACTS; GLOBS OF KAMIKAZE 
GOO BARREL TOWARDS YOU”
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A few encounters with Mimics will teach you the value of 

tidiness. This place is a mess. Is one lurking in there?
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THEIR TALOS, YOUR GAIN
Sort through the space debris with our quick visual guide

HELLO GOODBIO-
ORGANISM
Where most people might 
consider the escape of killer 
aliens an excuse to run away, 
for Yu it’s an opportunity to 
conduct field research. Scan 
each species to learn its 
powers – and steal them.

Nightmare is the most powerful 

Typhon, sent to eliminate anomalies in 

their ecology – in other words, you.

Telepaths control weaker-willed 

organisms, including people, and turn 

them violent. May explode heads.

Thermal Phantoms, a fiery spin on the 

vanilla version, radiate lethal levels  

of infrared energy.

quests. During one, a dying colleague 
asks us to retrieve medicine from her 
room, giving us an hour before she 
croaks. We oblige, prompting January to 
tell us he “underestimated our 
compassion”, and he’s not sure how 
grateful she’ll be after learning we’re 
about to destroy the station. Hey, we’re 
complicated. Sometimes we’ll save a chef 
whose barricaded himself in a kitchen to 
avoid a telepathic alien, and sometimes 
we’ll postpone the mission to chuck 
dumbbells on fitness room treadmills. 
There are degrees to Prey’s morality, and 
in the absence of arbitrary dialogue 
choices, actions speak louder than words.

Mars attracts
Combat speaks less effectively, filled as it 
is with enemies who are horrible to fight. 
We’re talking tentacle-men who shift 
about like cataracts; globs of kamikaze 

goo barrelling towards you; skittish 
spiders inviting wild wrench swings; and 
dull cereal-box-shaped robots. Talk about 
alien invaders, the Typhon feel like 
they’ve come from an entirely different 
game, Doom-style opponents for a 
Bioshock-speed protagonist. Even on 
easy, they leave you low on health, 
ammo, and patience.

The Poltergeist is entertaining, at least. 
As we enter a rec room, pinball table 
lights flicker, and suddenly we’re flung 
upwards. The culprit is a ghostly cloud of 
static we coat with sticky residue from 
the GLOO Cannon and shatter with 

shotgun blasts. Entertaining, yet sadly 
this tricksy ghost is more orchestrated 
set-piece than emergent scenario.

You’ll also battle horrendous sound 
design. Prey is full of constant, screeching 
audio spikes, whether triggered by 
attracting enemy attention or getting 
jumped by Mimics disguised as scenery 
(this happens a lot and gets old fast). 
Sometimes for no apparent reason at all 
you’ll walk down a corridor and hear the 
sort of shrill warning noise a panicked 
gibbon would make. There are ways to 
unnerve players without resorting to the 
equivalent of honking a car horn at them.

Prey is better when it’s encouraging 
creative solutions to puzzles. When we 
approach a barricaded office, we use 
mimicry to imitate a cookie box and slide 
through the crevice. Elsewhere, to access 
a sealed area, we can either fix the 
generator with our repair skills, brute 
force the door open using advanced 
strength, or fire GLOO Cannon globules 
at the wall and create a staircase. Multiple 
routes honeycomb through Talos 1.

This is a world saturated with hidden 
vents, locked safes, and password-
protected terminals, and returning to 
sniff out new paths and plotlines is 
rewarding. You may discover a 
data-stealing stowaway aboard a cargo 
container, find emails pertaining to a 
device that connects to the station’s 
water supply and refills your psi pool, or 
unearth fragments of a treasure map. 
There’s plenty to see and do.

“IT’S SATISFYING TO WATCH JUNK
BECOME TREASURE AND TUMBLE
OUT LIKE JACKPOT WINNINGS”

Radiation 

slows Yu’s health 

regeneration; eating 

healthy food speeds it 

up. Tough foes cause 

fear, reducing accuracy. 

Booze counteracts 

this.

Load 

times are 

horrendous. Be 

prepared for a 

90-second wait as you 

travel between areas. It 

makes late-game 

quest-mopping  

a chore.

Blue is health, 

topped up with food 

and first aid; grey is suit 

integrity, repaired with 

kits; purple is psi, which 

your Typhon powers 

draw from.

Weavers are 

the result of 

chosen Mimics being 

stung repeatedly by 

brethren and turning 

into monstrosities 

capable of birthing 

more species.
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PREY

JUDGEMENT

A rich setting and gripping story 

compels you to unearth more.

Powers continually unlock new 

ways to interact with the world.

LOVES…

From unfair foes to scant 

resources, it’s punishing.

Unclear tasks cause you to 

meander, killing the pace.

HATES…

System Shock: 
Enhanced Edition
Prey modernises System Shock’s 

‘survive on a derelict space station’ 

concept for a fresh audience.

Better than…

Worse than…

Dishonored 2
Prey’s clunky combat lags far behind 

the finesse of this supernatural stealth 

game. Enemies aren’t as reactive as 

Dishonored 2’s, and difficulty less fair.

Harsh difficulty mars 
an otherwise 
engrossing sci-fi 
journey in a 
fascinating setting.
Ben Griffin

78%
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Here’s what 
makes Prey more 

versatile than 
most shooters

INFO  
BURST!

ET become phone
Your first use of the mimic 

power is a moment of sheer 

joy. You can become literally 

anything, from noodles to 

nerf darts, and levelling it up 

lets you turn into more 

complex machinery, like 

turrets. Disappointingly, it’s 

used more to fit through 

small gaps than moving 

stealthily. Running away 

from enemies is easier than 

pretending to be dim sum.

A scanner darkly
You unlock abilities by 

scanning Typhon with your 

Psychoscope. The more you 

uncover about them, the 

more you can replicate their 

powers, providing you 

manage to survive while 

doing so. It’s a smart feature, 

giving you a sense you’re 

expanding your knowledge 

of these mysterious foes. It’s 

almost as if you’re some sort 

of science man.

Absolutely 
augmental
It’s not only your feeble body 

that’s malleable, but your 

equipment too. You’ll find 

chipsets to increase speed, 

boost battery longevity, and 

damage Typhon when you 

fall on them. Most useful is 

the Mimic detection chipset, 

uncovering shapeshifters in 

your vicinity. Your 

customisable suit and scope 

offers more flexibility.

Zero-G-Unit
After fabricating a 

propulsion system you can 

venture into space whenever 

you want. There are corpses, 

loot, and tales out here. It’s 

the closest thing to a 

fast-travel system, allowing 

you to bypass chunks of the 

sprawling facility, and adds 

an extra dimension to 

exploration. You don’t feel  

as claustrophobic amid 

literal infinity.

Wherever you go, you’ll inevitably end 
up with a haul to use in Prey’s crafting 
system, the loot here being anything not 
bolted down, including pomegranates, 
blood bags, and beer. First, you shove it 
into a machine called a Recycler, which 
breaks everything down into cubes of 
matter. It’s immensely satisfying to watch 
junk become treasure and tumble out 
like jackpot winnings. You then shove 
these craftables into a Fabricator to build 
weapons, medkits, ammo, and even a 
nerf-crossbow, providing you own the 
appropriate licence. 

Recycler-path
At one point the man overseeing 
Neuromod licences revokes them – 
something about distrusting the process 
of injecting alien goo into your brain – so 
you have to venture to his office and 
renew yours. Prey does this often, 

expertly integrating story into action. 
Elsewhere, our quest to bypass a 
voice-locked door by collecting a station 
worker’s vocal samples culminates in a 
recording studio showdown where, upon 
playing the worker’s techno-pop track, 
Typhon storm in. This is a game capable 
of interweaving brilliant ideas, and 
nonlinear side quests are just as 
revelatory as the main story. 

It makes Prey’s penchant for 
self-sabotage all the more unfortunate. 
Unclear tasks are a particular bane. At 
one point we’re told to stack turrets near 
an entrance to defend against a Typhon 
assault, but it’s 20 minutes before we 
realise the event isn’t triggering because 
the turrets aren’t close enough to the 
door. Later, someone tells us to find a 
keycard, so we scramble across two 
cavernous labs – turns out the keycard 
was next to the exit, hidden behind a 

raging fire. A little more indication would 
have saved a lot of stress.

Combat does improve towards the 
end, once you’ve unlocked powers, 
hoarded ammo, and modified your suit. 
(We still feel sorry for the Phantom we 
blasted with kinetic orbs, cooked with a 
laser beam, and converted into 
pocketable bits with the recycler 
grenade.) As does exploration. Steadily 
mastering Talos 1’s intimidating sprawl – 
and getting your own back – is a delight.

Getting to this point is a slog peppered 
with unfair hazards and occasionally 
obtuse missions, but it’s a worthwhile 
one. What pulls you through is the world 
itself. It’s a fascinating place in which 
you’ll find absorbing human stories, 
encounter incredible technology, and 
clash with diverse alien life. Enemies are 
annoying, but we’ll take a Typhon-riddled 
Talos 1 over the ISS any day. 

“The environment design 

and storytelling is some of 

the best developer Arkane 

has done, but a frustrating 

difficulty curve makes for 

uneven combat and can become 

wearing. Worth playing just to see the 

Mimics in action, mind.”

Ben Tyrer, Staff Writer, 

Official PlayStation Magazine

2ND OPINION
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Being aggressive pays off: attack an enemy before it 

reaches you in the dungeons and opposing units will 

start on lower health in the subsequent battle.

JUDGEMENT

Sacrificing health to cast spells 

adds a new tactical wrinkle.

There are some great characters 

– particularly in Celica’s group.

LOVES…

Maps are frequently bland and 

battles can lack variety.

The supply-grabbing minigame 

is a too-frequent chore.

HATES…

Project X Zone
This energetic crossover has some 

spectacular animations, but lacks 

Shadows of Valentia’s depth and 

nuance as a strategy game.

Better than…

Worse than…

Fire Emblem: 
Awakening
The series’ 3DS debut makes you care 

much more about building 

relationships between units.

Echoes is an 
intriguing, challenging 
throwback for 
strategy purists more 
than a crowd-pleaser.
Chris Schilling

79%

A costly season pass 

covers five separate 

downloadable 

add-ons, including 

maps and dungeons, 

a story prologue, and 

– rather annoyingly 

– access to classes 

unavailable in the 

main game.

DLC

Review
The Final Verdict!

FIRE EMBLEM ECHOES: 
SHADOWS OF VALENTIA
A re-Awakening for a flawed but fascinating strategy RPG

I
t’s an unusual 
strategy: with 
Shadows Of 
Valentia, Nintendo 
is making the most 
of Fire Emblem 

while it’s hot by returning to a time 
when it wasn’t. A remake of the second 
game in the series, the Japanese-only 
Fire Emblem Gaiden, this absorbing 
history lesson also demonstrates why 
the original was considered the series’ 
equivalent of Zelda II. 

In other words, it’s a game of bold ideas 
producing mixed results. But for a while, 
you’re as likely to notice what’s absent as 
what’s new. If the 3DS entries welcomed 
you to the series, you’ll miss the pairing-up 
system introduced in Awakening and 
featured in Fates; though you can engage 
in fully-voiced support conversations 
during battle, there just isn’t the same 
incentive to make these connections. 

The weapon triangle is gone, too. You 
can only equip one special item or 
weapon per character, though at first you 

might want to reserve that slot for a piece 
of cheese or bread to restore health. After 
a while, you’ll realise that’s a waste: 
positioning a unit next to the group 
leader gives you access to your clan’s 
provisions, and your healer can deal with 
anyone else who’s ailing. Keeping the 
same weapon equipped will steadily give 
you access to a range of weapon arts: 
special moves that sacrifice HP for power 
or accuracy. Mages, too, will lose health 
for each spell they cast, though curses 
like Nosferatu let you drain opponents’ 
meters to replenish your own.

Spur of Echoes
As a result, you often made to feel 
vulnerable even when you’re on the 
attack, which should result in some tricky 
tactical choices. In practice, you’re 
encouraged to stick with a small handful 
of strong units: for a long time there 
aren’t enough weapons to go around, 
and keeping anyone with low defence or 
resistance stats protected is difficult 
when you have enemy snipers and 
warping witches to contend with. 

The maps are the game’s most glaring 
weakness: you’re usually either fighting 
across a single featureless sprawl or two 
sections connected by a bridge that 
bottlenecks the action. Terrain is a key 
factor, with huge avoidance bonuses for 
certain squares that can cause you to 
repeatedly whiff attacks. The random 
elements seem stacked heavily against 
you: one of our units was killed by a 
critical hit with a 1% chance of success by 
an enemy we had no chance of hitting 
before it teleported within range. 

To mitigate these frustrations, 
Nintendo has introduced an item called 
Mila’s Turnwheel, which lets you undo a 
limited number of actions per battle. If 
you’re playing on the classic permadeath 
mode, it’s all but essential that you seek 
out the extra cogs scattered throughout 
the world that let you wind back the 
clock more often. 

Away from the battlefield you’ll visit 
villages to take on side missions, recruit 
newcomers, and engage in blandly 
simplistic hidden object-style interludes 
to pick up foodstuffs and weapons, while 
rudimentary dungeon-crawling sections 
briefly give you direct control over 
star-crossed heroes Alm and Celica. Their 
story may be familiar but it’s affectingly 
told: though Echoes arguably puts a few 
too many bumps in the road, you’ll want 
to see their journey through to the end. 

“DUNGEON-CRAWLING SECTIONS 
GIVE YOU CONTROL OVER STAR-
CROSSED HEROES ALM AND CELICA”W
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Format 3DS  Publisher Nintendo  Developer Intelligent Systems  ETA Out now  Players 1
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If your levels aren’t caked with 

blood within minutes then 

you’re not playing Strafe right.

JUDGEMENT

Combat’s fast and pure – a loving 

tribute to shooters past.

The art style and music support 

the ’90s aesthetic perfectly.

LOVES…

It’s shallow, more like a demo 

than a full game.

There are only three main guns 

on offer.

HATES…

Duke Nukem Forever
An iconic shooter from the ’90s that 

really should have stayed there. Strafe 

may be basic but it’s far more 

wholesome, apart from all the blood.

Better than…

Worse than…

Quake
The game that Strafe wants to be is still 

the better option 21 years later. If Strafe 

grabs your attention then you should 

absolutely check this out!

A beautifully 
recreated love letter 
to the early days of 
first-person shooters, 
it’s fun but limited.
Leon Hurley

68%

If you want to see 

just how authentic 

the game’s 1990s 

credentials are, 

check out Strafe’s 

fake movie trailer, 

all about the game 

breaking out into 

the real world:

http://bit.ly/gmsmt

NEED TO KNOWi

STRAFE
The ’90s called. They want their everything back

C
hannelling the ’90s 
as if its life 
depended on it, this 
throwback plays 
like Quake boiled 
down to its purest 

elements: lots of circling, shooting, and 
crowd management as hordes of 
low-poly enemies pour from hidden 
rooms to whittle away at your shield 
and health. It’s a shooter built on 
speed, panic, and backpedaling as you 
try to thin out the masses, clear rooms, 
and waltz clumsily straight into the 
next ambush having forgotten to 
reload. Always reload people, we’ve 
been through this a million times: 
nothing ruins your day faster than an 
empty click in the face of a toady space 
goblin with a wrench. 

In terms of recapturing the essence of 
those early shooters, Strafe nails it. The 
low-poly looks are a lovingly crafted nod 
to the aesthetic of an age when 
characters were built from a handful of 
boxes and a triangle, and needed a 

whopping 75 MHz Intel Pentium 
processor to run. Textures, music, menus, 
and, most importantly, gameplay 
immaculately capture the look and feel of 
the time. The minimal story has you as a 
scrapper trying to plunder a ship, but it’s 
basically a loose excuse to run rampant 
through a series of procedurally 
generated levels collecting guns and junk 
and seeing how far you can get. There’s 
also a second objective I’ve totally made 
up, which is to try to coat the place with 
as much blood as possible. Strafe hoses 
fat pixel buckets of the stuff all over the 
place, and runs end with the walls coated 
with so much claret that sometimes you 
just have to stop to appreciate it, while 
thinking, ‘wow, that is so much.’ 

Strafe cracker
It’s limited, though. Guns, speed, and 
circle strafing mechanics are on-point, 
but it’s a paper-thin surface-level 
recreation of the source material. The 
procedural levels mean you’re always 
playing from the start and trying to 
progress as far as you can, dying and 

starting over. For some games (The 
Binding Of Isaac springs to mind) this can 
be a deep and varied experience with 
tons of power ups, variations, and 
unexpected combinations. Strafe, 
however doesn’t have enough going on. 
You only have three main guns – an 
assault rifle, shotgun, and railgun 
(one-shot kill but low firing rate) – while 
the random levels are recreated from 
pre-made rooms, meaning déjà vu can 
set in after a few playthroughs. You can 
collect different weapons, perks, and 
power ups, but nothing really pushes the 
game too far from its core loop. 

That’s not to say it isn’t fun. When you 
hit ‘the zone’ – danger or otherwise – it’s 
as pure a shooting experience as you can 
get. Fighting off hordes, nailing a perfect 
set of shots while circling and jumping 
like a maniac, can create some rush-filled 
moments. But then you die and it starts 
over, and it’s not quite different enough 
to freshen things up. Weirdly, a single side 
mode called Murderzone feels like a 
better idea, counting the blood you spill 
to unlock extra weapons and aids to help 
subsequent playthroughs. As such your 
enjoyment will likely depend on your 
tolerance for repetition – those first three 
levels become old friends fast. Although 
in short bursts it’s a fast and fun blast, 
Strafe is more in love with the idea of 
itself than anything else. 

“IT’S A FAST AND FUN BLAST THAT’S 
MORE IN LOVE WITH THE IDEA OF 
ITSELF THAN ANYTHING ELSE”H
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Format PC  Publisher Devolver Digital  Developer Pixel Titans  ETA Out now  Players 1

STRAFE
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Fiddle around with all the knobs you can 

find in the level ‘PURP-L’, as you’ll be able 

to mould the pulsing music to your liking. 

Review
The Final Verdict!

A
sk most people 
what lurks inside a 
monster’s head and 
they’d tell you 
brains, bones, and 
nasty thoughts, in 

that order. This easy-going oddity, on 
the other hand, imagines tiny 
universes inside of them that are a 
sugar rush of vibrant colours, 
soothing sounds, and charming ways 
to mess around. Frankly, calling them 
monsters seems pretty harsh. 

There are nine of these heads in Gnog, 
each one boasting a slow-burning 
conundrum you solve by literally 
opening their heads up and 
experimenting with the switches, levers, 
and assorted thingamajigs you discover. 
You won’t have any problems getting the 
hang of toying around, thanks to 
accessible controls and gentle puzzles 
that ease you into this fascinating world. 

Each head is pleasingly distinct. 
PURP-L is a music-obsessed beast, so 
you have to try to figure out specific 

beats to please it, whereas VORT-X is a 
cosmic explorer who you need to fix in 
space. It’s delightfully bonkers, 
engagingly tactile, and never exhausting. 
But it’s slightly disappointing that there’s 
no real difficulty curve, with later levels 
adding more tasks to get through rather 
than making the headscratchers harder. 

In a nice touch, there’s also PS VR 
support, which brings the heads closer 
to your own. Don’t expect a dramatic 
difference between playing with the 
headset on or off, but the chunky art 
style pops even more when it 
completely surrounds you, giving it the 
edge over the standard TV reality. 

The only real issue here is Gnog’s 
sugar-rush longevity. You’ll be able to 
blast through the surreal experience in a 
single sitting and, barring trophy 
obsessives, there’s little else other than 
the chance to admire the game’s 
wonderful art design to lure you back 
once you cross the finish line. Still, this is 
one big grin of a game while it lasts. 
Everything feels designed to make you 
happy, and even when an answer takes a 
little while to uncover, 
the distinctive art style 
and music make it a 
joy to wrap yourself 
up in. Ben Tyrer 82

NOW 
PLAYING 
This month’s biggest time 
sinks on Team GM

1PUYO PUYO TETRIS
PS4

This otherwise excellent 

puzzle game might have the 

most annoying story mode 

of all time. I want to give 

every single character a 

slap. Especially the ones 

that only say ‘gu’ or ‘pi’.

Robin Valentine, Editor

2 THE PLAYROOM VR
PS4

The amazing thing about virtual 

reality is that it lets you experience 

things you never thought possible. 

For example, being spanked on the 

bottom by a giant cat. 

Robin Valentine, Editor

OFFICE LUNCHTIME 
GAME OF THE MONTH:

MARIO KART  
8 DELUXE
SWITCH
Robin’s awfulness at this 

classic game has destroyed 

what little respect the team 

had left for him.

GNOG
Adorable puzzler isn’t too taxing on your noggin 

Format PS4  Publisher Double Fine  Developer KO_OP  ETA Out now  Players 1

Yes, technically this monster head does have 

cheese eyebrows. He’s sensitive about it, and 

bringing it up is just cruel, reader. 

4 HORIZON ZERO DAWN 
PS4

The camera enables my wildlife 

photographer dreams. I’m zooming 

in on tiny ants. I’m capturing sunsets. 

I’m getting charged by robots aaaah!

Ben Griffin, Senior Staff Writer

3 THE SIMS 4
PC

I embarked on the athletic 

career without realising it 

requires you work out every 

single day. Who knew 

maintaining peak fitness 

was so demanding? Now I’m 

in tech. It’s less sweaty. 

Ben Griffin, Senior Staff Writer
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REVIEW ROUNDUP

parts fail to gel into a consistent whole. 
The exploration becomes too routine, in 
part because you’re searching endless 
grey and brown corridors, but also 
because the core of the game is never 
fully-fleshed out and focuses on 
collecting documents – which are clues 
to Black’s story – above puzzle solving 
and gunfights. Worse still, your Swiss 
Army phone of gadgets (UV light, map, 
scanner, and heat sensor) is rarely tested.

A series of game-changing twists in 
the final third offer a glimpse of what Get 
Even could have been – a nervy, 
unrelenting test of your confidence in 
what or who should be believed – but it’s 
too little too late. Like its protagonist, 
you’re left feeling Get Even needed a  
little more love and 
attention to make its 
many ideas come 
together. Ian Dean 66

Following Ubisoft’s rich tradition of 

taking games to eccentric extremes 

with ludicrous post-launch content, 

Steep’s new DLC makes a wild game 

even wilder. £11.99 gets you brand-new 

snowsports extravaganza Winterfest. It 

adds absurdities such as superhero 

capes, undersized sleds, and a yeti boss 

to beat. 21 fresh trials see you soar down 

inflatable monster mouths as a 

wingsuited sumo wrestler and don a 

T-Rex costume to chomp through 

blow-up goats. Or you could just go and 

meditate up a mountain in a banana 

costume. It’s like Burning Man but cold. 

Freezing Man? Burning Snowman? Let’s 

move on. 

Breath Of The Wild’s summer 

bundle adds a bunch of new 

outfits too: a Korok mask that 

shakes when you’re near a 

Korok seed, a body-hugging 

Tingle suit, Midna’s helm from 

Twilight Princess, and the 

ever-creepy Majora’s Mask. Even better 

is a smart map tracing your route 

throughout your entire playtime. 

Displayed as a green line, you’ll not only 

see where you’ve been, but where you 

haven’t. Also part of the pack is the 

Travel Medallion which, for the first 

time, lets you warp to any point on the 

map, and wave-based survival mode 

Trial Of The Sword. Starting you out 

weaponless, it asks you to defeat 45 

enemy-filled rooms in succession. Do so 

and the true power of the Master Sword 

awakens. It’s the first in a two-parter 

piece of DLC, and you’ll need the £20 

Expansion Pass for access.

Next up is Nioh’s Dragon Of The 
North, which fleshes out the story of 

this punishing RPG by taking 

you deep into Japan’s 

Yokai-infested northern 

provinces. It “opens up 

the Oshu region, where 

ambitious ruler 

Masamune Date is 

secretly gathering spirit 

stones”, goes the description. 

Expect new friends and foes, legendary 

armour sets (there’s a katana that could 

cut a GameBoy in half), and the chance 

to enhance combat with Onmyo 

magic and Guardian Spirits. 

Finally, Horizon Zero Dawn’s 

latest patch is great news for 

photographers. Alongside 

item-sorting and HUD 

customisation are three new 

filters, a 31st century postcard 

border, and the ability to pose Aloy 

for cheesy snaps.

        HOT 
        DOWNLOADS 
The latest DLC and  
expansions explored

SYBERIA 3

GET EVEN

Format Switch, PS4 (reviewed), XO, PC  Pub Microids  Dev Koalabs  ETA Out now  Players 1

Format PS4 (reviewed), XO, PC  Publisher Bandai Namco 

Developer The Farm 51  ETA Out now  Players 1

Walker way

More odd than even

P
oint-and-click games 
haven’t died, they’ve 
evolved into 
walk-and-click 
adventures such as this 

one. Although Koalabs has made a 
valiant effort, this would’ve still failed 
to impress 13 years ago, when the last 
entry in the series was released. Even 
the rollercoaster section is dull.

The game begins with your character, 
Kate Walker, freezing to death. She’s 

rescued by the Youkol tribe, an 
unerringly short and rotund people, who 
find her while riding – we kid you not – 
their snow ostriches (aesthetically 
interesting beasts that look like they 
belong in a Star Wars movie). You’re first 
handed control when you awake in a 
clinic, and the warning signs pop up 
immediately. Dialogue is unintentionally 
hilarious, and you need to solve a puzzle 
just to leave the very first room. 

Despite Syberia’s signature 
melancholy atmosphere and sense of 

C
ole Black is the kind of 
the man who was 
never hugged as a 
child. Angry, sour and 
sounding not unlike 

Sean Bean, for the next eight hours 
you’re walking through his memories. 
And there’s some really weird stuff in 
this man’s head.

Waking up trapped in an insane asylum, a 
spectral voice forces Black to replay his 
fragmented memories from inside a VR 
simulation. This means we get to search 

these memento missions for clues as to 
who Black is, and discover his connection 
to a kidnapping gone explosively wrong. 
Trying to unpick the game’s 
twist-within-a-twist plot is an interesting 
pitch, even if Get Even isn’t the Taken 
homage the name suggests. Rather it’s a 
walking sim with scrappy shooting, plus 
there’s a bit of puzzling, a slice of stealth, 
and some horror thrown into the mix. Get 
Even lumps everything into the pot and 
stirs until… dry. 

While the unreliable narrator is a great 
hook to hang a game from, the many 

place, this is not a world you’ll be keen to 
linger in. That first puzzle is indicative of 
the fact that your progress will 
repeatedly hit roadblocks that make little 
or no sense within the game’s world. The 
gauntlet of tasks required to get a ship 
sailing borders on farce.

Many puzzle solutions are 
straightforward, so long as you take time 
to examine your inventory and your 
surroundings. Others, unfortunately, rely 
on easily-missed collectibles or suffer 
from a lack of explanation. Combine all 
this with terrible acting (not helped by 
the script), technical flaws (including a 
consistently awful frame rate and 
occasional clipping), and 
a boring script, and you’ll 
find that Syberia 3 leaves 
you cold. Luke Kemp

The Youkol tribe save your life, but 

don’t worry, you’ll be repaying the 

favour dozens of times over.

Why is Cole Black sharing a 

hospital ward with the Mad 

Hatter? Or is he? Or is he?

42
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In March 2009, The Sims 

franchise passed 100 million 

total sales. Bonkers.

THE SIMS
The world wanted to live in this digital doll’s house

W
ill Wright is so 
fascinated with the 
structural and social 
intricacies of human 
life we’re 80 per 
cent sure the 

creator of The Sims is actually an alien. 
Consider the evidence: he sees human 
beings as dim-witted creatures who 
achieve fulfilment in life through 
satisfying basic needs such as hunger 
and comfort; he appears to hear 
human speech as a string of 
incomprehensible gibberish; and he 
also believes a hum
never escape a sw g
you take away the  
then just look at h  
chestnut locks are t  
perfect to be hum

The origins
Considering Will W  
man who made Sim y
should come as no g  
surprise that The Si  
originally a game 
concerned more w t  
architectural 
experimentation th  
wrangling tiny hum
Players would be ab  

to design elaborate structures and grand 
mansions, which Sims would then 
explore only in order to judge their 
architectural merits and award the score. 

But even once the idea had more fully 
taken shape, getting The Sims made was 
no easy business. Maxis may have owed 
a great deal of its success to Will Wright, 
but his pitch for a digital doll’s house left 
executives utterly nonplussed. Surely 
something exciting had to happen? An 
explosion? A firefight? Although Wright 
was able to continue developing a 
prototype, he proceeded on a meagre 

b g eam. 
B ged when 

oped in to acquire 
g ddenly, Maxis was 

p and Wright was 
g w paymasters. And 

diately intrigued by 
ttle curio, handing 

g a wodge of cash 
p nded team to 

velopment. 

Th l end
W S s hit Europe in 

M 0, it immediately 
f udience that was 

r p to its peculiar 
c That was partly 

due to the accessibility of Wright’s 
design, but it was also partly down to EA’s 
marketing savvy. The publisher had 
actively sought to create a community 
for the game online in the months 
leading up to launch, providing Sim-fans 
with an active window into the project’s 
development. Pre-release community-
building is commonplace now, but it was 
a relatively novel concept back then – 
and one that paid off handsomely.

And once players got their hands on 
the game, they discovered a title that was 
as much about playing god as playing 
with dolls – a game that allowed players 
to actively micro-manage or passively 
observe depending on their personality. 
Some players would determinedly 
pursue a high-flying career for their dinky 
Sims or design architectural wonders. 

Others would recreate their own homes 
and friends in digital form. And others still 
would trap their Sims in featureless 
rooms until they wet themselves and 
died. Truly, it was a wonder. 

From the very beginning, The Sims 
allowed for such a wide range of player 
expression that it could accommodate 
everyone from the most creative to the 
most vindictive, and the presence of 
screenshot-sharing functionality enabled 
players to broadcast their playstyles to 
the world. Especially creative players 
could even design their own wallpapers, 
clothes, and Sims-skins to share online, 
further blurring the line between game 
developers and their players. 

The legacy
The Sims wasn’t just popular, it set new 
standards for what popularity could 
reasonably mean. After roughly two 
years on sale, Wright’s project became 
the best-selling PC game of all time, 
knocking Myst from its lofty perch by 

“THE SIMS WASN’T JUST POPULAR,
IT SET NEW STANDARDS FOR WHAT
POPULARITY COULD MEAN”

Developer Maxis

Publisher EA

Released 2000

Format PC

Get it Only available second-hand 
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Sims were prone to starting fires, but 

asbestos T-shirts weren’t an option.

Wright lowered the Sims’ AI so players 

would have to look after them more.

selling 6.3 million copies worldwide. By 
the time its fifth birthday rolled around, 
EA had shipped 16 million copies of a 
game that was once pitched to a room of 
bemused and apathetic execs. 

And if there was a lesson to be learnt 
from this phenomenal success, it was 
that game developers would do well to 
look beyond the young, male, hardcore 
demographic they’d traditionally courted. 
Some of The Sims’ players were 
dyed-in-the-wool gamers, sure, but a lot 
more were people who wouldn’t 
necessarily identify with the term – 
people who were looking for 
entertainment to consume rather than a 
lifestyle to adhere to. At a time when 
games were still marketed largely to an 
assumed audience of teenage boys, The 
Sims was enjoying an audience that was, 
by some estimates, 60 per cent women. 

In this regard, Wright’s work laid the 
groundwork for an explosion of interest 
in videogames that followed: from 
‘casual’ gaming to the Wii, and eventually 
the massive rise in mobile gaming 
revenues. For some, Wright’s digital doll’s 
house remains a perplexing prospect, 
but for millions more, it provided a way in 
to a whole new medium. 

Series spotlight
The weird world of The Sims expansion p sn packs

1 The Sims:  
Livin’ It Up
(PC – 2000)

The first expansion pack launched 

for Will Wright’s digital doll’s house 

introduced a number of new NPCs, 

including the skeletal incarnation of 

Death himself: The Grim Reaper. This 

scythe-wielding grump would 

appear to harvest the souls of the 

freshly-deceased, but living Sims 

could plead for him to pardon their 

beloved friends and family. Succeed, 

and your Sim would be spared – or 

return as a shambling zombie.

2 The Sims:  
Hot Date
(PC – 2001)

This raunchy add-on was one of the 

heftiest expansions to the first 

iteration of Wright’s gargantuan 

games franchise, introducing an 

entire new area – I’m talking 

Downtown – for your lusty Sims to 

explore. Many fans said they played it 

for the new areas and items, but 

we’ve got your number: admit it,  

you were purely in it for the 

make-out opportunities.

3 The Sims 2:  
H&M Fashion Stuff
(PC – 2007)

Although it’s difficult to pinpoint the 

exact moment that Maxis started 

leaning towards producing what 

could be seen as cynical cash grabs 

rather than substantial add-ons for 

The Sims, the H&M Fashion Stuff 

pack would make a promising 

candidate. The package included a 

collection of subdued couture, 

including dresses, jeans, and even 

T-shirts – yes, T-shirts! Thrilling stuff.

4 The Sims 3: 
Showtime – Katy 
Perry Edition
(PC – 2012)

I bought a Sims expansion pack and  

I liked it! Well, we did until we realised 

the Katy Perry-themed content was 

limited to little more than a poster, a 

mere two costumes, and a stage for 

our Sims to strut about on. Oh, and a 

Katy Perry hairpiece. It’s enough to 

make you roar.

5 The Sims 4: 
Vampires
(PC – 2017)

For some players, the thrill of The 

Sims lies in recreating your apartment 

and pals in all their mundane glory. 

For others, it’s all about transforming 

into an unholy creature of the night 

and draining the blood of the 

innocent. This ungodly update 

introduced a variety of vampire 

lifestyles to the The Sims 4, as well as a 

pipe organ skill for you to wrap your 

nosferatu hands around.
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SMOOCHES
Getting raunchy, racy, risqué, and ribald 
with gaming’s greatest snogs

I
f you really stop and think about it, kissing is a truly repulsive 
practice. First of all, it’s unhygienic. Who knows where your 
partner’s lips have been, or how milky their saliva might be?
Second, it’s downright dangerous. What if your smooching 
sweetheart loses a tooth and you choke on it? What if you trip 
mid-embrace, and tumble awkwardly into a thicket of nettles? And 

how could you safeguard against the possibility that your beloved is only docking lips 
with you as part of an elaborate grift?

But despite all the threats – physical, emotional, and financial – sometimes a 
smooch is just what the doctor ordered (note: never let a doctor order you to kiss 
them). So moisten that mouth, gird your lips, and join us as we run through the six 
steamiest smooches in gaming.

SHEPARD 
& LIARA T’SONI

Mass Effect
(PS3, 360, PC – 2007)

They say that in space, no-one can 

hear you scream. But can they hear 

you smooch? Well, that depends on 

a variety of factors, including lip 

moistness, tongue orientation, 

and the angle of each 

kisser’s head tilt.

SONIC 
& AN ACTUAL 

HUMAN WOMAN 
Sonic the Hedgehog

(PS3, 360 – 2006)
Elise is royalty, so you’d assume she 

could have her pick of the kingdom’s 

faces to french. Instead, she 

presses her mouth against the 

mouth of an insectivore. 

Touching.

LUCAS & 
CARLA

Fahrenheit
(PC, Xbox, PS2 – 2005)

Hubba hubba – get a room you two! 

That said, poor Lucas is actually a 

shambling cadaver at this point in the 

game, so perhaps Carla should just 

cool it with the canoodling for 

the time being. You could do 

so much better, girl.

SIX OF THE BEST…
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Grab Bag
Retro gems from every era

Silent Hill 2
Format PC, Xbox, PS2  Developer Konami  Released 2001  

There may not be a climactic physical face-off, but James 

Sunderland has to endure a gruelling psychological battle against 

Pyramid Head. This faceless beast is a hideous manifestation of 

the player character’s guilt and grief. His massive, phallic sword 

and the sexualised violence he inflicts suggests a sexual 

dimension to James’ fear and guilt, too. 

Super Mario 64
Format N64  Developer Nintendo  Released 1997  

For all the praise that the 2D Mario games have earned, their boss 

battles are mostly wretched. The majority task you with hopping 

over Bowser, touching an axe, and then watching the Koopa King 

plummet into lava. Super Mario 64, meanwhile, required you to 

use the N64’s controller to swing the rotter around by his tail, 

hurling the beast into the abyss or towards a stageside explosive. 

Ape Escape
Format PS1  Developer SCE Japan Studio  Released 1999    

Sony’s simian-snatching simulator was the first PlayStation game 

to require the use of a DualShock controller, making it a bold 

trailblazer on the technological frontier. But it was also a deeply 

silly game about catching primates in nets, and one that remains 

satisfying to play today. Drape those apes in photorealistic fuzz 

and you’d have a blockbusting contemporary hit for sure! 

Awesome Boss!

Classic Moment!

Remake Request!

SONYA 
BLADE

Mortal Kombat
(SNES, Game Gear, Mega Drive, 

Game Boy, Master System, Amiga, 
Sega CD – 1992)

Wait, Sonya! That’s no sweet, sensual 

smooch! An embrace should fan 

the flames of desire, it shouldn’t 

kill your partner with  

literal fire. What  

a blunder!

MARIO & 
PEACH

Super Mario 64
(N64 – 1997)

Peach’s technique is unusual to say 

the least, eschewing Mario’s fuzzy 

lips in favour of his turgid nose 

instead. Whatever she’s doing, 

though, it’s clearly driving this 

particular plumber wild 

with desire.

TIDUS & 
YUNA

Final Fantasy X
(PS2 – 2002)

Tidus is a blitzball superstar, so you’d 

be forgiven for thinking this Cool Jock 

might be a bit of a hussy for necking. 

But while he could have 

wall-to-wall hotties, this tender 

stud only has eyes for 

Yuna. Beautiful.
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P
repare your squee-ing muscles for 
potentially far too much cute at 
this stage in the mag. Eagle-eyed 
avid GM readers might recognise 
the work of Kyleigh Parker, AKA 
CaptainDangerous on Instagram. 

We featured her a few years ago as she started out 
making adorable imagery, but her latest collection of 
model photography is positively irresistible. Who 
would ever think Nathan Drake could look this 
charming? Let’s face it, even Elena probably doesn’t 
think he’s this lovable. 

“Since we last spoke I’ve been working hard to turn my 
art into something more,” explains Parker. “I’ve been 
given some incredible opportunities working with 
Nintendo and I hope to continue working with them and 
others in the future. I really feel like toy photography is a 
unique art and something more people should know 
about. It’s also a great community to become a part of!” 
Plus, if you thought your collection of plastic was bad, 
don’t worry, Parker constantly amasses more figures to 
feed her imagery addiction. The majority of her toys 

come from the Japanese Good Smile Company, which is 
where a certain half-untucked hero was acquired.

Doughnut Drake 
“I’ve always appreciated how detailed and well made 
those figures are, which is why I’ve acquired quite a 
collection of them! And I had an absolute blast shooting 
the Uncharted photos,” she says. “I took great care in 
making sure these photos reflected the rich 
environment of the series, and also the amazing 
character that so many people love, Nathan Drake.“ 
You’d think that without children or animals to deal with, 
things would be a lot easier in terms of set up, but 
Parker’s images are carefully planned and have many of 
the problems of a regular shoot. “I often spend a few 
days planning out the set up before venturing out to the 
spot I’m going to be taking the photos,” she explains. 
“This saves me a lot of time… For example, I knew I 
needed the torch photo to look like it was in a small cave. 
I had a couple of spots in mind to try out, and thankfully 
the first spot worked great! I found an older stone 
building that had large rocks missing in the walls. It was 
the perfect size for a miniature cave for Nathan Drake.” 

In case you’re wondering, yes, that was a real match 
in Drake’s hand. “The torch shot was tricky!” grins Parker. 
“I had to quickly light the match and get the shot before 
the flame went out while also trying not to knock him 
over!” We’d rather not think about what would have 
happened if it had touched his plastic exterior – he’s 
probably not quite as durable as the man himself. 

While there’s no need for a dressing room for her 
stars, Parker does have to put up with the outside world 
as an active participant in her work. “You are at the 
mercy of the weather and lighting,” she explains. “I often 
have to move pretty quick so I don’t lose the light I’m 
wanting for a particular photo. The shot of Nathan sitting 
on the stone statue is a good example of that. After I set 

We return to the absurdly cute world of model 
photography with Kyleigh Parker and find out just 
what it takes to make Nate look that adorable The true doughnut Drake. Parker wanted a specific 

colour of sprinkles to go with the murderous hero.

Seriously, how cute can a character in a 

gas mask be? It’s almost disturbing.

“MY END GOAL IS TO 
EVOKE THE EMOTION 
FROM THE SCENE IN 
THE GAME”

UNCHAWWWW-TED 
TERRITORY
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FIERY BURN 
Of course Nintendo has 
announced the New Nintendo 
2DS XL to confuse us with the 
word ‘New’, but it’s already 
revealed a Dragon Quest XI 
special edition. Complete with 
metallic slime, this black-and-
silver console is enough to sell 
your soul for, never mind pay 
duty import tax on.

SLIME HAUL
To add salt to the 

wound, there’s a 
blue-and-gold 
PS4 to 
celebrate the 
fact that 
Dragon Quest 

XI is releasing 
on both consoles. 

Just try not to look 
at the exceptional 

customised touch pad or the 
gold slime that you won’t want 
to touch in case it rubs off…

HEARTS OF SOLD
And there’s a 15th 
anniversary 
Kingdom Hearts 
PS4 that we aren’t 
allowed to have in 
the UK. Panelled 
with Keyblades and 
Mickeys, the 
console comes with 
an exclusive theme 
for when you want your TV 
screen to match your PS4. Even 
Play Asia is having problems 
with stock, so good luck.

Hopefully she’s not planning on playing with any more fire around her plastic poseurs, but Parker’s upcoming 

projects include Metroid and Resident Evil. If there’s anyone who can make Resi cute…

Parker waited 20 minutes for the perfect, 

not-too-bright, light for Nate to check his map.

Breath Of The Wild has been a strong influence for 

Parker, and she’s working on even more Zelda images.

up the scene, I got a lot of direct sunlight which changed 
the lighting and the overall mood of the photo. So I had 
to wait 20 minutes for the sun to go behind some trees.”

Lens flares
While a lot of Parker’s work relies on 
the natural world – popping Link 
into the woods or Squirtle into a pail 
of blueberries – when props are 
involved things get more complex, 
and scale is an issue when your 
participants are smaller than a 
Starbucks cup. “When miniatures or 
props are involved, it’s usually when 
I’ve decided on a scene that can’t be 
produced without some external 
influence,” she explains. “The 
doughnut shot, for example – a 
rather easy one when it came to 
props – I wanted one with white icing to brighten the 
picture and to accent the bright sprinkles. The jeep 
photo I had to search for a scale replica that was the 
right size for Nathan. I muddied it up a bit for realism. As 

with any of my photos, if I can make the mini, I do. I make 
them as true to form as possible.”

When it comes to her work in general, Parker has 
been adapting her style and playing with the bright 

worlds of her favourite characters. “I’ve 
always loved vibrant colours and 
soft lighting in video games, and 
that’s something I’ve been trying 
to implement in my photos,” she 
says. “I’ve been learning how to 
use natural light properly and also 
how to get great photos in my 
own front yard. It’s been very 
challenging but I’m happy with 
the results. I do still enjoy 
travelling to local parks and 
finding new settings for certain 
photos, though. My end goal is to 

evoke the emotion from the scene 
in the game, a fond memory. To bring a smile to 
someone’s face, and through my work I hope I’ve done 
that.” Looking at just these pictures of Drake, we’d say 
that’s not a problem. Louise Blain

Check out more of Parker’s 

incredible model photography 

on her Instagram, where she’s 

CaptainDangerous: 

http://bit.ly/gmdangerous
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DARK SOULS III 
PS4 / XO / PC

Weighty, impactful combat in a bleak, unforgiving 

world. There are few satisfactions in gaming 

greater than besting its brutal bosses.

OVERWATCH 
PS4 / XO / PC 

Colourful characters and slick shooting make this 

multiplayer FPS from the makers of World Of 

Warcraft utterly irresistible. 

HE LAST OF US 
PS4 / PS3

Naughty Dog’s greatest triumph yet: the dark and 

uly cinematic tale of Joel and Ellie, two 

s rvivors in a dying world. 

NCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END 
PS4

n incredible end to one of the most spectacular 

s ries around, seeing Nathan Drake off in style. 

Perhaps the best-looking game ever made.

76

Not sure which games to grab? Trust 
the experts (that’s us) to shine a light 

of clarity through your fog of 
confusion. Over this spread you’ll find 

GamesMaster’s 100 per cent 
scientifically accurate and indisputable 
list of the greatest games on modern 
machines – updated monthly – as well 
as the top five most vital exclusives on 
each of the major platforms. Pick one 

of these up and, buddy, you’re going to 
h lf g d ti

GAME
GUIDE

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: BREATH OF THE WILD  
Switch / Wii U

Nintendo casually revolutionises the open-world genre with perhaps the best launch  

title ever. Explore, fight, and cook your way across Hyrule.

THE WITCHER 3: WILD HUNT 
PS4 / XO / PC

An unbelievably vast fantasy world, where grim adventure – and brilliantly mature, 

engaging storytelling – lurks around every corner. 

GRAND THEFT AUTO V 
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360

         Rockstar’s most detailed, immersive cityscape yet serves as the backdrop for a 

brilliantly explosive, multi-layered crime saga.
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Our definitive list of 
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right now
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1 THE LAST OF US REMASTERED

2 UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END

3 HORIZON: ZERO DAWN

4 JOURNEY

5 BLOODBORNE

1 HALO 5: GUARDIANS

2 FORZA HORIZON 3

3 KALIMBA

4 QUANTUM BREAK

5 GEARS OF WAR 4

1 TOTAL WAR: WARHAMMER
2 GUILD WARS 2

3 DOTA 2

4 THE SIMS 4

5 CRUSADER KINGS 2

1 HEARTHSTONE

2 DEVICE 6

3 80 DAYS

4 SORCERY 4

5 MONUMENT VALLEY

HORIZON: ZERO DAWN 
PS4

A truly unique vision from the creators of 

Killzone. Primitive humans hunt robotic beasts 

across a beautiful wilderness. 

MARIO KART 8  
Switch / Wii U

The definitive kart racer, now portable and 

packed with new features on Switch. Own a 

Nintendo console? This is a must-have. 

XCOM 2 
PS4 / XO / PC 

A turn-based strategy masterpiece that doesn’t 

pull its punches. Try not to get too attached to 

your soldiers, eh?

PERSONA 5 
PS4 / PS3

The greatest JRPG on current-gen – a stylish, 

rebellious story of teenage fury and surreal 

journeys into your enemies’ minds.

98 10

POKÉMON SUN AND MOON 
3DS

Nintendo’s collect-a-thon at its very best, with a 

charming monster roster and a beautiful island 

setting. Sunshine in a cartridge. 

TOWERFALL ASCENSION 
PS4 / XO / PC / PS Vita 

Nothing else on current-gen comes close to 

matching this gem for local multiplayer action. 

Still a regular lunchtime distraction in our office.

METAL GEAR SOLID V: 
THE PHANTOM PAIN 
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360

Hideo Kojima’s last hurrah brings open-world 

action to the revered series.

11 12 13

DOTA 2 
PC

A strange and intimidating beast – but take the 

time to learn its secrets and you’ll find a game of 

incredible tactical depth and variety. 

INSIDE 
PS4 / XO / PC

The shadowy, fascinating follow-up to Limbo, 

taking you on a perilous adventure across a 

surreal and terrifying world. 

HEARTHSTONE 
PC / Mobile

Blizzard achieves the once-impossible – making 

deck-building CCGs accessible to all. Prepare to 

lose all your free time in 15-minute chunks. 

14 1615

DEVICE 6 
Mobile

This mysterious and engrossing text-based 

mystery adventure is perfectly suited to carrying 

around in your pocket. 

BLOODBORNE 
PS4

Dark Souls’ more agile cousin, tighter and faster 

but no less punishing, in a world of gothic horror 

and Lovecraftian nightmares.

BATTLEFIELD 1 
PS4 / XO / PC

The Great War serves as a rich historical backdrop 

for this epic multiplayer FPS. You can shoot down 

zeppelins – what more do you need to know?

17 1918

DOOM 
PS4 / XO / PC

A nostalgic reimagining that proves so much 

better than it has any right to be. Hyperspeed 

hyperviolence in the depths of Hell. 

TOTAL WAR: WARHAMMER 
PC

The tabletop game comes to life in this definitive 

strategy game. Manage your empire and lead 

your armies into huge, epic battles. 

TALES FROM THE BORDERLANDS 
PS4 / XO / PC / PS3 / 360 / Mobile

Telltale’s formula at its very best – witty, exciting, 

and packed with unforgettable characters. Don’t 

be put off by the setting. 

TITANFALL 2 
PS4 / XO / PC

Blisteringly fast-paced multiplayer and a 

fantastically inventive single-player campaign 

make this quite the package. 

HALO 5: GUARDIANS  
XO

Master Chief’s adventures are more spectacular 

than ever – and new multiplayer modes layer 

fresh depth onto online play. 
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1 POKÉMON SUN AND MOON

2 FIRE EMBLEM FATES

3 ANIMAL CROSSING: NEW LEAF

4 MONSTER HUNTER GENERATIONS

5 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: A LINK 

BETWEEN WORLDS

THE TOP 
EXCLUSIVES
The five best for each console

1 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:  

BREATH OF THE WILD

2 MARIO KART 8 DELUXE

3 SNIPPERCLIPS

4 FAST RMX

5 KAMIKO



Oh no!
The mimics from Prey have 
escaped! These shape-shifting 
aliens have infested your 
favourite videogames, subtly 
blending into the background 
by taking the form of 
unobtrusive inanimate objects. 
Can you spot all of the tricksy 
mimics in each scene and stop 
them mugging you right off?

A MUG’S LIFE
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